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Abstract
Planning under uncertainty using Markov decision processes (MDPs) requires
a model of the environment specifying the probabilistic effects of the actions that
the agent is able to execute. The optimal policy of the agent is then computed from
such model. As such, when planning, the agent assumes the environment may only
change as the direct result of its actions. In this thesis we consider lifting that assumption, and allow the agent to reason over the counterfactual “What if the world
were different?” Effectively, we allow the agent to reason over other possible configurations of the world, where more rewarding optimal policies may exist, and over
the cost required in shifting the original environment to these modified worlds. Our
goal is to endow the agent with the ability to plan over the possibility of actually
operating in such configurations of the world, if beneficial. We introduce Counterfactual MDPs, a new class of MDPs that allows the agent to reason and plan over the
aforementioned counterfactual. Solving a Counterfactual MDP consists in the maximization of the expected value/cost trade-off over possible changes to the world.
In the context of MDPs, the dynamics of the world are described in terms of
transition probabilities. Our approach is thus to formulate the problem as a jointoptimization of the transition probabilities and optimal policy of the MDP. We analyze the complexity of the resulting problem, and formally prove it is NP-Hard.
We then derive two gradient-based approaches for solving the problem. These approaches culminate in the contribution of an iterative gradient based algorithm, P ITERATION , for solving Counterfactual MDPs. Additionally, we discuss methods
for scaling up this algorithm to larger problems.
We demonstrate the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs and the performance
of the algorithms proposed in multiple scenarios. We show, in particular, significant
performance improvements that arise from allowing the agent to reason and plan
over other possible worlds, and corresponding optimal policies.
In the process we realize, however, that Counterfactual MDPs implicitly assume
that the specific world configuration the agent envisioned will be necessarily materialized. However, in many real-life scenarios there exists an underlying uncertainty in
the outcome of applying changes to the world. We extend the Counterfactual MDP
model to allow the agent to reason over this uncertainty, and dub the resulting model
Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. This new model assumes the uncertainty associated with changes to the world follows a probabilistic distribution with
parameters the agent can reason over and control, resulting in a new optimization
problem. We show the gradient of this new optimization problem can be computed
by solving an expectation, and thus propose a sampling based method for computing it. This allows us to extend P - ITERATION to this new class of problems with
stochastic outcomes.
In the end we demonstrate the applicability of the new model in multiple scenarios with uncertainty in the outcome of changes to the world. We show that by
reasoning over this uncertainty the agent is able to find more valuable world configurations.
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Resumo
O planeamento sob incerteza com processos de decisão de Markov (MDPs) requer um modelo do ambiente que especifica os efeitos probabilı́sticos das acções
que o agente pode executar. A polı́tica óptima do agente é depois calculada a partir
deste modelo. Como tal, quando planeia, o agente assume que o ambiente apenas
pode mudar como o resultado das suas acções. Nesta tese exploramos a ideia de levantar esta assumpção, e permitir que o agente raciocine acerca do contrafactual “E
se o mundo fosse diferente?” Efectivamente, nós permitimos o agente raciocinar acerca de outras configurações possı́veis do mundo—onde pode ser possı́vel encontrar
polı́ticas óptimas mais valiosas—e acerca do custo necessário em mudar o mundo
original para estes novos mundos. O nosso objectivo é dar ao agente a capacidade de
planear com a possibilidade de operar nestas configurações do mundo alternativas,
quando benéfico. Como tal, introduzimos os Counterfactual MDPs, uma nova classe
de MDPs que permite o agente raciocinar acerca do contrafactual acima. Resolver
um Counterfactual MDP consiste na maximização do compromisso entre o valor
esperado e o custo das mudanças possı́veis no mundo.
No contexto de MDPs, a dinâmica do mundo é descrita em termos de probabilidades de transição. A nossa abordagem consiste em formular o problema como uma
optimização conjunta das probabilidades de transição e da polı́tica óptima do MDP.
Analisamos a complexidade do problema e provamos formalmente que este é NPHard. De seguida derivamos duas abordagens de gradiente para resolver o problema.
Estas abordagens culminam com a contribuição de um algoritmo de gradiente iterativo chamado P - ITERATION, para resolver Counterfactual MDPs. Adicionalmente,
discutimos métodos para acelerar o algoritmo.
Demonstramos a aplicabilidade dos Counterfactual MDPs e a performance dos
algoritmos propostos em múltiplos cenários. Mostramos, especificamente, as melhorias de performance significativas que surgem ao permitir o agente raciocinar, e
planear, acerca de outros mundos e respectivas polı́ticas óptimas.
Neste processo apercebemo-nos, no entanto, que os Counterfactual MDPs implicitamente assumem que a configuração do mundo idealizada pelo agente será
necessariamente materializada. No entanto, em muitos cenários reais existe uma
incerteza subjacente ao resultado de se aplicarem mudana̧s ao mundo. Estendemos
o modelo de Counterfactual MDPs para permitir o agente raciocinar acerca desta
incerteza, e apelidamos o modelo resultante de Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual
MDPs. Este novo modelo assume que a incerteza associada a mudanças ao mundo
segue uma distribuição probabilı́stica com parâmetros que o agente pode controlar,
resultando num novo problema de optimização. Mostramos que o gradiente deste
novo problema de optimização pode ser calculado resolvendo um valor esperado.
Como tal, propomos utilizar um método de amostragem para o calcular, o que nos
permite estender o algoritmo P - ITERATION para esta nova classe de problemas.
No final, mostramos a aplicabilidade do novo modelo em vários cenários com
incerteza nas mudanças no mundo. Especificamente, mostramos os benefı́cios que
advêm de permitir o agente raciocinar acerca desta incerteza, o que permite o agente
descobrir outras configurações possı́veis do mundo mais valiosas.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Planning under uncertainty requires a model of the dynamics of the world, specifying the probabilistic effects of the actions that the agent is able to execute. Given this model, and a reward
function describing the target task, the planner computes the optimal policy of the agent. This
optimal policy specifies the actions to take at each state in order to maximize the reward collected
in a world governed by the dynamics model provided. Models for planning under uncertainty
have proved to be successful in a wide variety of tasks. In robotics, for example, these models have been shown to be particularly effective in allowing robots to plan over the uncertainty
underlying their execution [52, 66, 73].
Despite showing a wide applicability, the existing approaches for planning under uncertainty
make the implicit assumption that the dynamics of the world are fixed, and consequently, only
allow the agent to reason over changes to the world that result directly from the execution of its
actions. In this thesis we propose to lift this assumption, and allow agents to reason, plan, and
act, over the counterfactual “What if the world were different?” That is, our goal is to allow
agents to reason and plan over alternative configurations of the world where more rewarding
optimal policies may be possible. As a motivating example, consider the following scenario.
Scenario (CORRIDOR) Consider the environment depicted in Figure 1.1(a). A mobile
service robot docked at its charging station (located in A) receives a request from a
user to pick up a package from the user’s office (located in B). The robot operates
in a 2 × 4 corridor located in an office setting, and is able to move in four directions
(UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT) or stay in place (STAY). Each move action moves the robot
deterministically to an adjacent cell, factoring in obstacles. The robot is rewarded for
navigating from A to B in the most efficient way.
Given the layout of the corridor (Figure 1.1(a)), the most efficient plan is to traverse the entire
corridor, by first travelling from A all the way to the right, move down, and then travel left all
the way to B, as depicted in Figure 1.1(b). Assuming this scenario, the goal of this thesis is to
endow the agent with the ability to reason over questions such as “What if it was possible to have
a direct passage between the top and bottom rows?” Assuming that possibility, “What would
be the best location to have such passage?” Having the passage in the best possible location,
“Would the benefit of being able to move across the passage surpass the cost of creating it?” In
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Figure 1.1: Robot departs from a docking station at A to attend a user request at B. (a) The
original world configuration. (b) The optimal policy in the original world configuration, which
requires the robot to traverse the entire corridor. (c) The optimal policy in the world configuration
where the first door is open.
the particular case of the CORRIDOR scenario, this passage could correspond to a door separating
the two sides of the corridor. As depicted in Figure 1.1(c), if there existed a door between states
A and B that were to be opened, the agent would be able to follow a more rewarding policy.
Even though the agent is not able to directly open such door, we still allow it to reason over the
world configuration where the door is in fact open.
This scenario illustrates the class of problems that motivates this thesis. We advocate allowing agents to explicitly reason over other possible world configurations during their planning
processes. In particular, we focus on configurations of the world that cannot be reached simply
by the execution of the agent’s actions, requiring instead some form of external intervention,
possibly at a cost. In this setting, the goal of the agent becomes that of jointly optimizing its
policy and the world configuration to operate at, by taking into account the value/cost trade-off
over the changes to the environment.
In sum, this thesis proposes a different planning paradigm, where the agent is allowed to
explicitly reason over alternative configurations of the world, and to plan over the possibility of
actually operating in such configurations when beneficial. In other words, we endow agents with
the ability to reason, plan, and act, over the counterfactual “What if the world were different?”,
in order to allow the discovery of new, and possibly more rewarding, optimal policies.

1.1

Thesis Question

The discussion and motivating example introduced previously can be summarized in the following research question.
Research Question How can we endow agents with the ability to reason over alternative configurations of the world, and to plan over the possibility of operating in such
configurations, in order to find more rewarding policies?
Typical approaches for planning under uncertainty make the implicit assumption that the
world only changes as the direct result of the actions of the agent. In this thesis, we propose to
lift such assumption, and allow agents to reason, plan, and act over the counterfactual “What if
the world were different?” We focus, in particular, in endowing agents with the ability to reason
2

over configurations of the world that are reachable through some form of external intervention,
possibly at a cost. Allowing the agent to reason over these additional configurations of the world,
and to plan over the possibility of operating there, may allow the discovery of new optimal
policies that would not be possible in the original environment. The execution of these new
optimal policies in the alternative worlds may actually allow the agent to collect more reward,
improving its overall performance.

1.2

Thesis Approach

The approach followed in this thesis focuses on planning problems modeled as Markov decision
processes (MDPs). In this model, the dynamics of the world are described in terms of a fixed
probability transition function, which implicitly assumes that the world may only change as the
direct result of the execution of the actions of the agent. This thesis considers lifting that restriction, allowing the agent to reason over additional configurations of the world—where more
rewarding optimal policies may exist—and to plan over the possibility of operating in such configurations. In the context of problems described as MDPs, we allow the agent to reason over
the impact of changes to the transition probabilities that govern the dynamics of the world. Our
goal is to endow the agent with the ability to reason, and act, over the counterfactual “What if
the world were different?”. Motivated by this goal, we contribute a new class of MDPs that we
dubbed Counterfactual Markov decision processes.
Our approach starts with the formulation of Counterfactual MDPs as an optimization problem
that maximizes the expected value/cost trade-off over possible changes to the world. The value
of a given change to the world is measured as the expected discounted reward the agent is able
to collect in the resulting world configuration. We assume, however, that changes to the world
may come at a cost. This cost is task-specific, and, in general, will be a function of the effort
involved in shifting the original world configuration to the new configuration. Additionally, our
formulation assumes the aforementioned optimization problem is constrained to a set of feasible
configurations of the world. This is useful in preventing the agent from reasoning over unrealistic
world configurations.
We then extend the Counterfactual MDP model to account for the uncertainty associated with
changing the world. We realize that the original model assumes any world configuration envisioned by the agent can be necessarily materialized. However, in real-life scenarios there exists
an underlying uncertainty in the outcome of changing the world. As such, the actual resulting
configuration may not yield the expected one. We dub the resulting model Stochastic Outcomes
Counterfactual MDPs. This model is particularly interesting when it comes to modeling, for
example, human-robot interaction scenarios. In practice, the reasoning over alternative configurations of the world can be interpreted as the agent planning over assistance requests to be posed
to a nearby human. In general, the outcome of these assistance requests will be stochastic, since
the human response may vary.
3

1.3

Contributions

Following the overall approach described in Section 1.2, we now go over the individual contributions of the thesis in greater detail.

1.3.1

Counterfactual MDPs

The first contribution of this thesis is the formulation of Counterfactual MDPs—a novel class
of MDPs that allows the agent to plan over alternative configurations of the world, with the
goal of allowing the discovery of more rewarding optimal policies. We formalize Counterfactual
MDPs as an optimization problem that maximizes a benefit/cost trade-off over possible changes
to the environment, in the framework of MDPs. In this setting, our formulation corresponds to
a joint optimization over the transition probabilities and optimal policy of the MDP. Along with
the formulation of the model, we contribute a complexity analysis of the problem. We show
that, in general, solving Counterfactual MDPs is hard both in theory and in practice. In fact, we
formally prove that the problem is NP-Hard. This thesis also makes important practical contributions for allowing the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs to different planning problems. We
demonstrate how to model multiple scenarios, under different cost functions and sets of possible
configurations of the world. In the process, we show that Counterfactual MDPs lead the agent to
significant performance improvements in all tasks.

1.3.2

Algorithmic Approaches for Solving Counterfactual MDPs

This thesis contributes algorithms for solving Counterfactual MDPs. We propose a gradientbased approach for solving the optimization problem that characterizes our model, and formally
derive two methods for computing the gradient. The first method derives the gradients directly
from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions of the optimization problem. The second method exploits the linear programming structure of MDPs, leading to a more efficient approach. The
approaches proposed for computing the gradient culminate in the P - ITERATION algorithm—an
iterative gradient ascent algorithm that iteratively builds a sequence of world configurations that
converge to a local maximum of the optimization problem. The non-convexity is tackled by
performing random restarts starting from different possible initial world configurations.
This thesis also discusses mechanisms for scaling the methods proposed so they can be applied in larger problems. One of the approaches discussed is to adopt a factored representation
of MDPs that is typically used for solving large state and action spaces scenarios. This representation compresses the transition dynamics and reward model of the MDP by factoring similar
states, allowing for speed-ups in solving MDPs. We further discuss other approaches that exploit
the iterative nature of P - ITERATION, and allow the reuse of computations performed in previous steps. Our experimental evaluation shows that these approaches can improve the overall
performance of the P - ITERATION algorithm.

1.3.3

Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs

The final contribution of this thesis regards the extension of the Counterfactual MDPs model to
scenarios where there is uncertainty in the outcome of changes to the world. We dub the resulting
4

model Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs, and our approach is to model the underlying
uncertainty as following a probabilistic distribution with parameters that the agent can control.
We show that the original model, Counterfactual MDPs, can be reduced to Stochastic Outcomes
Counterfactual MDPs and, as such, the complexity analysis on the former extends to the latter.
This allows us to conclude that, in general, Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs are also
hard to solve.
Following our approach in the original model, we also adopt a gradient-based method for
solving Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. The new formulation that accounts for the
stochastic outcomes in changes to the world, however, introduces some challenges in the computation of the gradient. We show that this gradient can actually be computed by solving an
expectation, and propose to use sampling methods for estimating it. This allowed us to extend
the P - ITERATION algorithm to the new class of problems with stochastic outcomes.
Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of this model in different scenarios, showing the
improvements on the performance of the agent that arise when considering the uncertainty in the
outcomes of changes in the world.

1.4

Reading Guide to the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews relevant background on the Markov decision processes framework, covering both the formulation of the model as well as methods for solving it.
Chapter 3 introduces the Counterfactual MDP model, which is formalized as an optimization
problem. The model is introduced in iterative fashion, with each version allowing Counterfactual
MDPs to model more complex problems. The chapter also contributes a complexity analysis of
the problem, showing that solving Counterfactual MDPs is hard both in theory and in practice.
Specifically, we formally establish that the problem is NP-Hard. Additionally, we discuss relevant practical considerations on the applicability of the model, namely, by introducing different
mechanisms for parameterizing the transition probabilities. The chapter concludes with a discussion on alternative formulations to Counterfactual MDPs, with an application to a real-world
human-robot interaction scenario.
Chapter 4 introduces P - ITERATION, a gradient-based algorithm for solving Counterfactual
MDPs. The chapter starts with a formal derivation of two methods for computing the gradients
of the optimization problem that characterizes Counterfactual MDPs. These methods culminate
in the introduction of the P - ITERATION algorithm. The chapter also contributes techniques for
scaling up the algorithm to larger problems, discussing other practical considerations on performance. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the models and algorithms proposed. We
show the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs in multiple planning scenarios, and the performance of the P - ITERATION therein.
5

Chapter 5 tackles the problem of reasoning over uncertain outcomes in changes to the world,
in the context of Counterfactual MDPs. We formally derive a new model, dubbed Stochastic
Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs, which allows the agent to reason, plan and act over the aforementioned stochastic outcomes. We show how to extend the previous gradient-based approaches
to the new model. The chapter concludes by evaluating the applicability and performance of the
new models and algorithms proposed.
Chapter 6 reviews literature relevant to the ideas followed in this thesis. This chapter focuses,
in particular, on two lines of research. First, we review MDP models that allow some form of
reasoning over the impact of changes to the transition probabilities of an MDP. Then, we review
research on agents that request assistance to external entities at different steps of the agent loop—
perception, decision, planning and execution.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing the main contributions, and discussing possible directions of future research.
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Chapter 2
Background
The work in this thesis considers problems of planning under uncertainty modeled using Markov
Decision Processes. This chapter provides the necessary background on this framework.

2.1

Markov Decision Processes

A Markov decision process (MDP) is a tuple (X , A, P, r, γ) describing a sequential decision
problem under uncertainty. The state space X denotes the set of possible states of the world,
whereas the action space A is the set of actions available to the agent. When the agent takes
an action a ∈ A while in state x ∈ X , the world transitions to state y ∈ X with probability
P (y | x, a) and the agent receives a reward r(x, a). The discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1) determines the
relative importance of present and future rewards. This decision process is depicted in Figure 2.1.
In a way, the reward function r can be seen as encoding the objectives the agent wants
to achieve, whereas the transition probabilities P describe the dynamics of the world where
the agent operates. In this setting, the goal of the agent is to identify a policy—a mapping
π : X × A → [0, 1] such that π(a | x) is the probability of selecting action a ∈ A when in state
x ∈ X —that chooses the actions the agent should follow in order to achieve the task encoded by
r, in the world described by P . Formally, the goal of the agent is to compute the policy π that
maximizes the expected discounted reward at each state x ∈ X :
"∞
#
X
v π (x) , Eat ∼π(xt )
γ t r(xt , at ) | x0 = x .
t=0

The vector v π is called the value function associated with policy π and can be computed as the
solution to the linear system
v π = r π + γPπ v π ,
(2.1)
where r π is a column vector with x-th entry
rπ (x) =

X
a∈A

π(a | x)r(x, a),
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Figure 2.1: The decision process modeled by an MDP. The boxes denote the state (bottom right)
and environment (top left) at each timestep. The decision process evolves as the agent takes
actions. Specifically, when the agent is in state xt , and executes action at , it receives a reward rt
and the state of the world transitions to state xt+1 . This transition is governed by the transition
probabilities P .
and Pπ is a matrix with element (x, y)
P π (y | x) =

X
a∈A

π(a | x)P (y | x, a).

In particular, we have that
v π = (I − γPπ )−1 r π ,

(2.2)

where I is the |X | × |X | identity matrix. The solution to (2.2) is well-defined, since matrix
(I − γPπ ) is non-singular [53]. Solving an MDP thus consists in computing an optimal policy
π ∗ such that, for all x ∈ X and all policies π,
∗

v π (x) ≥ v π (x).
In general, all MDPs have at least one deterministic optimal policy. We introduced the more
general case of stochastic optimal policies as it will be useful in later chapters.

2.2

Solving Markov Decision Processes

As discussed in the previous section, solving an MDP consists in computing an optimal policy
π ∗ , i.e., a mapping from states to actions which ensures that the robot, if selecting the actions as
prescribed by π ∗ , collects as much reward as possible. There exist several methods for computing the optimal policy and the optimal value function, including dynamic programming, linear
programming, stochastic approximation, among other approaches [53]. We describe two such
methods, which will be useful in later chapters of this thesis.
Linear Programming The linear programming approach for solving MDPs computes the optimal value function by solving the following optimization problem
min 1> v
v

s.t.

v(x) ≥ r(x, a) + γ

X
y∈X

P (y | x, a)v(y),
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∀x ∈ X , a ∈ A,

(2.3)

where 1 is a |X |-dimensional vector of ones. The optimal policy π ∗ can then be retrieved from
the optimal value function v ∗ computed. This is performed by checking for each state x the
actions that maximize the expected value, i.e.,


X
∗
∗
π (x) ∈ argmax r(x, a) + γ
P (y | x, a)v (y) .
(2.4)
a∈A

y∈X

Dynamic Programming MDPs can also be solved using a dynamic programming approach.
One of the most popular algorithms in this class of approaches is value iteration, which works
by iteratively refining an estimate of the optimal value function v ∗ . Starting from an estimate v 0 ,
the method iteratively refines its estimate by computing


X
t
t+1
P (y | x, a)v (y) .
v (x) = max r(x, a) + γ
a∈A

y∈X

It is well-known in the literature that the estimates of value iteration converge to the optimal
value function, i.e., v t → v ∗ , as t → ∞. The proof starts by showing that the value iteration
updates consist of the Bellman backup operator T : R|X | → R|X | , which is a contraction [53].
The Bellman backup operator T is defined as,


X

t
t
Tv (x) = max r(x, a) + γ
P (y | x, a)v (y) ,
(2.5)
a∈A

y∈X

and we can prove it is a contraction by showing that for any estimates of the optimal value
function v 1 and v 2 we have
max |(Tv 1 ) (x) − (Tv 2 ) (x)| ≤ γ max |v1 (x) − v2 (x)| .
x∈X

x∈X

Since T is a contraction, by the Banach fixed-point theorem we conclude T must admit a unique
fixed point solution v ∗ = Tv ∗ . Joining these two results together, we conclude

max Tv t (x) − v ∗ (x) ≤ γ max v t (x) − v ∗ (x) .
x∈X

x∈X

Finally, expanding the second term we observe
max v t+1 (x) − v ∗ (x) ≤ γ t+1 max v 0 (x) − v ∗ (x) .
x∈X

x∈X

(2.6)

Since 0 ≤ γ < 1, we have that γ t → 0 as t → ∞. Consequently, we must have v t → v ∗ as
t → ∞.
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Chapter 3
Counterfactual MDPs
Planning under uncertainty typically assumes a fixed model of the world that specifies the probabilistic effects of the actions of the agent in terms of changes in the state of the world. Based
on this model of the world, the planner proceeds by computing a policy the agent should follow in order to maximize the reward collected, according to some reward function. However, as
discussed in Chapter 1, the world may be changed in more ways than those resulting from the
direct execution of the actions of the agent. In fact, there may exist additional configurations of
the world that allow for new policies that let the agent collect even more reward.
This thesis focuses, in particular, in planning problems modeled as Markov decision processes, where the dynamics of the world are described in terms of a fixed probability transition
function. This thesis considers lifting that assumption of “fixed dynamics of the world”, extending the Markov decision processes model to allow the agent to reason over additional configurations of the world, and to plan over the possibility of actually operating in such configurations.
In the context of problems described as MDPs, our approach is to allow the agent to reason over
the impact of changes to the transition probabilities that govern the dynamics of the world. In
a way, our goal is to allow the agent to reason over the counterfactual “What if the world were
different?” Consequently, we dubbed the resulting model as Counterfactual Markov decision
processes.
In this chapter we introduce Counterfactual Markov decision processes, and we do so in an
iterative fashion. We start with a simple version of the model, which despite its limited expressiveness, provides us the opportunity to discuss some important insights. These insights seed
the formulation of the more expressive, but also complex, models. We then offer a complexity
analysis on the model proposed, both from a practical perspective, and from a formal, computational point of view. The chapter concludes with a discussion on alternative formulations of our
Counterfactual MDPs model.
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3.1

Model Formulation

Consider an agent facing a sequential decision problem described as an MDP (X , A, P, r, γ),
where the initial state, x0 , follows some known distribution µ0 . In the MDP model, the reward function r describes the goal of the agent, whereas the transition probabilities P govern
the dynamics of the world. In this thesis, we are interested in investigating how different world
configurations may impact the decision problem faced by the agent. In practice, different world
configurations mostly impact the way the agent interacts with the world—i.e., the outcome of the
agent’s actions. In the MDP model, the outcome of the agent’s actions is described by the transition probabilities, P . As such, we describe different world configurations in terms of different
transition probabilities. Formally, we write Pθ to denote the transition probabilities associated
with the world configuration θ. Each configuration θ induces a different MDP (X , A, Pθ , r, γ),
and we denote the corresponding optimal policy by πθ∗ .
For ease of understanding, throughout this chapter we will be considering a specific scenario.
Namely, a 2 × 3 instance of the CORRIDOR scenario introduced in Chapter 1:
Scenario (CORRIDOR) Consider once again the problem faced by a mobile robot that
must navigate from initial location A to goal location D in the grid world depicted in
Fig. 3.1(a), where the obstacles between states A and D, and B and E, prevent the
movement of the robot. This problem can be described as an MDP (X , A, P0 , r, γ),
where X = {A, B, C, D, E, F } and A = {UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, STAY}. Each
moving action moves the agent deterministically to the adjacent cell in the corresponding direction, except if an obstacle is found. Action STAY makes the agent stay in the
same cell, and not move. The reward is −1 for all state-action pairs except (D, STAY),
where it is 0. The initial distribution µ0 , in this case, is given by µ0 (x) = I(x = A),
where I(U ) denotes the indicator for U , taking value 1 when U holds and 0 otherwise.
Finally, we take a discount factor γ = 0.9.
In this scenario, the original world configuration θ0 corresponds to the world where the robot
moves deterministically to adjacent cells, and where the movement between states A and D, and
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C −2.7 −2.7
0
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E −1 −1
F −1.9 −1.9

(b)

(c)
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Figure 3.1: (a) The layout of the 2 × 3 corridor scenario. (b) and (c) The transition probabilities
for action DOWN associated with the world configurations where the first obstacle exists/does not
exist, respectively. (d) The optimal value functions for both worlds.
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B and E, is prevented by the obstacles. Figure 3.1(b) depicts the transition probabilities associated with action DOWN of the original world configuration θ0 . On the other hand, Figure 3.1(c)
depicts the same transition probabilities associated with a world configuration θ1 where the first
obstacle, between A and D, does not exist. Note that the difference between these two transition
probabilities matrices regards the transitions starting from state A. In the former, when moving
DOWN while in state A, the agent remains in the same state. However, in the latter, moving
DOWN from state A immediately transitions the agent to the goal state D.
In Chapter 1, when the corridor scenario was introduced, we briefly discussed these exact
same world configurations. At the time we concluded that, intuitively, world configuration θ1 is
“better”, as it allows for a more efficient optimal policy. While the optimal policy in the original
world configuration θ0 lets the agent reach the goal state D in 5 steps, in world configuration θ1 it
takes the agent a single step. These optimal policies lead to the optimal value functions depicted
in Figure 3.1(d). Given the reward function used, these values roughly correspond to the the
(discounted) number of steps it takes to reach the goal position D, starting at each different state.
We observe that the expected value of the states at the bottom row of the corridor—D, E and
F —are the same in both configurations of the world. This is because following the optimal
policy when starting at these states never takes the agent to the upper row of the corridor. As
such, the presence of the obstacles is irrelevant. The expected value in state C is also the same
in both worlds—in the optimal case, the agent always takes 3 steps to reach the goal state D.
We observe, however, that the expected values in states A and B are clearly better in world
configuration θ1 .
To allow the agent to reason about the benefits of different world configurations and corresponding optimal policies, we let J(θ) denote the value associated with world configuration θ
X
µ0 (x)vθ∗ (x),
(3.1)
J(θ) =
x∈X

where vθ∗ (x) denotes the value of the optimal policy πθ∗ in state x ∈ X . In our 2 × 3 CORRIDOR
scenario, for example, we observe the value of the world configurations θ0 and θ1 is computed as
J(θ0 ) = vθ∗0 (A) ≈ −4.1,
J(θ1 ) = vθ∗1 (A) ≈ −1.0,

by definition of the initial state distribution used and the optimal value functions in Figure 3.1(d).
These values match our intuition that world configuration θ1 is “better”.
Being able to reason over the value of the optimal policy of any given world configuration
allows us to define the simplest form of our model.

3.1.1

Unconstrained Counterfactual MDPs

In its simplest form, Counterfactual MDPs allow the agent to reason over the best possible world
under no restrictions nor costs. In practice, this model allows the agent to reason over the counterfactual “What is the best world I could possibly operate at?”
The formulation of this counterfactual as the solution to an optimization problem follows
naturally as
max J(θ),
(3.2)
θ
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where the goal of the agent is to find the world configuration θ, associated with the transition
probabilities Pθ , that maximizes the value J(θ).
One may now wonder what is the solution of this Counterfactual MDP when applied to the
aforementioned 2 × 3 CORRIDOR scenario. Intuitively, the world configuration θ1 where the
obstacle does not exist is an optimal solution. In this world configuration the agent can follow
the optimal policy πθ∗1 where in states A and D
πθ∗1 (A) =

πθ∗1 (D) =

DOWN ,

STAY .

Following this policy, upon starting in state A, the agent can immediately execute action DOWN
and reach the goal position D (at the expense of −1 reward), and afterwards the agent can execute
action STAY (and collect reward 0). As a result, the value in state A is vθ∗1 (A) = −1. Furthermore,
by our definition of the initial state distribution µ0 , we have that the world configuration θ1 has
value J(θ1 ) = vθ∗1 (A) = −1.
It turns out that, while this solution is optimal, it is not unique. In fact, there are infinite
optimal solutions, comprising all world configuration with transition probabilities such that the
execution of some action transitions the agent from state A to state D. Formally,
θ∗ ∈ {θ : ∃ a ∈ A : Pθ (D | A, a) = 1} .
As a result, we have, for instance, that the “teleporting” world configuration θT where the agent
transitions between states A and D by executing action STAY, is an optimal solution.
One may argue this solution has an artificial flavour. We tackle this problem by constraining
Counterfactual MDPs.

3.1.2

Constraining Counterfactual MDPs

We concluded the previous section with the observation that formulating Counterfactual MDPs as
an unconstrained optimization problem may yield artificial optimal solutions in the sense of not
being really feasible from a physical point of view. We discussed, in particular, a “teleporting”
solution θT to the CORRIDOR scenario, where the agent moves between states by executing the
STAY action, which is supposed to keep the agent in the same place.
We now extend our model to allow the specification of a set of possible/feasible world configurations Θ. Note that set Θ need not be countable, as the set of possible configurations may
be continuous. The specification of this space of possible world configurations allows us to
formalize Counterfactual MDPs as the optimization problem
max J(θ)
θ

s.t.

θ∈Θ

,

(3.3)

where the optimization is now constrained to the set of possible world configurations Θ. The formulation in (3.3) is rather general, not relying on any particular parameterization of the transition
probabilities for the specification of the set of possible world configurations Θ. We postpone to
Section 3.3 a detailed discussion on different parameterizations and corresponding modeling impact. Let us now, instead, instantiate the framework proposed in the 2 × 3 CORRIDOR problem
introduced previously.
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In this case, and for simplicity of analysis, let us consider the obstacles actually correspond
to doors, and define Θ = [0, 1]2 where a world configuration θ = [θA−D , θB−E ] is such that
θx−y corresponds to how much the door between states x and y is opened. Specifically, we let
θx−y = 0 correspond to a fully closed door, and θx−y = 1 correspond to a fully open door.
Additionally, we consider that the probability of the robot successfully moving through the door
in either direction, x → y or y → x, is proportional to θx−y .
Our configuration space Θ can be translated directly into a parameterization for the transition
probabilities, where the transitions between states A and D take the form
Pθ (D | A, DOWN) = Pθ (A | D, UP) = θA−D ,
Pθ (A | A, DOWN) = Pθ (D | D, UP) = 1 − θA−D ,

(3.4)

and, similarly, the transitions between B and E are defined as
Pθ (E | B, DOWN) = Pθ (B | E, UP) = θB−E ,
Pθ (B | B, DOWN) = Pθ (E | E, UP) = 1 − θB−E .

(3.5)

That is, when trying to move between states x and y, the robot has probability θx−y of moving to
the intended state, and probability 1 − θx−y of remaining in the same state.
In contrast with the unconstrained Counterfactual MDP from the previous section, a Counterfactual MDP with constraints only optimizes over a set of feasible configurations of the world—
those corresponding to different openings of the two doors in the corridor. Consequently, the
world configuration θ1 = [1, 0], where the first door is fully open, would still be an optimal solution, with an associated value of −1. On the other hand, the teleporting world configuration θT ,
which allows the “teleportation” of the agent between states A and D by executing action STAY,
would not be considered nor returned.
While this is an improvement over the previous formulation, we have that the world configuration θ1 is still not a unique optimal solution. For example, the solution where both doors are
open, θ2 = [1, 1], is also an optimal solution. In fact, there are again infinite optimal solutions.
This time, the optimal solutions comprise all world configurations where the first door is fully
open, regardless of the opening of the second door. Formally,
θ∗ ∈ {θ : θA−D = 1.0 ∧ θB−E ∈ [0, 1]} .
Intuitively, the world configuration θ2 where both doors are open seems costlier to achieve,
when compared to world configuration θ1 where only the first door is open. This inherent cost
results from the fact that this change to the world requires external intervention—since the agent
cannot open the door itself—and more changes to the world should typically require more effort.
We now extend the Counterfactual MDP model to include a cost-aware component.

3.1.3

Adding Costs to Counterfactual MDPs

The last section concluded with the observation that formulating Counterfactual MDPs as a constrained optimization problem prevents the agent from reasoning over infeasible/unrealistic configurations of the world. However, the solutions returned disregard the cost/effort associated in
shifting the original world configuration to the new configuration. As a result, we observed that
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according to that model, the world configuration θ1 (where the first door gets fully open), and
the world configuration θ2 (where both doors get fully open) yield the same value. However,
intuitively, we concluded that the world configuration with both doors open should be costlier,
since the external intervention necessary in shifting the original world configuration seems to
require a larger effort.
The final version of the model includes a cost component C(θ) that measures the cost associated in shifting the original world configuration θ0 to a new world configuration θ. We formalize
the resulting Counterfactual MDPs model as the optimization problem
max F (θ) = J(θ) − C(θ)
θ

s.t.

θ∈Θ

,

(3.6)

where function F (θ) measures the value/cost tradeoff of a given world configuration θ. The
definition of the cost function C(θ) is task-specific. Our formulation of Counterfactual MDPs is
general and allows any definition. However, as we will see in Chapter 4, some solution methods
for solving Counterfactual MDPs may impose some restrictions on the cost formulation.
In this case, and for simplicity of analysis, let us assume a simple cost function where the
penalty for requesting a world configuration is proportional to the openings of both doors
C(θ) = θA−D + θB−E .
The minimum cost function is achieved in the original world configuration θ0 where both doors
are closed. On the other hand, the cost function is maximized in world configuration θ2 , where
both doors are open. More interesting observations ensue when adopting this cost function in the
context of the Counterfactual MDP.
As discussed before, the world configurations with the first door and both doors open, θ1
and θ2 , have the same expected value, i.e., J(θ1 ) = J(θ2 ). However, at the same time, we now
have that C(θ1 ) < C(θ2 ). Consequently, the solutions yielded by the resulting Counterfactual
MDP now match our intuition that the world configuration were only the first door gets open is
“better”—despite allowing the exact same optimal policy, the cost in shifting the original world
configuration is smaller.
The only thing we are still missing is to check whether world configuration θ1 is still better
than the original world configuration θ0 . It is straightforward to check that
J(θ0 ) − C(θ0 ) = vθ∗0 (A) ≈ −4.1 − 0
J(θ1 ) − C(θ1 ) = vθ∗1 (A) = −1 − 1,
and as such
F (θ0 ) ≈ −4.1 < F (θ1 ) = −2.
We thus conclude that, in this scenario, the world configuration θ1 is indeed better than the
original world configuration. As such, it would be the solution to the Counterfactual MDP.


In this section we introduced the Counterfactual MDP model. This model extends the standard MDP to allow the agent to reason over possible alternative configurations of the world, and
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to plan over the possibility of actually operating in such configurations. In the process of introducing the model we discussed the importance of allowing a generic parameterization of the
transition probabilities and cost function.
In the next section we contribute a complexity analysis of the Counterfactual MDP, and show
that, in its general form, solving a Counterfactual MDP is hard. In the remainder of the chapter
we provide an extensive discussion on different concrete parameterizations that can be used in
the context of Counterfactual MDPs, as well as an alternative formulation for our model.

3.2

Complexity

We analyze the complexity of Counterfactual MDPs, both from a formal, computational point of
view, and from a more practical standpoint. We show that the problem is hard both in theory and
in practice.

3.2.1

Computational Complexity

Before analyzing the computational complexity of Counterfactual MDPs, we recall that for every
optimization problem we can build an associated decision problem. In the case of the optimization problem (3.6), the associated decision problem is that of determining whether given an MDP
(X , A, P0 , r, γ, µ0 ), a cost function C and a lower-bound b, there is a probability transition function P such that the optimization problem has an optimal value larger than or equal to b.
The decision problem associated with problem (3.6) is NP-Hard, even when no cost function
is present. This shows that the hardness in problem (3.6) is intrinsic in the selection of the
transition function P that maximizes the expected value J(P ), and not due to the presence of a
cost function. This observation is made formal in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 The decision problem associated with problem (3.6) is NP-Hard, even
when C(P ) ≡ 0 is the identically zero cost function.
Proof. We reduce from 3- SAT- CNF, a well-known NP-Complete problem [30]. A boolean formula is said to be in 3- CNF if it is made up of a conjunction of clauses, and each clause is a
disjunction of 3 literals. A literal corresponds to either a variable (positive literal) or the complement of a variable (negative literal). A 3- CNF formula is satisfiable if there is an assignment of
truth values such that the formula evaluates to TRUE. For example, the formula at the bottom of
Figure 3.2 is satisfiable since (x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 0, x4 = 0) is a satisfying assignment. The
3- SAT- CNF decision problem is that of assessing if a 3- CNF formula is satisfiable.
Given an instance of 3- SAT- CNF with n variables {x1 , . . . , xn } and m clauses, we construct
(in polynomial time in n and m) an instance of problem (3.6). This construction is depicted in
Figure 3.2 for an example formula. The instance is constructed as follows. First, we let the state
space X consist of 4m + 2 states. For each clause i we create 3 states si1 , si2 , si3 , one for each
of the 3 literals in the clause, and an initial state si0 . The two remaining states are absorbing
and denoted as sfail and sgoal . The action space A consists of a single action a. The reward
function is always 0 except at state sfail where it is −1. The probability transition function Pa
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Figure 3.2: The MDP formulation of an instance of the 3- SAT- CNF problem with n = 4 variables
and m = 2 clauses. Circles depict the 4m + 2 states. Arrows depict the transition probabilities
when executing the single action available. The transitions of the absorbing states were omitted
for clarity.
is constructed as follows. For clause i, the initial state si0 transitions with probability 1 to the
first literal in the same clause, si1 . Each state sik (k = 1, 2) may transition to state sgoal or the
next state in the clause sik+1 . State si3 may transition to sgoal or sfail . Specifically, if state sik is
associated with a positive literal xj , we let Pa (sgoal | sik ) = j . If sik is associated with a negative
literal, x̄j , we let Pa (sgoal | sik ) = 1 − j . The remaining transition probabilities are computed
as Pa (sik+1 | sik ) = 1 − Pa (sgoal | sik ) and Pa (sfail | si3 ) = 1 − Pa (sgoal | si3 ). In total we have n
parameters j (one for each variable), and use the same parameter j on all states associated with
variable xj ∈ {x1 . . . xn }. The discount factor γ can be picked arbitrarily, as long as it is larger
than 0. The initial distribution µ0 is the uniform distribution over the initial states si0 . Finally, we
let that i ∈ [0, 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . n}.
We now show that a solution to the 3- SAT- CNF problem exists if and only if problem (3.6) attains a value larger than or equal to b ≡ 0. This implies that the decision problem associated with
problem (3.6) is at least as hard as the 3- SAT- CNF decision problem, completing the reduction.
(⇒) We start with the if direction. Suppose the 3- SAT- CNF instance has a satisfying truth
assignment A = (A1 , . . . , An ). We show our algorithm returns YES by constructing a probability
transition function P such that the value of the optimization problem, J(P ), is larger than or
equal to 0. To construct such probability transition function we simply let i = Ai for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n}. Since a satisfying assignment makes at least one literal in every clause take value
1, by construction, in every clause there will be at least one state transitioning to sgoal with
probability 1. Since sgoal is reached with probability 1, we must have J(P ) = 0.
(⇐) Moving to the only if direction, we start by supposing the decision problem associated
with problem (3.6) returns YES, that is, there exists a transition probability P such that J(P ) ≥
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Figure 3.3: (a) The layout of the simple version of the CORRIDOR scenario. (b) Plot of vθ∗ (A) as
a function of θ, for this scenario.
0. By construction, no state can transition to sfail with positive probability, or J(P ) would be
negative. Hence, for every clause there must exist at least one state that transitions to sgoal with
probability 1, and consequently the  parameter associated with that transition is in {0, 1}. We
can build a satisfying assignment as follows. For each variable xi ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn }, we let Ai = i
if i ∈ {0, 1}, or we let Ai = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, by the way we constructed P , is is
immediate to conclude that this truth assignment satisfies the logical formula.
Theorem 1 immediately implies that that there cannot exist a polynomial algorithm that can
solve all instance of problem (3.6). This remains true even if the cost function is constrained to
be polynomial, linear or constant in P .

3.2.2

Practical Complexity

We provide evidence that solving Counterfactual MDPs is also hard in practice. We start with
the observation that, in spite of its apparent simplicity, the optimization problem (3.6) associated
with Counterfactual MDPs is a constrained non-convex optimization problem, since computing
v ∗θ involves solving the nonlinear recursion
#
"
X
Pθ (y | x, a)vθ∗ (y) .
(3.7)
vθ∗ (x) = max r(x, a) + γ
a∈A

y∈X

The dependence of the objective function F on θ is, therefore, non-trivial to express and optimize.
We show this in practice, by considering a simplified 2×2 version of the CORRIDOR scenario,
depicted in Figure 3.3(a). In this simplified scenario there exists a single door, blocking the
movement between initial state A from the goal state G. We adopt a formulation similar to that
used in Section 3.1.3, and consider Θ = [0, 1], where configuration θ corresponds to how much
a door is opened (θ = 0 corresponds to a fully closed door, θ = 1 corresponds to a fully open
door). Moreover, we consider again that the probability of the robot successfully going through
the door in either direction is proportional to θ. The configuration space Θ can be translated
directly into a parameterization for the transition probabilities similar to that in (3.4)
Pθ (G | A, DOWN) = Pθ (A | G, UP) = θ
Pθ (A | A, DOWN) = Pθ (G | G, UP) = 1 − θ.
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(3.8)

Letting vθ∗ denote the optimal value function for the transition probabilities parameterized by
θ, we arrive at the following system

vθ∗ (A) = max {−1 + γvθ∗ (B), −1 + γ ((1 − θ)vθ∗ (A) + θvθ∗ (G))}



n
o



1
2

=
max
−1
−
γ
−
γ
,
−

1−γ(1−θ)

∗
.
vθ (B) = −1 − γ





vθ∗ (C) = −1



 ∗
vθ (G) = 0,
where we assumed a reward −1 for all state-action pairs, except (G, STAY), where we take reward
0. In the computation of vθ∗ (A) we only consider the actions RIGHT and DOWN as all other action
result in the agent remaining in A, which is suboptimal. Moreover, vθ∗ (B) does not depend on θ
because moving from B to G always takes 2 steps in the optimal case.
Figure 3.3(b) depicts vθ∗ (A) as a function of θ, when assuming a discount factor γ = 0.9. Note
that this function is flat in the region [0, θ0 ), with θ0 ≈ 0.3. This makes it hard to use methods
based on local information. Unfortunately, these flat regions may be common in general. In
fact, these flat regions occur when the optimal policy selects actions associated with transition
probabilities that are not affected by the changes to the world. In the aforementioned CORRIDOR
scenario, the flat region occurred while the optimal policy was to select action RIGHT when
in state A. For θ ∈ (θ0 , 1] the optimal policy becomes to select action DOWN in that state,
and consequently, the value vθ∗ grows with θ since the chances of this action moving the agent
to state G are increasing. Finally, note that when θ = θ0 there are two deterministic optimal
policies that differ on the action selected in state A. One selects action DOWN, the other RIGHT.
Consequently, there are infinitely many stochastic optimal policies (any convex combination of
those two deterministic optimal policies).

3.3

Specification of set of possible worlds

We formalized Counterfactual MDPs as a constrained optimization problem over the transition
probabilities P , which maximizes the trade-off between the expected rewards in a world governed by P , and the cost of getting such world. This optimization constrains the search for world
configurations to a set of “valid” configurations, thus preventing the agent from reasoning over
unrealistic worlds. As discussed previously, in Section 3.1.2, this is necessary since unfeasible
worlds may potentially allow the most rewarding optimal policies. Figure 3.4 depicts an arbitrary
example of this phenomenon.
As anticipated in previous sections with the corridor example, our approach is to specify
this set of possible worlds through a parameterization θ ∈ Θ of the transition probabilities. In
the CORRIDOR scenario we adopted the parameterization specified in (3.4) and (3.5). This parameterization constrains the optimization to only search over different transition probabilities
between states A and D, and B and E—the states actually separated by a door. If the optimization was not constrained the agent could potentially request the (unrealistic) world where every
action teleports the agent to the goal state.
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We propose to consider two classes of parameterizations: local and global. Local parameterizations allow the parameterization of specific elements of the transition probabilities, providing
a finer control over the definition of possible changes to the world (see Figure 3.5(a)). Global
parameterizations, on the other hand, focus on the specification of a space of possible world
configurations, by parameterizing the transition probabilities as a combination of possible world
configurations known in advance (see Figure 3.5(b)). In practice, both types of parameterizations
can be used for modeling a planning problem. The choice, however, comes with consequences
in terms of modeling and algorithmic complexity.

3.3.1

Local Parameterizations

A local parameterization allows us to parameterize specific elements of the probability transition
function. The simplest parameterization of this kind takes the form
Pθ (y | x, a) = θ
Pθ (z | x, a) = 1 − θ,

(3.9)

for θ ∈ [0, 1], arbitrary states x, y, z, and arbitrary action a. The transition probabilities remain
stochastic, since both elements Pθ (y | x, a) and Pθ (z | x, a) remain necessarily non-negative and
sum up to 1. More precisely, this is only guaranteed if there is a probability 1 of moving from
state x to one of y or z in the original world configuration Pθ0 . In order to avoid this additional
assumption, this parameterization can be extended as
Pθ (y | x, a) = ξx,a θ
Pθ (z | x, a) = ξx,a (1 − θ),
where ξx,a = Pθ0 (y | x, a) + Pθ0 (z | x, a) is a normalization constant.

Θ

Pθ ∗

Pθ0

Figure 3.4: Illustration of an arbitrary space of possible world configurations Θ. The values
associated with the world configurations are depicted by the shaded region, with darker colors
corresponding to higher values. Note how the configuration associated with the highest value
(gray circle) may not be possible, i.e., it is outside the space Θ and corresponds to an unrealistic
configuration of the world that the agent should not consider. Pθ∗ is the most valuable feasible
configuration of the world.
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Figure 3.5: The two classes of parameterizations considered. (a) Abstract example of a local parameterization that controls specific elements of the transition probabilities. Each color
corresponds to a different parameter that can be controlled. (b) Abstract example of a global
parameterization with multipe vertex configurations. The resulting world Pθ is computed as a
convex combination of these vertex configurations.
The CORRIDOR scenario presented in previous sections illustrates an application of this parameterization. Two remarks are in order. First, for longer versions of the CORRIDOR scenario,
on 2×L grids, the number of parameters grows linearly with the number of doors. Secondly, this
parameterization has the disadvantage of imposing a bounded domain on θ, which may require
more complex solution methods. For example, a projection operator may be necessary to ensure
the configurations are within the valid domain.
This can be avoided using a softmax operator. We consider a parameterization where entries
(x, a, y) of the transition probabilities are associated with parameters θx,a,y . For an arbitrary
state-action pair (x, a), we define Xx,a as the set of entries (x, a, y), ∀y ∈ X that are associated
with parameters. The transition probabilities are then formulated as
Pθ (y | x, a) = ξx,a P

exp(θx,a,y )
,
z∈Xx,a exp(θx,a,z )

(3.10)

P
where ξx,a = z∈Xx,a Pθ0 (z | x, a), is a normalization constant. This parameterization does not
impose a bounded domain on parameters θ. The disadvantage of this parameterization is that it
cannot represent sparse solutions, since the softmax function is never 0.

3.3.2

Global Parameterization

We consider a global parameterization that which parameterizes the transition probabilities as
a combination of possible world configurations known in advance. An example is when the
transition probabilities are parameterized as a convex combination of a finite set of M world
configurations known a priori, each represented as a probability transition matrix Pi , i = 1 . . . M
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Figure 3.6: Application of local and global parameterizations to the corridor scenario. (a) A
2 × 3 corridor with 6 states. (b) The local parameterization only requires 2 parameters, one per
door that can be open. (c) The global parameterization requires 4 parameters, one per possible
combination of doors open/closed.

Pθ =

M
X

θi Pi ,

(3.11)

i=1

where parameters θ lie on the M − 1 simplex, that is, all elements of θ are non-negative and sum
up to 1. This parameterization also requires a bounded domain for the parameters. It is possible
to avoid this by extending the parameterization, similarly to what we did before:
Pθ =

M
X
i=1

ui (θ)Pi ,

exp(θi )
.
ui (θ) = PM
j=1 exp(θj )

(3.12)

Let us now now illustrate an application of a global parameterization to the 2 × 3 CORRIDOR
scenario depicted in Figure 3.6(a), where two doors can be opened. As depicted in Figure 3.6(c),
the global parameterization requires the specification of 4 world configurations—configuration
with all the doors open, PALL DOORS OPEN , all the doors closed PALL DOORS CLOSED , and with each door
open, P1 ST DOOR OPEN and P2 ND DOOR OPEN , respectively. This translates to a parameterization of the
transition probabilities
Pθ = θ0 PALL DOORS OPEN + θ1 PALL DOORS CLOSED + θ2 P1 ST DOOR OPEN + θ3 P2 ND DOOR OPEN ,
where θ lies on the 3-simplex. More generally, and assuming a corridor with N doors that
can be opened, a global parameterization will require the specification of M = 2N transition
probabilities matrices. We conclude that the number of vertex configurations to be specified
grows exponentially with the number of environmental features that can be tuned.
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3.3.3

Modeling Considerations

When modeling a planning problem, the choice between a local or global parameterization
should take into account the nature of the possible changes to the world. If the possible changes
to the world are specific to certain elements of the transition probabilities and mostly independent among themselves, it should be easier to build a local parameterization. For example, on
the CORRIDOR scenario the local parameterization required a single parameter for each possible
change—the opening of a door—and this parameter had an expressive meaning—how much the
door is opened (see Figure 3.6(b)). On the other hand, a global parameterization would require
defining the transition probabilities for all combinations of possible worlds—all doors closed,
only one door opened, only two doors opened, and so on. This combinatorial explosion of models that need to be specified can become cumbersome.
In scenarios where environmental features impact multiple entries of the transition probabilities, it tends to be easier to build a global parameterization instead. For example, consider a
variation of the CORRIDOR scenario where there is an environmental feature associated with the
accuracy of the robot in moving RIGHT—the wheels of the robot are now skewed, thus, when
moving right, the robot now moves to the cell to its right with probability θR , or remains in the
same cell with probability 1 − θR . This feature impacts multiple entries of the transition probabilities in order to introduce the stochastic accuracy component when moving right. Modeling
this feature with a local parameterization requires an accuracy parameter θR to be considered in
all states. Additionally, when multiple environmental features impact the same states, complex
parameterizations may be necessary in order to encode the desired stochastic transitions.

3.3.4

Algorithmic Considerations

The nature of the parameterization also has an impact at an algorithmic level. When the possible
changes to the world are independent it can be more efficient to use a local parameterization. As
discussed before, in the CORRIDOR scenario the local parameterization leads to a linear number
of parameters with the number of possible changes to the world, while in the global parameterization we observe a combinatorial explosion. Computing and storing all the possible combinations
can quickly become intractable. Additionally, optimizing over a larger number of parameters is
typically harder. In the next Chapter we will conclude that the parameterization used may also
impact the solution methods.

3.4

Alternative Formulations

In this chapter we introduced Counterfactual MDPs—a novel planning model that allows the
agent to reason over additional possible configurations of the word, and to plan over the possibility of actually operating in such configurations. The decision process associated with this novel
model can be interpreted as depicted in Figure 3.7. When compared with the decision process of
a standard MDP (previously depicted in Figure 2.1), the main difference is that the agent starts
by considering the possibility of operating in a new world configuration governed by transition
probabilities P . After that step, the decision process takes the form of a standard MDP governed
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Figure 3.7: The decision process in Counterfactual MDPs. The boxes denotes the state (bottom
right) and environment (top left) at each timestep. In this decision process, in the first step the
agent may choose to operate in a different world configuration P , but afterwards only the state
may change.
by that exact same world P .
A different formulation arises when we allow the agent to solicit different configurations of
the world at each decision step, i.e., during execution time. One possible approach for implementing this formulation consists in enriching the repertoire of actions of the agent with a new set of
soliciting actions, each soliciting a different environment. Formally, we let AΘ = {aθ , ∀θ ∈ Θ}
denote the set of actions for soliciting possible environments. These additional actions lead to an
extended action set for the agent
Ā = A ∪ AΘ .
(3.13)
In practice, introducing these new actions results in the new decision process depicted in Figure 3.8. At each timestep t, depending on the class of actions executed, the decision process can
branch into either a new state xt and the previous environment Pt−1 , or to the previous state xt−1
and a new environment Pt .
Allowing the agent to solicit different environments requires changes to the agent’s decision
process. Specifically, as depicted in Figure 3.8, it is necessary to keep track of the current environment at each step. This can be modeled by extending the state space of the decision process
as
X̄ = X × XΘ ,
(3.14)
where XΘ denotes a set of states, each referring to a different environment. Notice that the
extended state space is computed as the cartesian product between the original state space and
a1
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Figure 3.8: The decision process associated with the action-based formulation. At each timestep
either the state or the environment may change, but not both. In the figure we assume actions
at ∈ A and aΘt ∈ AΘ .
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Figure 3.9: The decision process in the action-based formulation, modeled as an extended MDP.
The boxes denotes the state (bottom right) and environment (top left) at each timestep. In this
decision process, both the state and environment may change at each timestep.
XΘ , since we assumed all the environments share the same state space. The transitions between
extended states are modeled by an extended transition dynamics function P̄ : X̄ × Ā → X̄ .
The cost for soliciting a different environment is modeled with a soliciting cost function
c : XΘ × AΘ → R, where c(xθ , aθ0 ) denotes the cost of requesting environment Pθ0 while in
environment Pθ . This lets us define the extended reward function r̄ : X̄ × Ā → R
r̄((x, xθ ), ā) = r(x, ā)I(ā ∈ A) − c(xθ , ā)I(ā ∈ AΘ ),

(3.15)

where I(a ∈ A) is the indicator function, taking value 1 when a ∈ A and 0 otherwise. In words,
for soliciting actions ā ∈ AΘ , the extended reward returns the soliciting cost, independently of
the current state x. For control actions ā ∈ A, the extended reward returns the immediate reward,
independently of the environment xθ .
This formulation results in the decision process depicted in Figure 3.9, where at each step
the world is governed by a fixed transition probabilities function P̄ . The goal of the agent is
thus to compute the policy over the extended action set Ā that maximizes the tradeoff between
the expected rewards in the task and the costs associated with changes to the environment. This
can be modeled as an optimization problem that maximizes the expected discounted extended
rewards r̄
max
π̄

∞
X
t=0



Eāt ∼π̄(x̄t ), (xt+1 ,Pt+1 )∼P̄t (x̄t ,āt ) γ t r̄(x̄t , āt ) | x̄0 = (x0 , P ) ,

(3.16)

where π̄ is an extended policy and π̄(ā | x̄) denotes the probability of selecting extended action ā
while in extended state x̄. Problem (3.16) thus results in a maximization over extended policies.
In practice, this optimization problem corresponds to (large) MDP M = (X̄ , Ā, P̄ , r̄, γ),
and as such can be solved using traditional MDP solving methods, as those previously discussed
in Chapter 2. There are, however, drawbacks to this approach as discussed in the following
sections. Before delving into those drawbacks, we first show a practical application to a humanrobot interaction scenario.

3.4.1

Application to human-robot interaction scenario

We instantiate the alternative formulation to the following human-robot collaborative scenario.
Scenario (1 STRAP BACKPACK ASSISTANCE) A 2-arm manipulator assists a human
to put a backpack, as depicted in Figure 3.10. The robot is trained to move a strap of
the backpack through the arm of the human user up to the shoulder, and drop it there.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10: Sequence of steps in the task where the robot helps a human user putting on the
right strap of a backpack. (a) The human user starts with his right arm in a lowered position. (b)
The human user raises his arm by request of the robot. (c) The robot putting the backpack on the
human user.
The robot is provided with a unique control action A = {EXECUTE}, which triggers
the execution of a movement primitive previously taught to the robot by demonstration.
The state space X = {I, S, F } includes initial, success and failure states. An execution
has two possible outcomes. The agent transitions to S if it succeeds in the task, and to
F otherwise. The agent receives a reward 1 when transitioning to state S, or a reward
−5 when transitioning to state F .
In this scenario, the execution success depends on the pose x̄ adopted by the human user.
There is a larger probability of success, when the pose adopted by the user is similar to those
observed during training. We consider the pose of the user is represented by a 9-dimensional
vector, consisting on the 3D position of the shoulder, elbow and hand joints of its right arm.
Consequently, we estimate the transition probabilities of the two execution outcomes using a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier trained to predict whether the robot can successfully
execute the task for a given target pose of the human user.
We formulate this scenario as follows. We consider the extended state space X̄ as the 9dimensional continuous space that spans all possible configurations of the three joints of the
human user.
The set of soliciting actions AΘ includes voice requests that the robot can pose to the user.
We consider a total of 5 voice requests that allow the robot to request the human user to MOVE
FORWARD , MOVE BACKWARD , MOVE LEFT , MOVE RIGHT or RAISE RIGHT ARM . This set AΘ
does not span all possible world configurations, but offers instead relative soliciting actions.
The extended transition probabilities P̄ were learned from data. Since the transition probabilities depend how the human user responds to the robot’s requests, we do not have, beforehand,
a reasonable model of how the soliciting actions of the robot impact the target pose. We adopted
a simple dynamic model of the form
ȳ = x̄ + d(a),
where a was the request issued by the robot and d(a) was the observed displacement in the target
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pose of the human user. For each soliciting action a we built a distribution pd ( · | a) and adopted
P̄ (ȳ | x̄, a) = pd (ȳ − x̄ | a).
Specifically, for each action a ∈ AΘ we collected samples from different human users responding
to the robot’s requests. Then, we used Gaussian kernel density estimation to represent pd ( · | a).
The extended reward function was designed so as to take into consideration the cost-benefit
trade-off involved in requesting human assistance. In particular, we guided the design of the
reward function so as to reward successful executions and penalize large number of requests.
Guided by these general principles, we adopted

 −5 if ā = EXECUTE and failed
−1 if ā ∈ AΘ
r̄(x̄, ā) =

1 if ā = EXECUTE and succeeded
The resulting extended MDP was solved using the Q-learning algorithm [71]. We evaluated
our approach on a real robot. Specifically, we performed 10 trials with a human user who was
given the freedom to select the starting position. On all trials the robot was able to successfully
complete the task, despite the different starting positions adopted by the user. We refer to [63]
for more details on the approach and results here presented. It is worth noting we explored
preliminary versions of this idea in previous works. We first explored an approach where the
requests for changes to the world posed by the robot followed a set of manually coded rules [38].
That approach was applied and evaluated in a scenario where the robot helps a human user
putting on a hat. Later, we proposed an improved approach suited for collaborative manipulation,
between a human user and a robot, that followed a decision-theoretic framework [62]. This
improved approach started the development of what resulted in our Counterfactual MDP model.

3.4.2

Discussion

This section introduced an alternative formulation to Counterfactual MDPs, based on the assumption that the agent is allowed to request different world configurations during execution
time. This formulation culminates in the optimization problem (3.16), which consists of an extended MDP that can potentially be solved using traditional MDP solving methods. However,
this alternative formulation comes with some computational drawbacks.
The scenarios envisioned in this thesis are characterized by continuous spaces of possible
configurations of the world. Under the alternative formulation, this class of scenarios leads to a
continuous extended state space X̄ —this is required in order to keep track of the current world at
any given timestep. Additionally, this infinite set of possible worlds also leads to an infinite set
of soliciting actions AΘ —one action per configuration that the agent may request. This results in
a continuous state and action space MDP, and it is known in the literature that this class of MDPs
are hard to solve.
One may consider an approach where these continuous spaces are discretized. However, this
approach will suffer from the curse of dimensionality as we increase the number of parameters
associated with the space of possible configurations of the world. Additionally, the quality of
the solutions computed will also necessarily decrease, due to the loss of “resolution” caused
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by the discretization. We note that in the human-robot interaction scenario considered before
we assumed soliciting actions of a relative nature. That is, the soliciting actions voiced by the
robot requested a relative change to the environment—for example, a raise of the human’s arm.
Consequently, we were able to keep a discrete action set. In general, however, there is no reason
to assume this is always the case.
Finally, it is worth highlighting once more that Counterfactual MDPs assume the agent reasons over different configurations of the world at planning time, and that these worlds are then
available at execution time. Despite this assumption, in practice, Counterfactual MDPs can be
used to model human-robot interaction scenarios—we show multiple examples in the next chapter. However, in scenarios that assume continued interactions, it may be interesting to allow the
agent to reason over the different configurations of the world at execution time. Counterfactual
MDPs could potentially be used in this class of domains by adopting a replanning approach—at
execution time the agent would solve new Counterfactual MDPs as necessary. However, this
replanning approach can quickly become computationally expensive. As such, for this class of
scenarios, the alternative formulation discussed may be more suitable.

3.5

Summary of the Chapter

This thesis focuses on endowing agents to reason, plan and act over the counterfactual “What if
the world were different?” We focus, in particular, on planning problems modeled as Markov
decision Processes, where the dynamics of the world are described in terms of transition probabilities. This chapter introduced Counterfactual MDPs—a more general MDP model that allows the
agent to reason over the impact of different transition probabilities (i.e., worlds) on the optimal
policy and rewards the agent may collect, and to plan over the possibility of actually operating
in a world governed by such transition probabilities.
We formulated Counterfactual MDPs as a constrained optimization problem (3.6) that maximizes the expected value/cost trade-off of changes to the transition probabilities. In introducing
the general form of the model we motivate the need for the optimization problem to be constrained, and for the objective function to account for a cost.
The chapter proceeds by analyzing the complexity of the Counterfactual MDP model, showing that solving its general form is hard both in theory and in practice. We prove, in particular,
that Counterfactual MDPs are actually NP-Hard. This complexity analysis provides important
insights that motivate the algorithmic approaches developed in the next chapter. The next chapter
contributes an evaluation on both the performance of the algorithms developed, and on the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs to different planning problems. That evaluation builds upon
relevant practical contributions introduced in this chapter—namely, the two classes of parameterizations that we analyzed in Section 3.3.
The chapter concluded by introducing an alternative formulation to Counterfactual MDPs.
This alternative formulation is particularly well-suited to human-robot interaction scenarios, in
that it assumes the agent is allowed to request different configurations of the world during execution time. This formulation leads to a decision process that can actually be modeled as a large
MDP, where the state and action spaces are extended to account for the possible configurations of
the world—the state space needs to keep track of the current configuration at all times, whereas
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the action space provides additional actions for requesting each possible world. We show how
this formulation can be applied to a real-life scenario, where a robot assists a human user putting
on a backpack. We also discuss, however, the disadvantages of this formulation. Namely, that it
is not particularly well-suited to planning problems with a continuous set of possible configurations of the world. This is in contrast with our main formulation of Counterfactual MDPs, which,
due to its formulation as an optimization problem, can handle this more general set of possible
configurations of the world.
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Chapter 4
Algorithms for Solving Counterfactual
MDPs
In the previous chapter we introduced a model for planning under uncertainty that allows agents
to reason over the counterfactual “What if the world were different?” This model extends Markov
decision processes by lifting the assumption that the dynamics of the world are described in terms
of a fixed probability transition function. The resulting model, dubbed Counterfactual MDP, was
formulated as an optimization problem that jointly optimizes the optimal policy and transition
probabilities of the MDP. We analyzed the complexity of solving this optimization problem, both
from a formal, computational point of view, and from a more practical standpoint. We showed
that solving this optimization problem is hard both in theory and in practice.
In this chapter we introduce approaches for solving Counterfactual MDPs. We start by
proposing a gradient-based approach for solving the optimization problem (3.6). This approach
builds upon the gradient of the objective function F in (3.6), with respect to the world configurations. We start by deriving two methods for computing the gradients with respect to the
transition probabilities. The first method derives the gradient directly from the Karush-KuhnTucker conditions of the optimization problem, whereas the second method exploits the linear
programming formulation of MDPs, leading to a better performance. We then provide a detailed
discussion that links the gradient computation to the parameterizations introduced in the previous chapter, in Section 3.3. Having the ability to compute the gradient allows us to introduce
P - ITERATION —an iterative gradient-based algorithm for solving Counterfactual MDPs—and to
discuss mechanisms for scaling it up.

4.1

Gradient Approach

We now propose methods for solving the optimization problem in (3.6). The objective function
of this optimization problem is, in general, non-convex and therefore potentially hard to solve
exactly. Consequently, we propose an iterative gradient-based approach.
Specifically, our approachstarts from an arbitrary feasible initial configuration θ(0) ∈ Θ and
iteratively builds a sequence θ(k) , k = 1, . . . that will converge to a local maximum of F (θ)
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as
θ(k+1) = θ(k) + α∇θ F (θ(k) ).

(4.1)

∇θ F (θ) = ∇θ J(θ) − ∇θ C(θ).

(4.2)

We start by observing that

We focus on the gradient of the expected discounted rewards, J(θ), since the cost function is
task dependent. For a general parameterization of the transition probabilities, the gradient can be
computed through the chain rule as
X
∂J(θ)
∂Pθ (y | x, a)
∂J(θ)
=
,
∂θi
∂P
∂θ
θ (y | x, a)
i
x,y∈X

(4.3)

a∈A

where two derivatives need computing. First, the derivative of the expected discounted rewards
J(θ) with respect to the transition probabilities. Then, the derivative of the transition probabilities
with respect to parameters θ.
We start in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 by formally deriving two methods for computing the
former gradient. Then, in Section 4.1.3 we discuss the computation of the latter.

4.1.1

KKT-Based Method

We formally derive a method for computing the gradient of the expected discounted rewards of
the optimal policy in an MDP, as a function of the transition probabilities, ∇P J(P ). This follows
from the differentiation of a linear program with respect to P , using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions.
As anticipated in Section 2.2, the value function v ∗ associated with the optimal policy can
be computed as the solution to the linear program in (2.3). Any primal-dual solution (v ∗ , λ∗ ) of
problem (2.3) minimizes the Lagrangian

X
X
∗
∗
> ∗
∗
∗
L(v , λ ) = 1 v −
v (x) − r(x, a) − γ
P (y | x, a)v (y) λ∗x,a ,
x∈X
a∈A

y∈X

and respects the stationary-complementary slackness (SCS) conditions—a subset of the KarushKuhn-Tucker conditions [7]. In this case the SCS conditions are

X
XX
∗

+
γ
λ∗y,a P (x | y, a) = 0
∀x ∈ X
1
−
λ

x,a



a∈A
y∈X a∈A
!
X


 λ∗x,a v ∗ (x) − r(x, a) − γ
P (y | x, a)v ∗ (y) = 0 ∀x ∈ X , a ∈ A


y∈X

where λ∗x,a ∈ R+ is a non-negative scalar for each state x ∈ X and action a ∈ A. These SCS
conditions can be seen as a level set g(P, v ∗ , λ∗ ) = 0 ∈ R|X |+|X ||A| . This in turn defines an
implicit function h : P 7→ (v ∗ , λ∗ ).
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∗

Let us fix a transition probability function P̄ and let (v̄ ∗ , λ̄ ) = h(P̄ ) be the corresponding
primal-dual solution of problem (2.3). From the implicit function theorem, we know that the
derivative of h at point P̄ is given by


∂h
∂P


P̄

#−1 "

"

∂g
=−
∂(v ∗ , λ∗ )

∗

P̄ ,v̄ ∗ ,λ̄

∂g
∂P

#
,

(4.4)

∗

P̄ ,v̄ ∗ ,λ̄

where [∂g/∂(v ∗ , λ∗ )|P̄ ,v̄∗ ,λ̄∗ ] is the Jacobian of g relative to variable (v ∗ , λ∗ ), evaluated at the
∗
point (P̄ , v̄ ∗ , λ̄ ). We consider (v ∗ , λ∗ ) as the vector of “dependent variables” in g, and as such
the Jacobian is a square matrix of dimension |X | + |X ||A|. Similarly, [∂g/∂P |P̄ ,v̄∗ ,λ̄∗ ] is the
∗
Jacobian of g relative to variable P , evaluated at point (P̄ , v̄ ∗ , λ̄ ). This Jacobian is a matrix of
dimensions (|X | + |X ||A|) × |X ||A||X |.
We note that Equation (4.4) is equivalent to solving the linear system AX = B, where
"
#
"
#
∂g
∂g
A=
, B=−
.
∂(v ∗ , λ∗ ) P̄ ,v̄∗ ,λ̄∗
∂P P̄ ,v̄∗ ,λ̄∗
Specifically, A is a square matrix of dimension |X | + |X ||A|, B is a (|X | + |X ||A|) × |X ||A||X |
matrix, and X = ∂h/∂P |P̄ is the Jacobian we wish to compute. This Jacobian includes the
partial derivatives of v ∗ with respect to the transition probabilities P , [∂v ∗ /∂P (y | x, a)]. These
partial derivatives can, subsequently, be used in the computation of the gradient of the expected
rewards, J(P ), with respect to the transition probabilities. Computing matrices A and B is
easy, since g has a simple representation, involving only sums and some monomials. However, a
drawback of this method is that these matrices grow fast with the size of the problem.

4.1.2

Fixed Policy Differentiation

While the KKT-based method computes the gradient as a function of the transition probabilities,
in practice, the Jacobians required to solve (4.4) become very large for MDPs with big state and
action spaces.
We introduce a more computationally efficient method that exploits the linear program structure of problem (2.3), allowing us to reduce the size of the Jacobians required to compute the
gradient ∇P J(P ). This method starts with the observation that


∗
∇P J(P ) = ∇P µ>
0 vP .

(4.5)

Since the initial distribution µ0 does not depend on P we only have to compute ∇P v ∗P . As discussed in Section 3.1.3, v ∗P is the solution of the fixed-point equation in (3.7), and consequently,
the derivative cannot be directly computed. Another way of seeing this starts with the observation
that the computation of v ∗P depends on both the optimal policy πP∗ and transition probabilities P .
However, πP∗ also depends on P , and as seen in (2.4), this dependency is non-differentiable.
However, we observe that, except in a small subset of transition probabilities, the optimal
policy πP∗ remains optimal in a neighborhood B(P, ε) of P , for small enough positive constant
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π̄ ∗

P
ε
π∗

Figure 4.1: Close-up on an arbitrary space of transition probabilities. In the dark gray region,
the optimal policy is π ∗ . In the light gray region, the optimal policy is π̄ ∗ . Depicts how policy π ∗
remains optimal in a neighborhood of probability transition function P .
ε1 (see Figure 4.1). As a result, we have that
π∗

v ∗P 0 = v PP0 ,

∀P 0 ∈ B(P, ε),

(4.6)

and consequently we can compute the exact gradient of v ∗P 0 , the optimal value function in world
P 0 ∈ B(P, ε), by fixing πP∗ and ignoring its dependency with respect to the transition probabilities. Having that, from (2.2) we conclude
∗

∗
π
∂PπP
∂v PP
∗
∗ −1
∗ −1
πP
r πP
= γ I − γP
I − γPπP
∂P (y | x, a)
∂P (y | x, a)
(4.7)
∗
πP

∗
∂P
∗
−1
π
= γ I − γPπP
v P.
∂P (y | x, a) P


∗
By definition of Pπ , it follows that the Jacobian ∂PπP /∂P (y | x, a) is a |X |×|X | sparse matrix
where entry (x, y) has value πP∗ (a | x). As such, we can extend the result in (4.7) as

π∗

∂v PP
∗ −1
π∗
= γπP∗ (a | x)vPP (y) I − γPπP
1x
∂P (y | x, a)

(4.8)

h
i
π∗
where 1x ∈ R|X | denotes the indicator vector with x-th entry as 1. The Jacobian ∂v PP /∂P (y | x, a)
can thus be computed by solving a linear system AX = B, where
∗ 
π∗
A = I − γPπP ,
B = γπP∗ (a | x)vPP (y)1x ,
(4.9)
and consequently, A is a square matrix
of dimension
|X | and B a vector of dimension |X |. The
h
i
∗
πP
computation of the full Jacobian ∂v P /∂P follows a similar flavour, with B extended as the
horizontal stacking of (4.8) for all states x, y ∈ X and actions a ∈ A, resulting in a |X | ×
|X ||A||X | matrix. We note the size of the linear system that needs to be solved is significantly
smaller than that of the KKT-based method. Moreover, as we will see in the next section, when
1

This results from the continuity of the problem with respect to each entry of the transition probabilities, and can
be formally established by replicating the proof of Proposition 4 in [48].
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adopting certain parameterizations of the transition probabilities, in practice we may only need
to compute the partial derivatives with respect to some (x, a, y) triplets.
Finally, one may wonder what happens when πP∗ does not remain optimal in a neighborhood
of P . Unfortunately, the value function is no longer guaranteed to be differentiable when this
is the case. This is depicted in Figure 3.3(b), which plots the value function as a function of
the transition probabilities P , on the corridor scenario. As discussed before, at θ = θ0 there
are multiple optimal policies, and we can observe that the function is not differentiable in that
point. In practice, the set of points where the function is non-differentiable has null Lebesgue
measure [48]. Furthermore, one can always resort to a subgradient method when these points are
problematic [6].

4.1.3

Gradient of Parameterizations

From Equation (4.3) we observed that computing the gradient of the expected discounted rewards
J(θ) with respect to the world configuration θ requires the computation of two partial derivatives.
First, the derivative of the expected discounted rewards with respect to the transition probabilities.
Then, the derivative of the transition probabilities with respect to the parameterization used. In
Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 we derived two methods for computing the former gradient. We now
focus on the computation of the latter, i.e., the gradient of the transition probabilities with respect
to local and global parameterizations.
Local Parameterizations
For convenience, let us start by recalling the local parameterization previously defined in (3.9)
Pθ (y | x, a) = θ

Pθ (z | x, a) = 1 − θ,

The gradient of this local parameterization can be computed as
∂J(Pθ )
∂J(Pθ )
∂J(Pθ )
=
−
∂θi
∂Pθ (y | x, a) ∂Pθ (z | x, a)

 ∗


πθ∗ −1
πθ
πθ∗
v
(y)
−
v
(z)
,
= γπθ∗ (a | x)µ>
I
−
γP
1
x
0
θ
θ
θ
where we used the chain rule (4.3) and gradient in (4.8).
Computing the gradient of a general local parameterization may, however, become expensive
when the same parameter is used in multiple entries of the transition probabilities. This can
be observed from the chain rule in (4.3), since the partial derivative [∂Pθ (y | x, a)/∂θi ] will be
non-zero for all entries of the transition probabilities that θi impacts, and consequently needs to
be computed. This can be problematic in the softmax parameterization in (3.10), since multiple
parameters are used in the computation of the normalization denominator. In particular, for a
state-action pair (x, a) the gradient for this parameterization is


X π∗ ∂Pθ (z | x, a)
∂J(θ)
πθ∗ −1
= γπθ∗ (a | x)µ>
I
−
γP
1
vθ θ (z)
,
x
0
θ
∂θx,a,y
∂θx,a,y
z∈X
x,a
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which can become expensive to compute as |Xx,a | grows. A good indicator that a global parameterization is better suited is actually when a single parameter impacts many entries of the
transition probabilities.
Global Parameterizations
In global parameterizations the impact of a parameter is bounded by the number of vertex world
configurations of the feasibility model space. In fact, for the softmax version of the global
parameterization in (3.12), we can analytically compute the gradient as

  ∗
 ∗
∂J(Pθ )
πθ∗ −1
πθ
πθ∗
π
>
= γui (θ)µ0 I − γPθ
Pi − Pθ v θ θ ,
∂θi

(4.10)

since
∂uj (θ)
= ui (θ)I(i = j) − ui (θ)uj (θ),
θi
M
∂Pθ X ∂uj (θ)
=
Pj = ui (θ) (Pi − Pθ ) ,
∂θi
∂θ
i
j=1
where I(y = x) is an indicator function, taking value 1 when y = x and 0 otherwise. The
gradient of this parameterization may be more efficient to compute in problems with large state
spaces, and small number of vertex world configurations.

4.2

P-Iteration

We propose a gradient-based algorithm for solving Counterfactual MDPs, dubbed P - ITERATION.
The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. It includes an outer cycle that performs N random
restarts, to avoid local maxima. In particular, each iteration of this outer cycle computes a solution starting from a random initial configuration θ(0) , and in the end, P - ITERATION returns the
best solution found. Within the outer cycle, the algorithm performs standard projected gradient
updates following the gradients computed with either the KKT or fixed policy differentiation
methods. The updates continue until a stopping condition is met. This may involve either the
norm of the gradient, the distance between consecutive estimates, or even a predefined maximum
number of iterations. The projection operator ProjΘ ensures that the iterates of the algorithm remain within the set Θ of admissible configurations. As such, the projection operator to be used
depends on the parameterization of the transition probabilities considered. As discussed in Section 3.3, however, it is possible to formulate parameterizations of the transition probabilities with
unbounded domain, which do not require this projection operator.
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Algorithm 1 P - ITERATION algorithm
Require: MDP, M = (X , A, Pθ0 , r, γ)
Require: Initial state distribution, µ0
Require: Configuration space, Θ
Require: Cost function, C
Require: Number of restarts, N
Require: Stopping condition, 
1: θ ∗ = θ0
2: F ∗ = J(θ ∗ ) − C(θ ∗ )
3: for n = 1 to N do
4:
k←0
5:
Randomly select θ(0)
6:
repeat
7:
v ∗θ(k) ← SOLVE MDP(X , A, Pθ(k) , r, γ, µ0 )
∗
8:
J(θ(k) ) ← µ>
0 v θ(k)
9:
∇θ F (θ(k) ) = ∇θ J(θ(k) ) − ∇θ C(θ(k) )
10:
Update
θ(k+1) ← ProjΘ [θ(k) + α∇θ F (θ(k) )]
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

k ←k+1
until θ(k) − θ(k−1) ∞ < 
F (n) = J(θ(k) ) − C(θ(k) )
if F (n) > F ∗ then
θ∗ = θ(k)
F ∗ = F (n)
return θ∗

4.3

Scaling Up

In previous sections we anticipated some degradation in our approach’s performance as the problem size increases. In particular, due to the need of solving an MDP at each step of the gradient
search (line 7 of Algorithm 1). This section discusses mechanisms for speeding up our approach,
by alleviating the computations required in consecutive MDP solving steps. We start by exploring the application of factored and sparse MDP representations. Then, we consider approaches
for reusing computations in solving intermediate MDPs.

4.3.1

Factored MDP representations

Our approach to speeding up P - ITERATION focuses on reducing the computational effort required
in the consecutive MDP solving steps. To achieve this, we start by considering the adoption of
an MDP representation typically used for solving large state and action spaces scenarios. Specifically, we consider a factored representation based on Algebraic Decision Diagrams (ADDs)—a
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Figure 4.2: Application of ADDs to the simplified 2 × 2 corridor depicted in Figure 3.1(a).
The scenario has 4 states. These can be encoded in binary format with 2 boolean variables—
x1 , x2 ∈ B. (a) The transition probabilities and reward function for a given action. (b) The
transition probabilities represented as an ADD. Dashed edges represent the boolean variable
taking value 0. Full edges represent the boolean variable taking value 1. Note that we need 4
boolean variables—2 for indexing the rows (x1 , x2 ), 2 for indexing the columns (x10 , x20 ). (c)
The reward function represented as an ADD.
data structure that allows for efficient computations of matrix-vector operations [4].
ADDs offer a compact representation for functions that map a boolean space to the space
of real numbers: f : Bk → R. When it comes to MDPs, ADDs can represent the reward
function associated with an action a ∈ A, r a , by encoding the state space in a boolean format.
Similarly, ADDs can represent the transition probabilities associated with an action a ∈ A,
Pa , by encoding in boolean format state and next-state pairs (x, y). This can be achieved by
enumerating the states in X and assigning each the corresponding binary number. Encoding the
states in boolean format requires log2 (|X |) bits (boolean variables). Similarly, encoding the state
and next-state pairs requires 2 × log2 (|X |) bits. Figure 4.2 depicts a concrete example on the
corridor scenario. ADDs allow us to compactly represent large reward and transition probability
functions by factoring inputs with similar values. They are specially advantageous in problems
with a lot of “structure” that can be compressed/factored (see Table 4.1).
This compact representation allows for efficient computations of matrix-vector operations,
such as sums, multiplications, among others [4]. In fact, these are the operations involved in
the value iteration algorithm, thus allowing the successful application of ADDs to solving large
MDPs [22].
The main challenge in applying ADDs to the P - ITERATION algorithm is that ADDs are not
particularly efficient at computing matrix inverses or solving linear equation systems. This is a
key step of the P - ITERATION algorithm in computing the gradient, as discussed in Sections 4.1.1
and 4.1.2. Another challenge regards the overheads associated with building large functions
using ADDs, when compared to the typical matrix representations—while matrices allow direct
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Table 4.1: The approximate size of the transition probabilities function in the CORRIDOR scenario, assuming the dense matrix or ADD representation. The matrix size is measured as rows
times columns. The ADD size is measured in terms of tree nodes.
Length

Matrix

ADD

2
4
8
16
512

16
64
256
1024
1M

10
22
46
94
3070

access to each entry, building an ADD typically requires composing multiple subtrees. These
overheads are exacerbated by the fact that many functions need to be recomputed at every step of
our algorithm, due to its iterative nature. However, as we will observe in Section 4.4, despite the
additional computation effort required for dealing with these two challenges, the performance
improvements achieved on the MDP solving steps can make it worthwhile to adopt the ADD
representation.
Computing

∂J(θ)
∂Pθ (y|x,a)

with ADDs

As mentioned above, ADDs are not efficient at computing matrix inverses or solving equation
systems. However, we realize it is possible to expand the linear system in (4.9) as
π∗

π∗

(I − γPθ θ )s = 1x ⇐⇒ s = T(s) = 1x + γPθ θ s,

(4.11)

where operator T is a contraction mapping. This follows from

π∗

π∗

π∗

|T(st ) − T(s∗ )| = |1x + γPθ θ st − 1x − γPθ θ s∗ | = γ|Pθ θ (st − s∗ )| ≤ γ|st − s∗ |,

(4.12)

π∗

since Pθ θ is a stochastic matrix and its eigenvalues are bounded by 1.
As a result, it is possible to compute s∗ through fixed-point iteration (FPI). Furthermore,
operator T consists of matrix-vector operations, which ADDs are efficient at. This allows us to
compute the gradient as
∂v ∗Pθ
π∗
= γπθ∗ (a | x)vPθθ (y)s∗ ,
∂Pθ (y | x, a)
∂v ∗

Pθ
= µ>
and consequently ∂P∂J(θ)
0 ∂Pθ (y|x,a) . The remaining steps of the P - ITERATION algorithm
θ (y|x,a)
continue the same.
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Computing ∇θ J(θ) with ADDs
One disadvantage of the previous approach is that it may require solving multiple fixed point
iteration computations in order to compute the final gradient ∇θ J(θ). Specifically, it solves an
(y|x,a)
FPI computation for all x ∈ X such that ∃y ∈ X , a ∈ A : ∂Pθ∂θ
6= 0. As a result, this
i
approach works best in problems where the possible modifications to the world are local to a
small number of starting states x, i.e., rows in the transition probabilities.
However, we can improve the
of this approach by exploiting the FPI to compute
 performance

∗
the full gradient ∇θ J(θ) = ∇θ µ>
v
at
once.
To achieve this, we start by noticing that
0 θ
∇θi v ∗θ

=

X 

γπθ∗ (a

x,y∈X
a∈A

|

π∗
x)vθ θ (y)



I−

π∗
γPθ θ

−1

∂Pθ (y | x, a)
1x
∂θi


,

where we used the chain and gradient rules in (4.3) and (4.7), respectively. Now, for a parameter
1 ≤ i ≤ K and for each state x ∈ X we define
Cx,i = γ

X
y∈X
a∈A

π∗

πθ∗ (a | x)vθ θ (y)

∂Pθ (y | x, a)
.
∂θi

(4.13)

As a result,



C
C
1,i
1,i


π∗
π∗




I − γPθ θ si =  ...  ⇐⇒ si =  ...  + γPθ θ si ,
C|X |,i
C|X |,i


∗
where ∂J(θ)
= µ>
0 si , is the gradient with respect to a single parameter θi . This is still a contrac∂θi
tion, and can be proved following the steps in the previous proof.
The approach can be extended to the full gradient ∇θ J(θ) by horizontally stacking the vectors
above for each parameter K






C
.
.
.
C
C
.
.
.
C
1,1
1,K
1,1
1,K


π∗

..  ⇐⇒ s =  ..
..  + γPπθ∗ s,
I − γPθ θ s =  ...
 .
. 
. 
θ
C|X |,1 . . . C|X |,K
C|X |,1 . . . C|X |,K

(4.14)

∗
where s is a |X | × K matrix. Then, the full gradient is computed as ∇θ J(θ) = µ>
0s .
We note this gradient computation can be further specialized depending on the class of parameterizations used. Assuming a local parameterization such as that in (3.9), where a parameter
θi controls the transition from x to either y or z, we have that each C·,i can be written as

 ∗

π
π∗
C·,i = γπθ∗ (a | x) vθ θ (y) − vθ θ (z) 1x .
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(4.15)

which turns out to be a sparse vector. On the other hand, assuming now a global parameterization,
such as that in (3.11), where a parameter θi is associated with a world configuration Pi , we can
specialize each C·,i as
C·,i = γui (θ)



π∗
Pi θ

−

π∗
Pθ θ



v ∗θ .

(4.16)

Further speed-ups with sparse representations
In the previous section we discussed how adopting an ADD-based MDP representation could
speed-up the MDP solving step of our algorithm. This is due to the ADD’s factored nature,
which may allow for more efficient matrix-vector operations, as those used in value iteration. In
fact, past work has shown significant performance improvements in solving large MDPs using
ADDs [22]. However, we also observed that computing the gradients using the ADD representation may end up being more computationally expensive, since an FPI method needs to be used.
Additionally, the cost of computing the gradients may be further exacerbated by the aforementioned larger overheads associated with building the ADD trees, when compared to the matrix
representation. As a result, reducing the impact of these overheads may speed up P - ITERATION
even further when using ADDs.
One mechanism we found to work well in practice for reducing these overheads is to exploit
the sparsity of planning problems. For example, the transition probabilities tend to be sparse
due to state locality—that is, most states tend to transition to nearby states (according to some
distance metric). As the problem size increases, building the ADD associated with the transition
probabilities becomes increasingly costlier, in part, due to the need to iterate over the (x, a, y)
state-action-next state triplets. We observed performance improvements when using instead data
structures that allow the iteration over non-zero entries of the transition probabilities. For example, when it comes to the transition probabilities, for each state-action pair (x, a), we can
just store a list of states for which the transition probability is positive. Formally, we only store
transitions where
T = {y : y ∈ X ∧ P (y | x, a) > 0} .
Naturally, the performance improvements when adopting this technique will be the better the
sparser the planning problem. In the last section of this chapter we show the benefits of this
technique in practice.

4.3.2

Seeding the MDP solver

At each step t the P - ITERATION algorithm modifies the current transition probabilities Pθt , following the gradient ∇θt J(θt ). This results in a new MDP with transition probabilities Pθt+1 that
needs to be solved. However, the changes in the transition probabilities will typically be small,
since, in general, we will be using small learning rates α. As such, for consecutive iterations t
and t + 1, we should roughly have Pθt ≈ Pθt+1 . As a result, it is reasonable to assume that the
optimal values at consecutive iterations are also similar—i.e., v ∗θt ≈ v ∗θt+1 .
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Building upon this observation, it seems plausible that we can improve the performance of
P - ITERATION by seeding each MDP solving step (line 7 of the algorithm), with the solution computed in the previous iteration. For instance, in the case of the value iteration method discussed
in Section 2.2, this seeding could be performed by initializing the new estimate for the optimal
value function as the previous optimal value function—i.e., v 0θt+1 = v ∗θt .
We note, however, that the discount factor γ used may influence the impact of this technique
in speeding up P - ITERATION. This follows from our previous discussion on the convergence
of value iteration, and specifically, Equation (2.6). We observe that, in general, value iteration
converges faster when using a smaller discount factor γ. As such, it is plausible that this seeding
technique offers more significant performance improvements when adopting a larger γ. In the
next section we show this technique in practice.

4.4

Results

In this section we evaluate the models and algorithms proposed. We show the applicability of
Counterfactual MDPs in multiple scenarios, using different parameterizations of the transition
probabilities and cost functions. The scenarios were selected in order to enable an analysis from
different perspectives. On one hand, we consider navigation scenarios—these are well-structured
scenarios that can be easily parameterized in terms of size. The benefits of these scenarios are
twofold. First, they allow an intuitive interpretation of the resulting solutions. Second, they
facilitate an analysis of the scalability of the methods proposed, both in terms of execution time
and quality of solutions achieved. Besides the navigation scenarios, we also test our approach
in a real-world robotic water pouring task. These tasks demonstrate the applicability of our
models and methods in more complex scenarios, where the world configurations lead to complex
parameterizations of the transition probabilities.

4.4.1

Navigation Scenarios

We start the analysis of Counterfactual MDPs with three different navigation scenarios, corresponding to increasingly more complex versions of the CORRIDOR scenario previously introduced, and depicted in Figure 1.1(a). For the purpose of our evaluation, we assume the corridor
is now parameterized with length L, where the top and bottom rows are separated by an obstacle, except in the L-th column (see Figure 3.1(a) for L = 3). The second navigation scenario
considered is the MAZE scenario that extends the corridor scenario to grids:
Scenario (MAZE) Consider the environment depicted in Figures 4.3(a) to 4.3(c). The
MAZE scenario extends the CORRIDOR to L × L grids in which every pair of adjacent rows is separated by obstacles except in one of the ends (see Figure 4.3(c) for
L = 4). The goal of the agent is to reach the goal position G. The state space
X includes all the locations on the grid, and the action space includes the actions
UP , DOWN , LEFT , RIGHT , STAY . Each moving action moves the agent deterministically
to the adjacent cell in the corresponding direction, except if an obstacle is found. The
reward is −1 for all state-action pairs except (G, STAY), where it is 0.
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Finally, we consider the TAXI scenario—a larger navigation scenario that serves as a popular
benchmark problem from the reinforcement learning literature [14].
Scenario (TAXI) Consider the environment depicted in Figure 4.3(d). An agent must
navigate a 5 × 5 maze-like environment, picking up and dropping off a passenger
from/to a set of pre-designated locations (marked as R, G, Y and B in the figure).
The state space X includes the possible positions of the agent, the location of the
passenger (in one of the marked sites or inside the taxi) and its destination (one of
the marked sites), yielding up to 500 states. The action space A includes four moving
actions (UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT), as well as actions for picking up and dropping off
the passenger—PICK UP and DROP OFF, respectively. The navigation actions move
the agent deterministically in the corresponding direction, except if in the presence
of the boundaries of the grid, or one of the five gates—Figure 4.3(d) depicts the five
gates with thicker lines. The reward function penalizes the agent with −1 for every
navigation action. Additionally, the reward for a successful drop-off is 20, while an
unsuccessful drop-off (in the wrong location) penalizes the agent with −10.
We adopt a local parameterization in all scenarios. Specifically, a parameterization similar
to that in (3.4). In the case of the CORRIDOR and TAXI scenarios this results in a parameterized
space of valid world configurations Θ = [0, 1]K , where we admit that K obstacles correspond
to doors/gates, and θk indicates how much the k-th door/gate is open. In the MAZE scenario,
this parameterization results in a fixed space of valid world configurations Θ = [0, 1]L−1 , where
we admit all the obstacles separating rows are doors, and θk indicates how much the k-th door is
open. As before, these parameterizations assume that the probability of the robot moving through
the door/gate is proportional to its openness.
In all scenarios, we consider there is a cost in changing the world so that the doors become
open. Specifically, we adopt a cost function C that (roughly) represents a fixed cost for a door to
be opened—i.e., the cost of the door getting slightly open is the same as the cost for fully opening
the door. In a way, this models the idea that the cost for changing the world mainly results from
requiring the external intervention, and not necessarily from the request itself. For example, if
we assume the external intervention takes the form of requests to open the door that are posed
to human users, this cost function suggests that the underlying cost is in bothering the user in
the first place. In order to model this cost function we consider a smooth and differentiable

A
G

A

G

A

R

G

Y

(a) Maze scenario (L = 2) (b) Maze scenario (L = 3) (c) Maze scenario (L = 4)

G

B

(d) Taxi scenario.

Figure 4.3: Example navigation scenarios. (a) to (c) The MAZE scenario for different values of
L. (d) The TAXI domain. The letters correspond to pick-up/drop-off points for the passengers,
and the bold lines correspond to the 5 gates that can be configured.
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Figure 4.4: The smooth step function S(θ), for different values of β.
approximation of a step function
S(θ) =

2
−1
1 + e−βθ

(4.17)

and let the cost function C(θ) average the step function in each component of θ over all states
K

1 X
S(θk ),
C(θ) =
|X | k=1

(4.18)

with β = 100. The smooth step-size function S(θ) is depicted in Figure 4.4 for different values
of β. Note that larger values of β provide a better approximation of the true step function.
This Counterfactual MDP allows the agent to reason over different configurations of the
world, which may be achievable by reaching out to a nearby human user at a (fixed) cost. The
CORRIDOR scenario, in particular, is heavily inspired by recent research involving the deployment of real service robots in an office setting, with the robots requesting the help of nearby
humans for calling the elevator [57].
Results
Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2 summarize the performance of P - ITERATION in the different navigation
scenarios, for different values of K and problem sizes. These experiments assume a uniform
distribution µ0 over the initial states and N = 50 random restarts. The Adam gradient algorithm
is used as described in [37]. All results are averaged over 30 randomly seeded runs. Experiments
performed on a ThinkPad W550s laptop, with 16GB of RAM and an Intel i7-5600U CPU.
Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(d) plot the execution time of P - ITERATION as the number of parameters K increases, in the CORRIDOR and TAXI scenarios. The four plots seem to suggest that
the execution time degrades gracefully as the number of parameters increases. The two remaining Figures, 4.5(e) and 4.5(f), plot the execution time as a function of the problem size
(X × A × X × K). Figure 4.5(e) plots the execution time as a function of the corridor length
L, assuming a fixed number of parameters K = 1. In Figure 4.5(f), both the state-space and
number of parameters is growing, since in the MAZE scenario the number of parameters is linearly proportional to the state-space size. As such, these execution times seem to match our
expectations.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of the P - ITERATION algorithm in terms of execution time. Results are
averaged over 30 runs. Bars represent the standard error. (a) to (d) Plots of the execution time as a
function of the number of parameters in the corridor and taxi scenarios. (e) Plot of the execution
time as a function of the corridor length and a single parameter. (f) Plot of the execution time as
a function of the problem size of the maze scenario.
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Table 4.2 suggests the algorithm scales satisfactorily in terms of the quality of the solutions
achieved. In all three scenarios P - ITERATION is always able to find a configuration of the world
θ at least as good as the original one, i.e., F (θ) > J(θ0 ). In some cases the algorithm is actually
able to consistently compute the optimal solution (in boldface). Since the scenarios are well
structured, their optimal solutions are intuitive. In the case of the CORRIDOR scenario the best
solution corresponds to fully opening the first door. In the MAZE scenario, in general, the optimal
solution corresponds to opening all the doors on the first column. However, when the maze length
is odd, opening all the doors on the rightmost column is also an optimal solution. In the TAXI
scenario the optimal solution is to open all the gates. This is because, by definition, the cost of
partially opening the door is the same as opening it completely.
Table 4.2: The performance of P - ITERATION in terms of the quality of solutions, in navigation
scenarios. The results are rounded to 2 decimal places. Scenarios where the optimal solution
was computed in more than 50% of the runs are in bold.
Scenario

N

J(θ0 )

K

F (θ)

2

−1.40

1

−1.23

5

−3.49

1

−2.32

1

−3.86

2

−3.86

3

−3.86

4

−3.87

5

−3.90

1

−5.85

3

−5.85

5

−5.87

7

−5.89

10

CORRIDOR

20

50

MAZE

TAXI

−5.61

−7.54

−9.00

10

−5.92

1

−8.12

5

−8.13

10

−8.15

15

−8.17

25

−8.23

2

−1.40

1

−1.23

6

−7.28

5

−3.98

7

−7.97

6

−4.51

11

−9.17

10

−6.16

15

−9.56

14

−7.24

1

82.66

2

83.43

3

86.57

4

87.04

5

89.88

—

80.13
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Figure 4.6: Layout of the FROZEN LAKE scenario for increasing sizes, with the start and goal
states S and G, respectively, and the holes H that the robot must avoid.

4.4.2

Scenarios with complex parameterizations

To assess the applicability of our approach in a broader class of problems, we consider three
additional domains that require more complex parameterizations of the transition probabilities.
FROZEN LAKE

We consider the FROZEN LAKE domain, a scenario that has recently become popular among the
reinforcement learning community [8], and will serve as an application of global parameterizations in Counterfactual MDPs.
Scenario (FROZEN LAKE) Consider the scenarios depicted in Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b).
A robot must traverse an icy grid, from an initial state S to a goal state G, while avoiding the holes H where the ice has melted. The movement of the robot is uncertain due
to the frozen ice—when moving in a given direction, the wheels of the robot may slip,
causing the robot to move in a different way. The state space X includes all the cells
of the grid, and the action space is A = {UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, STAY}. All moving
actions are uncertain. For example, when moving left or right, there is a probability
the robot moves up or down instead. Similarly, when moving up or down, the robot
may end up actually moving left or right. As a result, the transition probabilities associated with a given moving action are sampled uniformly between the three possible
directions (barring obstacles). Upon falling on a hole, the robot will stay in that state
forever. Action STAY is deterministic and keeps the robot in the same state. The reward
function takes value −1 in all state-action pairs, except (G, STAY) where it is 0.
We assume the world can be configured in terms of the grip of the robot’s wheels. Specifically, we assume the grip profile can be set between NO - GRIP and FULL - GRIP. The former
denotes the original scenario, where the robot may slip and move in either the intended or perpendicular directions. The latter denotes a world where the robot always moves deterministically
in the intended direction.
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Table 4.3: The performance of P - ITERATION in terms of the quality of solutions, in the FROZEN
LAKE scenario. The results are averaged over 30 runs.
FROZEN LAKE

Size J(θng ) F (θg )
F (θ)
ug (θ)
4 × 4 −46.34 −20.85 −14.55 0.930
8 × 8 −58.95 −28.13 −21.59 0.927
For this scenario, we adopt the softmax variant of the global parameterization, as defined
in (3.12). We start by denoting the transition probabilities associated with the two world configurations. We let Png and Pg describe the dynamics of the worlds with no-grip and full-grip,
respectively. This leads to a parameterization of the form
Pθ = ug (θ)Pg + ung (θ)Png ,
where for optimization purposes, we bound θ ∈ [−θmax , θmax ]2 , with θmax = 4.
Finally, we assume that changes to the grip profile of the robot require some engineering
effort. We let the engineering effort required grow exponentially with the grip profile


C(θ) = K exp − β (1 − ug (θ)) ,
where we take K = 15 and β = −20. According to this cost function, we assume a large effort is
required in changing the configuration of the world to high grip performance, whereas achieving
lower grip performance is not as costly.
Results Table 4.3 summarizes the performance of our approach on the FROZEN LAKE domain.
First, column J(θng ) denotes the value in the original world where the robot has no grip. Column
F (θg ) denotes the value of the world configuration where the robot has full grip, while taking
into account the engineering effort associated in shifting the original world. Finally, the last two
columns regard the solutions achieved by our approach. Modeling the problem as a Counterfactual MDP and then solving it through P - ITERATION, we were able to find the solution that better
establishes the value/cost tradeoff in changing the grip profile of the robot. Perhaps surprisingly,
we observe that the most valuable world configuration is not Pg —that where the robot has fullgrip. In fact, the best solution seems to occur at a grip profile set roughly to 93%. This solution
suggests that the additional engineering effort required in achieving the full-grip configuration is
not worth it.
This scenario is interesting as it depicts the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs to engineering related problems, where it may be possible to estimate/model the value and costs of certain
changes to the world.
ROBOT WATER POURING

Finally, we depict the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs on a fairly unstructured scenario.
We consider a robotic water pouring task defined as follows.
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Scenario (WATER POURING) A robot is trained to pour water in cups located on top
of a table, as depicted in Figure 4.7(a). Specifically, the robot is trained by demonstration how to pour water around a specific position θ̄. After training, the robot is
then tasked with pouring water in (possibly) different cup locations θ 0 , as depicted in
Figure 4.7(b). The robot is provided two actions A = {x, q}, including the execution of the trained pouring motion, or “quit”, signaling that the robot is not confident
in executing the task for the current configuration of the world θ 0 . The state space
X = {I, S, F, A} includes initial, success, failure and absorbing states. The reward
function penalizes the agent with −5 for executing q in state I. In that case, the agent
also transitions immediately to state A. An execution x is penalized with reward −1
and has two possible outcomes. The agent transitions to S if it succeeds the task, and
to F otherwise. In both outcomes, the agent ultimately transitions to state A, but when
transitioning from F receives a penalty of −9.
The transition probabilities of the two execution outcomes (success and failure) were estimated using 6 pouring trajectories collected on a real BAXTER robot. Specifically, the probability of success of an execution (moving from state I to state S) was modeled as a radial kernel
centered in θ̄, the average final position of the trajectories collected. The radial kernel used is
depicted in Figure 4.8, with the shaded region centered around point θ̄. We note this simple
model is actually often used in practice, for example, in Probabilistic Movement Primitives [51].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Instance of the robotic water pouring task. (a) The robot being taught by demonstration how to pour water in a cup. (b) The robot executing the task to a new pouring location.
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Figure 4.8: The setup of the WATER POURING scenario. The BAXTER robot has to pour water in
cups located on a table in front. The execution success probability is modeled as a radial kernel,
depicted by the shaded region. Darker corresponds to higher success probability in executing
the pouring motion. The colorbar depicts the colors associated with different probabilities of
success.
Formally, for a new position of the cup θ, the execution success probability is modeled as
2

Pθ (S | I, x) = e−ξkθ−θ̄k2
Pθ (F | I, x) = 1 − Pθ (S | I, x),
where ξ = 22.017 is the width of the kernel, and was estimated empirically.
In this scenario we allow the agent to reason over changes to the target location of the cup.
We assume that changes to the location of the cup follow a cost function that penalizes large
displacements of the cup
C(θ) = βkθ − θ 0 k1 ,
(4.19)
for constant β and initial cup position θ 0 . This cost can be interpreted, for example, as the burden
of bothering the human user to move his cup.
Results We ran experiments starting from the 12 different initial configurations θ 0 , depicted
as crosses in Figure 4.9(a). These 12 configurations of the world correspond to different initial
locations of the cup, where the robot is tasked to pour water. The average value in these original
world configurations, J(θ 0 ), was approximately −4.57. By the definition of the reward function,
this suggests that the agent typically executed the “quit” action when faced with these initial
locations of the cup.
We then tested our algorithm assuming different values of cost parameter β. Assuming β = 0,
i.e. no cost in changing the target cup position, P - ITERATION always returned the solution where
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(a) Targets used in experiments

(b) Solutions assuming β = 0

(c) Solutions assuming β = 10

(d) Solutions assuming β = 20

Figure 4.9: Performance in the water pouring scenario. (a) The 12 targets used in the experiments. (b) to (d) The solutions computed for different values of β.

the cup is to be moved to the center of the radial kernel, thus guaranteeing a successful execution,
and an average J(θ) = −1. Intuitively, these solutions make sense, because if there is no cost
in changing the world, one might as well request the best possible version of the world—in this
case, having the cup positioned at the location where the robot is guaranteed to succeed in the
task. The solutions returned are depicted in Figure 4.9(b).
For increasing values of β, i.e. increasing penalties for moving the cup, P - ITERATION computed solutions that maximized the tradeoff between the increase in success likelihood, and the
cost for changing the world. From Table 4.4 we observe that the solutions returned under different costs were always better than the original world configuration θ 0 . These values suggest
that the solutions computed tend to request the cup to be moved closer to the center of the radial
kernel, where there is a higher chance of the robot succeeding in pouring water. This is supported
by Figures 4.9(b) to 4.9(d), which depict the changes to the world requested for different values
of β. For example, assuming β = 10, as depicted in Figure 4.9(c), we observe there were two
target positions for which no change to the world was requested. This is because it would be too
costly to move those cups to a new configuration of the world where it is worth trying to execute
the pouring action.
This scenario is interesting as it depicts the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs in HumanRobot Interaction scenarios. In this class of scenarios, the solution returned by the Counterfactual
MDP can be interpreted quite naturally as a request that is posed to the human user. In the
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Table 4.4: The performance of P - ITERATION in terms of the quality of solutions, in the WATER
POURING scenario. The results are rounded to 2 decimal places, and averaged over 30 runs.
WATER POURING

F (θ)

J(θ0 )
β=0

β=5

−4.57 −1.00 −2.55

β = 10 β = 20
−3.73

−4.37

specific case of this WATER POURING scenario, the agent is allowed to reason over different target
locations of the cup. Even though the robot cannot move the cup itself, the cup can be indirectly
moved by reaching out to the nearby human user. The goal of the agent thus became that of
determining the configuration of the world that maximizes the tradeoff between the increase in
success likelihood, and the burden of the request posed to the user.

4.4.3

Scaling up

In Section 4.3 we discussed mechanisms for speeding up P - ITERATION, by reducing the computational effort required in the MDP solving step (line 7 of the algorithm). We now assess the
applicability and performance of these mechanisms.
Different Representations
We start by analyzing the first method proposed, which regarded the adoption of different MDP
representations. For these experiments, we consider the CORRIDOR scenario as it can be easily
parameterized in terms of size, facilitating an analysis on the scalability of the methods. Moreover, we assume an initial state distribution µ0 (I) = 1, i.e., similar to that used in the motivating
scenario, and a cost function that sums the smooth function defined in (4.17) over all parameters
θk and parameterized by β = 10.
One of the mechanisms we considered for speeding up our algorithms regarded the adoption
of a factored representation of MDPs, based on Algebraic Decision Diagrams. We discussed the
benefits of this representation in solving MDPs with large state and action spaces, but also the
challenges in adopting them in the context of Counterfactual MDPs—namely, the challenges in
the computation of the gradients, due to the need to compute some matrix inverses. In order
to overcome these challenges we proposed an alternative method for computing the gradients
based on Fixed Point Iteration, and discussed that in adopting the ADD representation we would
be trading off the benefits of solving MDPs faster, with possibly costlier gradient computations.
Our results suggest that the this tradeoff is worth it, and that adopting an ADD representation can
be useful in solving larger problems.
Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) compare the performance of the P - ITERATION algorithm under
two MDP representations, sparse matrices and ADDs, for different problem sizes and number
of parameters. The results for the ADD representation, in particular, assume the method that
computes the gradient ∇θ J(θ) with a single FPI. From the figures, two observations ensue.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the performance of P - ITERATION when adopting a matrix representation vs. a factored representation based on ADDs. The performance is measured in the
CORRIDOR scenario for increasing lengths. Figures (a) and (b) assume K = 1 and K = 5,
respectively. Results are averaged over 5 runs.
First, we observe that for smaller problems (up to 64 states), the sparse matrix representation
actually seems to outperform the ADD representation. On the other hand, we also observe that
as the problem size increases the ADD representation starts to consistently outperform the sparse
matrix representation. In fact, the figures suggest that the gap in performance increases with the
problem size as well. These results are plausible, since in smaller problems the speeds-ups
achieved in solving the MDPs may not compensate for the computational overheads associated
in building the ADD representation. However, as the problem size increases and solving the
MDPs becomes the bottleneck, then the ADD representation becomes the better choice. In sum,
we observe the tradeoff anticipated previously in Section 4.3.1.
A second mechanism discussed for scaling up our algorithms to larger problems involved
exploiting the sparse structure of many planning problems in the construction of the ADD data
structures. In particular, we discussed how the overheads associated with building the ADD data
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Figure 4.11: Performance of P - ITERATION using a sparse factored MDP representation. Measured in the CORRIDOR scenario for increasing lengths. Figures (a) and (b) assume K = 1 and
K = 5, respectively. Results are averaged over 5 runs.
structures could potentially be alleviated by adopting data structures that allow the iteration over
non-zero entries of the transition probabilities (in contrast with iterating over all (x, a, y) triplets).
We empirically assessed the performance of this mechanism in the CORRIDOR scenario, applying it both in the computation of the gradients and in the MDP solving step. Figures 4.11(a)
and 4.11(b) depict the performance for different problem sizes and number of parameters. These
figures suggest a great improvement in performance when exploiting the sparsity of the problem. Specifically, when compared to the performance achieved previously in Figures 4.10(a)
and 4.10(b), where the sparsity was not exploited. We note, however, that this large improvement may result from the intrinsic sparse nature of the CORRIDOR scenario’s transition probabilities. These result are still relevant, since many problems show similar sparsity in the transition
probabilities.
All experiments assume N = 5 random restarts, learning rate α = 0.05 and discount factor
γ = 0.9. Results were averaged over 5 runs. We adopted the value iteration method for solving
MDPs in both representations. For the ADD representation, in particular, we followed a version
previously introduced in the literature [22]. The fixed point iteration methods used in solving
MDPs and in computing the gradients, adopted a termination condition following an l∞ norm
with 10−3 and 10−6 thresholds, respectively. Our implementation using the ADD representation made extensive use of the CUDD C++ library [67]. All experiments were performed on a
ThinkPad W550s laptop, with 16GB of RAM and an Intel i7-5600U CPU at 2.60GHz.
Seeding the MDP Solver
In Section 4.3.2 we discussed a second method for speeding up P - ITERATION. This method aims
at exploiting the iterative nature of P - ITERATION, in order to reduce the computational effort
required in solving the MDP at a given step t. In particular, by reusing information computed in
the previous iteration t − 1.
We now assess the impact of adopting this mechanism. We assume that the MDP solving step
follows the value iteration (VI) method. As such, we reuse information computed in the previous
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Table 4.5: Comparison of the number of iterations performed by value iteration in solving the
MDP, when initializing the value estimate to zero (No Seed), or with the optimal value function
computed in the previous step (Seed). The results are averaged over 10 randomly seeded runs.
Number of VI Iterations

Size

CORRIDOR

FROZEN LAKE

No seed

Seed

L = 10

22.14 ± 0.08

17.22 ± 0.06

L = 20

32.53 ± 0.09

27.39 ± 0.07

L = 50

66.63 ± 0.13

59.48 ± 0.11

4×4

1215 ± 0.00

80.14 ± 1.09

8×8

1215 ± 0.00

149.50 ± 0.97

step, by seeding the computation of the optimal value v ∗θt with the optimal value computed in the
(0)
previous iteration. We refer to Section 4.3.2 for more details, but essentially, we let v θt = v ∗θt−1 ,
(0)

where v θt is the initial estimate of the optimal value function in world configuration θt .
For these experiments we consider the CORRIDOR and FROZEN LAKE scenarios. As we will
see, in these domains the effectiveness of the seeding approach varies, which allows for insightful
discussions. The scenarios follow the costs and parameterizations described previously, with the
CORRIDOR assuming one parameter K = 1. All experiments adopt a discount factor γ = 0.99,
learning rate α = 0.001, and termination condition threshold
v ∗θt+1 − v ∗θt

∞

<

1−γ
,
2γ

with  = 10−3 . These hyperparameters follow the discussion at the end of Section 4.3.2, where
we discussed why the seeding technique should provide more significant performance improvements when adopting smaller learning rates and larger discount factors.
Table 4.5 describes the average number of iterations performed by value iteration (VI) in
the MDP solving step of P - ITERATION (line 7), for different scenarios and problem sizes. We
consider, in particular, two initialization methods for value iteration. The first method (No seed)
initializes the optimal value estimate to zero. The second method (Seed) initializes the optimal
value estimate to the optimal value computed in the previous step. The results are averaged over
10 randomly seeded runs. From the table, several observations are in order.
First, we observe that seeding the value iteration method, on average, reduces the number of
iterations required in the MDP solving step of the algorithm. This leads to a better performance
of P - ITERATION as the overhead associated in the seeding procedure is negligible.
The second observation is that the performance improvements in the FROZEN LAKE scenario
were superior to those achieved in the CORRIDOR scenario. By inspecting the consecutive iterates
v (t) in the MDP solving of the CORRIDOR, we conclude this results from the “linear” shape of the
scenario, and from the way the values are updated in VI. As discussed before, the best solution
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in this scenario is to fully open the door, and as such, in general, each gradient step will open
the door a bit more, i.e., increase θ. By increasing θ, we observe an immediate increase of the
expected value of the initial state (top left), in the first iteration of VI. This is because there is
now a larger probability of the agent moving directly to the goal state by moving down. Then,
in the second iteration of VI, the expected values of the first and second states are updated (the
value of the first state is updated as now the value of remaining in the same state increased). VI
proceeds by updating the values of the states in the top row in this linear fashion, thus requiring
more iterations the longer the corridor. The updated values are propagated faster in the FROZEN
LAKE scenario, since the states are more connected.
Finally, we observe that the number of iterations of the non-seeded VI in the FROZEN LAKE
scenario is the same for both problem sizes. This occurs because after T = 1215 steps the VI
updates become smaller than the termination threshold specified above. This follows from (2.6).

4.4.4

Comparing against baseline

We conclude the experimental evaluation by comparing the performance of the P - ITERATION
algorithm against a baseline approach. In particular, we consider a baseline that first discretizes
the space of possible configurations of the world Θ, and then performs an exhaustive search for
the best solution (also known as grid search). Due to the discretization of the parameter space,
this baseline approach may not always arrive at the optimal solution. This is specially true in
scenarios with complex optimal solutions that are not at the boundaries of the parameter space—
for example, the FROZEN LAKE and WATER POURING scenarios we considered before. In any
case, it is interesting to compare its execution time performance against P - ITERATION.
For this purpose we consider again the CORRIDOR scenario and adopt the same hyperparameters used in the previous experiment, including the space of possible configurations of the world
Θ = [0, 1]K . We perform the experiments for increasing lengths L of the corridor, and increasing
number of parameters K (doors that can be opened). Additionally, we evaluate the P - ITERATION
algorithm under different random restarts N ∈ {10, 20, 40}. The baseline approach is evaluated
assuming different discretization steps h = {10−1 , 10−2 , 10−3 }. For each parameter, and given
the space of possible configurations of the world Θ considered, a step h leads to r = h−1 + 1 discretization candidates {0, h, 2h, . . . , 1}. As a result, the baseline approach works by solving rK
MDPs. This suggests that the execution time performance of the baseline approach will quickly
deteriorate as we increase the candidates and the number of parameters used.
Table 4.6 compares the execution time performance of P - ITERATION against the baseline
approach. The results of the baseline approach are averaged over 3 runs, whereas the results
of the P - ITERATION approach are averaged over 30 randomly seeded runs. We perform more
runs with P - ITERATION to account for the random restarts used. Multiple observations ensue
from the table. First, we observe that, as expected, as the problem size increases (length L and
parameters K), both approaches take longer to solve the problem. We observe a similar effect as
we decrease the step size h in the baseline approach, and as we increase the number of random
restarts N in the P - ITERATION algorithm. Secondly, we observe that as we decrease the step
size, the performance of the baseline approach deteriorates faster, when compared to that of
P - ITERATION with the increase in number of random restarts. Finally, the results suggest that
the execution time performance of the baseline approach is only competitive with P - ITERATION
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Table 4.6: Comparison of the execution time performance (in seconds) of P - ITERATION against
the baseline method, in the CORRIDOR scenario, under different lengths L and number of parameters K. The baseline approach results are averaged over 3 runs. P - ITERATION results are
averaged over 30 randomly seeded runs. All experiments ran with a 90 minutes time limit, after
which the process was stopped. The experiments that surpassed this limit are denoted by a dash.
Execution time performance (seconds) in the CORRIDOR scenario
Baseline
L

10

20

30

K

−1

h = 10

−2

h = 10

P - ITERATION
−3

h = 10

N = 10

N = 20

N = 40

1

0.01 ± 0.00

0.14 ± 0.00

0.71 ± 0.05

0.06 ± 0.00

0.12 ± 0.00

0.24 ± 0.00

2

0.05 ± 0.00

5.23 ± 0.43

452.75 ± 6.13

0.05 ± 0.00

0.11 ± 0.01

0.24 ± 0.01

3

0.40 ± 0.01

438.88 ± 3.58

—

0.10 ± 0.02

0.18 ± 0.02

0.39 ± 0.03

1

0.02 ± 0.00

0.27 ± 0.02

2.78 ± 0.19

0.27 ± 0.01

0.50 ± 0.01

1.03 ± 0.02

2

0.17 ± 0.00

18.18 ± 0.01

1823.32 ± 0.92

0.21 ± 0.01

0.45 ± 0.04

1.02 ± 0.07

3

1.57 ± 0.00

1650.39 ± 1.83

—

0.41 ± 0.07

0.76 ± 0.09

1.63 ± 0.03

1

0.06 ± 0.00

0.64 ± 0.04

6.81 ± 0.54

0.68 ± 0.03

1.28 ± 0.04

2.63 ± 0.05

2

0.43 ± 0.00

44.81 ± 0.05

4480.15 ± 4.43

0.55 ± 0.03

1.18 ± 0.11

2.67 ± 0.18

3

3.92 ± 0.00

4062.92 ± 5.59

—

1.08 ± 0.20

2.02 ± 0.25

4.33 ± 0.35

when assuming, either the largest step size h = 10−1 or a single parameter K = 1. In fact,
we observe that the execution time of the baseline approach quickly becomes several orders of
magnitude larger than that of P - ITERATION.
One may now wonder how both approaches compare in terms of the quality of the solutions
computed. As discussed before, in the particular case of our CORRIDOR scenario, the optimal
world configuration corresponds to that where the first door is fully open, θ1 = 1, and all other
doors are closed θk = 0. Given our approach for discretizing the parameter space, in this case,
we have that the baseline approach is always able to find this optimal solution. The quality of
the solutions computed by P - ITERATION is reported in Table 4.7, with the results averaged over
30 randomly seeded runs. From the table we conclude that P - ITERATION typically computes the
optimal solution, or a solution very close to the optimal one. Moreover, we observe that the more
random restarts we allow the algorithm to perform, on average, the better the solutions returned.
In sum, the results suggest that P - ITERATION outperforms the baseline approach. In terms
of execution time performance, the baseline approach is only competitive under very low resolutions (large step sizes for the grid search), or when assuming small number of parameters. In fact,
our results show that as we increase the resolution and the number of parameters, P - ITERATION
can be several orders of magnitude faster than the baseline approach. Additionally, we observed
that the better execution time performance does not come at the expense of the quality of the
solutions computed. In fact, in the scenarios considered, P - ITERATION was typically able to
compute, either the optimal solution, or a solution very close to the optimal one.
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Table 4.7: The quality of the solutions computed by P - ITERATION in the CORRIDOR scenario,
assuming different corridor lengths L and number of parameters K. The results are averaged
over 30 randomly seeded runs. Note that for a given length L the optimal solution is independent
of the number of parameters K, since the optimal solution consists in the world configuration
where the first door is open and all others are closed.
Quality of solutions computed in the CORRIDOR scenario
Optimal
L

K

N = 10

N = 20

N = 40

−3.862 ± 0.000

−3.862 ± 0.000

−3.862 ± 0.000

−3.867 ± 0.003

−3.862 ± 0.000

−3.862 ± 0.000

3

−3.881 ± 0.004

−3.872 ± 0.004

−3.864 ± 0.002

1

−5.852 ± 0.000

−5.852 ± 0.000

−5.852 ± 0.000

−5.855 ± 0.001

−5.852 ± 0.000

−5.852 ± 0.000

3

−5.862 ± 0.002

−5.857 ± 0.002

−5.853 ± 0.001

1

−6.984 ± 0.000

−6.984 ± 0.000

−6.984 ± 0.000

−6.986 ± 0.001

−6.984 ± 0.000

−6.984 ± 0.000

−6.990 ± 0.001

−6.988 ± 0.001

−6.985 ± 0.001

Value

1
10

20

30

2

2

2
3

4.5

P - ITERATION

−3.862

−5.852

−6.984

Summary of the Chapter

This chapter contributed an iterative gradient-based approach for solving Counterfactual MDPs.
This approach builds upon the computation of the gradient of the objective function F with respect to the transition probabilities. We proposed two methods for computing these gradients. In
the first method the gradients are formally derived from the KKT conditions of the optimization
problem. In the second method the gradients are computed more efficiently by exploiting the
linear programming structure of MDPs. The computation of these gradients is non-trivial, due to
the intricate dependencies of the objective function F on the transition probabilities Pθ . Specifically, the computation of F depends both on the transition probabilities Pθ and on the optimal
policy πPθ . However, πPθ also depends on Pθ , and this dependency is non-differentiable, as seen
in (2.4). The key idea behind the more efficient method for computing the gradient builds upon
the observation that, in general, for small changes in the transition probabilities, the optimal policy does not to change. As such, we can approximate the gradient at a given transition probability
Pθ by first computing its optimal policy πP∗ θ , and then, when computing the gradient, ignore the
dependency of πP∗ θ on Pθ .
Having a method for computing the gradient allowed us to introduce P - ITERATION, an iterative gradient-based algorithm for solving Counterfactual MDPs. This algorithm iteratively
builds a sequence of world configurations that converges to a local maximum of the objective
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function F , by following the gradient steps. In order to tackle the non-convexity of the problem,
the algorithm is restarted M times, starting at different initial configurations.
In this chapter we also discussed the performance of the algorithm, and observed that one of
the bottlenecks regards the need for solving multiple MDPs during the gradient iterations. We
discussed different mechanisms for speeding up the algorithm by alleviating the computational
effort in solving the intermediate MDPs. In particular, we discussed the adoption of a different
MDP representation, and a seeding mechanism for the MDP solving process that reuses information computed in the previous iteration. Even though not considered in this thesis, it could also
be interesting to explore other methods commonly used on the motion and classical planning literature. For example, model switching [70] or variable-resolution [42, 83] planning techniques,
where the planner may adjust the level of detail used, by considering abstract representations
of the state that hide some information. In the context of Counterfactual MDPs, this concept
of variable-resolution could also be explored by using abstract state representations, but also by
considering smaller spaces of possible configurations of the world. While these techniques may
allow for a faster planning, it will necessarily come at the expense of the quality of the solutions
returned.
Finally, the chapter concluded with an extensive evaluation of Counterfactual MDPs and the
algorithms proposed for solving them. The scenarios considered in the experimental evaluation
were selected in order to allow an evaluation from different perspectives. The results show the
applicability of Counterfactual MDPs on multiple different scenarios, modeled using different
cost functions and parameterizations of the transition probabilities. Additionally, the results also
show the performance of the algorithms developed in scenarios easily parameterized in terms of
problem size and number of parameters. Most importantly, however, the experimental evaluation
performed demonstrates that Counterfactual MDPs can effectively allow agents to reason over
changes to the world, and to plan over the possibility of operating in such modified worlds, where
new and possibly more rewarding optimal policies are available.
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Chapter 5
Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs
In Chapter 3 we introduced Counterfactual MDPs, a model that allows the agent to reason, plan
and act over the counterfactual What if the world were different? This model effectively allows
the agent to reason over possible configurations of the world, and plan over the possibility of
actually operating in such configurations. We assume that shifting the original world configuration to these alternative worlds comes at a cost. As such, the agent plans over the value/cost
trade-off of operating in the alternative worlds, only considering them when beneficial. The resulting model, however, makes the implicit assumption that the world configuration envisioned
by the agent can be satisfied. However, in many real-world scenarios there exists an underlying
uncertainty in changes to the world.
This Chapter tackles the problem of uncertain outcomes in the context of Counterfactual
MDPs, introducing a new model that allows the agent to reason over the possibility that the
world configuration yielded after its request may not be the one expected. We dub the resulting
model as Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. Upon introducing the model, we discuss
connections between standard and Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. In particular, we
show that Counterfactual MDPs can actually be reduced to Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual
MDPs. As such, the complexity analysis introduced for the former model, can be extended to the
latter, allowing us to conclude that solving the general form of Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs is also hard. This motivates the proposal of a gradient-based approach. In the process
of introducing the gradient method, we discover the interesting insight that the gradient of the
new optimization problem now takes the form of an expectation. We propose a sampling based
method for estimating this new gradient and dub the new algorithm STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES
P - ITERATION . We conclude with an evaluation of the models and algorithms proposed. In particular, this evaluation demonstrates the improvements on the performance of the agent that arise
when we consider the aforementioned uncertainty in the outcomes of changes to the world.
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Figure 5.1: The agent reasons over possible configurations of the corridor, which can only be
achieved through some external intervention. The external intervention may take the form of
assistance in opening the door, provided by either a human user or a mobile manipulator nearby.
Tasking the mobile manipulator with opening the door is less costly than disturbing the user.
However, it comes at the expense of a higher uncertainty in the outcome of the changes to the
world.

5.1

Model Formulation

The original Counterfactual MDP model allows the agent to reason over alternative configurations of the world, and to plan over the possibility of actually operating in such configurations.
Shifting the original world configuration to these alternative worlds will generally involve a cost.
This model makes the implicit assumption that the world configuration envisioned by the agent
is necessarily satisfied. In many real-world scenarios, however, there exists an underlying uncertainty in the process of modifying the world.
Figure 5.1 depicts an example of this uncertainty in the CORRIDOR scenario. In this example
our service robot reasons over alternative possible configurations of the world where the doors
of the corridor may be open. Since the robot does not have arms it can use to open the doors,
achieving such configurations requires necessarily some form of external intervention. In this
example, let us assume the external intervention is provided by either a mobile manipulator
robot, or by a human user nearby. The human user should be able to open the door as expected,
and make sure our robot can go through. However, this external intervention comes at the high
cost of disturbing the user. Tasking the mobile manipulator robot with opening the door may be
less costly. However, this is at the expense of some uncertainty in the outcome of the changes to
the world, as there is a chance that this mobile manipulator may sometimes fail to open the door.
We model the uncertainty in shifting the original world configuration θ0 to a new configuration θ as a generic probability distribution f . Formally, we let f (θ0 | θ, w) denote the probability
of a request for a world configuration θ resulting in a different configuration θ0 . w ∈ W is an additional parameter the agent controls, which can tune different properties of the distribution—for
instance, the dispersion. In practice, this parameter w can be interpreted as the type of external
intervention solicited. This allows us to model the uncertainty associated with different types of
external intervention—recall the example in Figure 5.1 where we assumed the external intervention consisted on assistance by either a manipulator robot or a nearby human user. A continuous
set W allows us to further model complex combinations of external intervention—for example,
a combined external intervention from the human and the manipulator robot at the same time.
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Figure 5.2: Probability density function of the truncated normal distribution centered at request
θ = 0.75 and truncated to [0, 1], assuming different dispersion parameters w. Illustrates the
probability of outcomes θ0 under different requests θ and dispersion parameters w.
Similarly to Counterfactual MDPs, we assume J(θ) denotes the value associated with a world
configuration θ. However, we now need to allow the agent to reason over the stochastic outcomes
of an external intervention that changes the world. Formally, we let JE (θ, w) denote the expected
value resulting from requesting a world configuration θ through an external intervention characterized by w:
JE (θ, w) = Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) [J(θ0 )] .
Additionally, we let C(θ, w) denote the cost associated with the external intervention for
shifting the original world configuration θ0 to configuration θ, when such intervention is characterized by w. Note we assume the cost regards the world configuration requested, θ, and not
necessarily the one resulting from the stochastic outcomes.
The problem of determining the best world configuration, under stochastic outcomes modeled
by f , can be formalized as the optimization problem
max F (θ, w) = JE (θ, w) − C(θ, w)
θ,w

s.t.

θ∈Θ
w∈W

,

(5.1)

We dub this problem as Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs.
Let us now take a moment to appreciate how the CORRIDOR scenario depicted in Figure 5.1
can be formalized as above.

5.1.1

Application to CORRIDOR scenario

Let us start by considering the uncertainty in the outcome of trying to shift the original world to
a new configuration θ ∈ Θ. We let f (θ0 | θ, w) follow a truncated normal distribution centered
at the configuration θ, with standard deviation controlled by parameter w, and truncated to the
interval [0, 1]. The truncated normal ensures a peak probability at the requested configuration θ,
with some probability of the outcome either under- or over-shooting the desired openness of the
door. This is depicted in Figure 5.2. More importantly, the outcomes are guaranteed to remain
in the set of valid world configurations Θ = [0, 1].
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Figure 5.3: Objective function for γ = 0.9, under different requests for world configurations
θ and dispersion parameters w. (a) Plot assuming no cost function. (b) Plot assuming cost on
dispersion parameter. (c) Plot assuming cost function on world configurations.
We assume the external intervention may consist on assistance provided by either the human
user or the nearby manipulator robot. For simplicity, we let W = [0, 1]1 , where w = 0 and w = 1
denote external interventions that change the world with no/maximum uncertainty, respectively.
Figure 5.2 plots the truncated normal distribution centered at a requested world configuration
θ = 0.75, for external interventions with different levels of precision. In this case, small/large
values of w correspond to a narrower/broader outcome uncertainty distribution, which translates
in the agent posing the request to a more/less precise external intervention, respectively.
Finally, we assume a cost function
C(θ, w) = Kθ θ + Kw (1 − w),
which linearly penalizes changes to the world and uncertainty parameters, and is parameterized
by two constants Kθ and Kw . The optimization problem in (5.1) instantiates in
max
θ∈[0,1],w∈[0,1]

F (θ, w) = JE (θ, w) − C(θ, w).

Figure 5.3 plots the objective function F (θ, w) as a function of requests θ and parameters w,
in three different scenarios. First, Figure 5.3(a) depicts the objective function assuming no costs
in changes to the world (i.e., Kθ = Kw = 0). In this case, as expected, the maximum value
is attained when requesting an external intervention that fully opens the door (θ = 1) with no
uncertainty in the outcomes (w = 0). Perhaps surprising, is the observation that when requesting world configurations associated with smaller values of θ, it is actually better to request an
imprecise external intervention (larger w). This hints at the possibility of non-trivial solutions
when considering costs for specific world configurations and/or uncertainty parameters. In fact,
this is also supported by the two remaining figures. Figure 5.3(b) depicts the objective function
under a cost parameter Kw = 1, i.e., requests for precise external interventions are penalized.
Interestingly, in this case the objective function is maximized by requesting (θ = 1, w = 1). That
1

We introduce a closed set W for simplicity. However, the truncated distribution is not defined for null standard
deviations. Formally, one should consider the left-open set W = ]0, 1] instead.
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is, by requesting an imprecise external intervention to fully open the door. Finally, Figure 5.3(c)
depicts the objective function under a cost for requesting changes to the world, assuming Kθ = 1.
In this case, the maximum value is attained once again by requesting a precise external intervention to fully open door. However, we observe that the value at (θ = 0, w = 1) is very close.
Arguably, this last example may have an artificial taste, as it seems to suggest that requesting an
imprecise external intervention to keep the door closed may lead to the door getting open sometimes. This results from the simple formulation we adopted in this example for the dispersion
parameter. Note that a maximum dispersion w = 1 lets our uncertainty distribution approach a
uniform distribution (see Figure 5.2). In Section 5.3 we discuss a formulation that prevents these
artificial solutions, rendering more realistic settings.

5.1.2

Complexity

In Section 3.2 we discussed the complexity of Counterfactual MDPs. In particular, we showed
that solving the general form of the associated optimization problem (3.6) is hard both in theory and in practice. We now develop a similar analysis for the case of Stochastic Outcomes
Counterfactual MDPs.
Let us start with a complexity analysis from a computational perspective. The analysis starts
with the observation that Counterfactual MDPs can be reduced to Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. Given a Counterfactual MDP we can create a Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDP where the uncertainty distribution f takes the form of a Dirac delta centered in the
requested configuration θ—i.e., we take an uncertainty distribution where the request θ has probability 1. As such, an efficient algorithm for solving Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs
would necessarily be able to efficiently solve standard Counterfactual MDPs. Since Counterfactual MDPs have been proved to be NP-Hard, we conclude we should not expect an efficient
algorithm that computes the exact solution for Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs in its
general form.
From a more practical perspective, it follows from Figure 5.3 that the objective function of
the optimization problem associated with Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs (5.1) is
non-convex in both θ and w. In practice, this also renders the optimization problem in (5.1) hard
to solve.

5.2

Approaches for Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs

In this section we develop approaches for solving Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs.
We follow an approach similar to that proposed for Counterfactual MDPs, and consider a gradientbased method for solving the optimization problem in (5.1). Our approach builds upon the gradient of the objective function with respect to the world configuration θ and parameter w:
h
i
∇θ,w F (θ, w) = ∇θ,w Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) [J(θ0 )] − ∇θ,w C(θ, w).
(5.2)
We focus on the gradient of the expected values over the stochastic outcomes, since the
cost function is task dependent. We assume, however, that the dependence of C on θ and w is
differentiable and easy to compute.
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5.2.1

Gradient of Expected Stochastic Outcomes

We start by observing that, for a given θ and w
Z
0
Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) [J(θ )] = J(θ0 )f (θ0 | θ, w) dθ0 .

(5.3)

As a result, the gradient follows
h
i
∇θ,w Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) J(θ0 )
Z
= ∇θ,w J(θ0 )f (θ0 | θ, w) dθ0
Z
= J(θ0 )∇θ,w f (θ0 | θ, w) dθ0
Z
∇θ,w f (θ0 | θ, w)
= J(θ0 )
f (θ0 | θ, w) dθ0
f (θ0 | θ, w)
Z
h
i
0
0
= J(θ )∇θ,w log f (θ | θ, w) f (θ0 | θ, w) dθ0
h
i
0
0
= Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) J(θ )∇θ,w log f (θ | θ, w) ,

(5.4)

where in the second step we use the general form of the Leibniz integral rule to move the gradient
operator inside the integral, and in the third and fourth steps we use the log derivative trick.
We conclude that the exact solution to the gradient of the expected stochastic outcomes can
be computed by solving an expectation. Solving this expectation quickly becomes intractable
as the dimensionality of the configuration space, Θ and W, increases. We propose instead to
approximate this gradient through sampling mechanisms. Different sampling methods can be
used in estimating this gradient.
For a desired world configuration θ and dispersion w, we can estimate the gradient in (5.4)
0
, m = 1, . . . , M } from f ( · | θ, w), and then following
by first sampling M outcomes {θm
∇θ,w

M
h
i
1 X
0
0
0
J(θm
)∇θ,w log f (θm
Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) J(θ ) ≈
| θ, w).
M m=1

(5.5)

The quality of the approximation in (5.5) is related with the number of samples M used. In
general, larger values of M should yield better approximations.
Importance Sampling
One disadvantage of using the naive sampling method described above is that every gradient
0
computation will require solving M MDPs. Note that for each sample θm
we need to compute
0
J(θm ). This can be problematic as the number of samples M used increases.
In order to potentially alleviate this issue we may consider an alternative sampling method—
importance sampling. Importance sampling is a common technique for estimating expected values, when the distribution f of the expectation is hard to sample from. While this is not necessarily our case (recall f is problem specific), the ideas underlying importance sampling may be
suitable for alleviating our expensive J computations.
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In this method, the expectation over distribution f is estimated from samples generated from
a different distribution q over world configurations. In our case, this follows
h
i
Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) J(θ0 )∇θ,w log f (θ0 | θ, w) =
Z
h
i
q(θ0 )
= J(θ0 )∇θ,w log f (θ0 | θ, w) f (θ0 | θ, w) 0 dθ0 =
q(θ )
h
0
f (θ | θ, w) i
= Eθ0 ∼q J(θ0 )∇θ,w [log f (θ0 | θ, w)]
=
q(θ0 )
h
∇θ,w f (θ0 | θ, w) i
.
= Eθ0 ∼q J(θ0 )
q(θ0 )

(5.6)

In the first step we expanded the expectation, and simultaneously multiplied and divided by q(θ0 ).
The multiplicative term q allows us to specify a new expectation, and thus in the second step we
have an expectation over distribution q. Finally, the third step follows from the log gradient.
0
As a result, we can estimate the gradient from M samples {θm
, m = 1, . . . , M } generated
from the alternative distribution q—for example, a uniform distribution covering the configuration space Θ. Formally,
h
i
h
∇θ,w f (θ0 | θ, w) i
Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) J(θ0 )∇θ,w log f (θ0 | θ, w) = Eθ0 ∼q J(θ0 )
q(θ0 )
M
0
1 X
0 ∇θ,w f (θm | θ, w)
J(θm )
.
≈
M m=1
q(θ0 )

(5.7)

What is interesting is that we get to specify distribution q beforehand, and it is fixed throughout all gradient iterations. As such, after sampling the M possible outcomes from distribution
0
). The true expectation in (5.4) can then be
q, we can precompute and store all solutions J(θm
estimated as in (5.7), while reusing the computation of values J. In practice, the only new com0
putations required are ∇θ,w f (θm
| θ, w), which in general should be easy to compute. As in (5.5),
larger values of M should typically yield better estimates of the gradient.

We conclude by noting that there exists an underlying trade-off in using these two sampling
methods. On one hand, the naive sampling method may be more computationally expensive since
each gradient computation requires solving multiple MDPs. However, the gradient estimates
may be more accurate than those computed by importance sampling since the outcomes used are
sampled directly from the current distribution f ( · | θ, w). This may allow the naive sampling
method to reach better solutions, at the expense of a higher computational cost.
Additionally, we note that both methods are susceptible to the curse of dimensionality—as
the parameter space increases, the M samples tend to become sparser. The importance sampling
method, however, is likely to be more susceptible, since it generates the samples from a different
distribution. As such, the quality of the its gradient estimates may decrease faster as the number
of parameters increases.
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5.2.2

Stochastic Outcomes P-Iteration Algorithm

Algorithm 2 summarizes STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION, a gradient-based algorithm
for solving the optimization problem in (5.1). The outer cycle in lines 3–15 performs N random
restarts, in order to tackle the non-convexity of the optimization problem. Each iteration of
this outer cycle starts by randomly selecting an initial world configuration θ0 and dispersion
parameter w0 . These initial points seed the gradient search performed in the inner cycle in lines
6–11. The parameters are updated following the gradient ascent update rules, until a stopping
condition is met. While Algorithm 2 adopts a standard stochastic gradient update rule, other more
complex gradient updates can be used instead, such as Adam gradient [37]. The gradients are
approximated via M samples, using some sampling method, for example importance sampling.
The algorithm always returns a solution at least as valuable as the original world configuration
θ0 , with no requests for changes.
Algorithm 2 STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION algorithm
Require: MDP, M = (X , A, Pθ0 , r, γ)
Require: Initial state distribution, µ0
Require: Configuration space, Θ
Require: Request space, W
Require: Cost function, C
Require: Number of restarts, N
Require: Outcome distribution, f
Require: Stopping condition, 
1: θ ∗ = θ0
2: F ∗ = J(θ0 )
3: for n = 1 to N do
4:
k←0
5:
Randomly select θ(0) ∈ Θ and w(0) ∈ W
6:
repeat
h
i
0
0
7:
Estimate ∇θ,w Eθ ∼f (·|θ,w) J(θ ) using sampling
8:
9:

Estimate ∇θ,w F (θ(k) , w(k) ) using (5.4)
Update

(θ(k+1) , w(k+1) ) ← (θ(k) , w(k) ) + α∇θ,w F (θ(k) , w(k) )
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

k ←k+1
until (θ(k) , w(k) ) − (θ(k+1) , w(k+1) ) < 
F (n) = Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ(k) ,w(k) ) [J(θ0 )] − C(θ(k) , w(k) )
if F (n) > F∗ then

θ∗ , w∗ = θ(k) , w(k)
F ∗ = F (n)
return (θ∗ , w∗ )
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5.2.3

Discussion

We conclude this section with a discussion on relevant connections with the algorithms proposed
for solving standard Counterfactual MDPs, as well as some considerations on performance.
Connection to P - ITERATION
STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION

actually corresponds to a more general version of P ITERATION . We conclude this by analyzing the gradients computed by STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES
P - ITERATION as f approaches the Dirac delta function. Similar to what we did in the corridor
example, consider now f follows a normal distribution centered on a requested configuration θ
and with standard deviation w. It is well known that the normal distribution approaches the Dirac
delta function in the limit as w approaches 0. Intuitively, it follows that
lim Eθ0 ∼f (·|θ,w) [J(θ0 )]


Z +∞
(θ0 − θ)2
1
0
exp −
dθ0
= lim
J(θ ) √
2
w→0 −∞
2w
2πw
 2
Z +∞
z
1
dz
=
lim J(wz + θ) √ exp −
2
2π
−∞ w→0
 2
Z +∞
z
= J(θ)
exp −
dz = J(θ),
2
−∞

w→0

where in the first step we apply the definition of expected value and expand the normal distribution probability density function; in the second step we perform the substitution z = (θ0 − θ)/w,
and move the limit inside the integral by considering the dominated convergence theorem; and
in the third step we observe the integral corresponds to the cumulative distribution function of a
standard normal, thus taking value 1.
We conclude that, in the limit, the gradients computed by the new algorithm actually correspond to those computed in the original P - ITERATION algorithm. This suggests we can solve
Counterfactual MDPs with the new STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION algorithm. This
may be interesting since, unlike the approaches developed in Chapter 4, the methods developed
here do not require the gradient of the optimal value function with respect to the transition probabilities. As we saw before in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, computing such gradient is not trivial
and may require some expensive computations, such as matrix inverses. Applying the methods
developed in this chapter, however, comes at the expense of having to solve multiple MDPs in
each gradient iteration.
Performance
As discussed before, from a computational perspective the problem addressed in this paper is
hard, and as such we should not expect an efficient algorithm for computing the exact solution of
the problem in its general form. We proposed instead an iterative gradient-based algorithm for
solving the underlying optimization problem, where, at each step t, we update the desired world
configuration θ and dispersion parameter w following a gradient update.
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From a practical perspective, the most computationally expensive step of our algorithm regards estimating each gradient step, which requires the solution of multiple MDPs. In some
cases, however, it should be possible to speed up the solving of these MDPs. For example, when
the outcome distribution f is narrow, it is likely that sampled world configurations are associated
with similar transition probabilities. In that case, it is reasonable to assume that the value functions of different sampled world configurations are also similar. Specifically, for two consecutive
world configurations samples θm and θn , we expect v ∗θm ≈ v ∗θn . Building upon this observation, we can speed up our algorithm by seeding the MDP solving of configuration θn with the
optimal value function computed for the previous sample θm . That is, we can seed the value
(0)
iteration algorithm with v n = v ∗m . This approach follows the seeding mechanism discussed
in Section 4.3.2, which we showed to work well in practice in the experimental evaluation in
Section 4.4.3.

5.3

Results

We evaluate the applicability of Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs in multiple scenarios, with different parameterizations of the transition probabilities, uncertainty distributions and
cost functions. Moreover, we assess the performance of STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION
both in terms of execution time and the quality of the solutions computed. In some experiments
we adopt the two sampling methods proposed for estimating the gradient—naive and importance
sampling—and discuss their performance.

5.3.1

Corridor

We consider the CORRIDOR scenario described previously in Section 5.1, and depicted in Figure 5.1. For this experimental evaluation, we let the corridor be parameterized by a length L, with
the agent always starting at the top left position, and aiming to reach the bottom left position.
As before, we assume the agent is allowed to reason over alternative configurations of the
world, where the doors of the corridor may be open/closed. We adopt a parameterization of the
transition probabilities similar to that used in the original corridor example (3.4), where we denote a world configuration θ as a vector in Θ = [0, 1]K , and admit that K obstacles correspond to
doors, with θk indicating how much the k-th door is open. Again, this parameterization assumes
that the probability of the robot moving up or down is proportional to the openness of the door.
Since our robot does not have arms, the opening/closing of the doors requires necessarily
some form of external intervention, which may be provided with different levels of precision. We
model the uncertainty in the outcome of an external intervention as an independent multivariate
truncated normal distribution f (θ0 | θ, w), centered at the desired configuration θ, truncated
to the interval [0, 1], and with dispersion σ. Specifically, we let the dispersion depend on two
components
σi = wi S(θi ).
(5.8)
The first component regards the set of possible external interventions. We let w ∈ W =
[wmin , wmax ]K , where wk denotes the level of expertise requested in opening the k-th door. For
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(a) Cost for opening a door.

(b)

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the cost functions used in the corridor scenario. 5.4(a) The cost for
requesting a door to be open. This is a smooth step size function, where the cost for slightly
opening the door is similar to that of fully opening it. 5.4(b) The cost for controlling the outcome
uncertainty. This cost is proportional to the precision requested.
these experiments we assume wmin = 0.05 and wmax = 1.0, denoting respectively external interventions that change the world with no/maximum uncertainty. The second component depends
on the request θk itself, following the smooth step function S depicted in Figure 4.4. This component forces the dispersion to be small in requests for worlds with closed doors, i.e., θk ≈ 0.
We note that since the original world configuration θ0 assumes all the doors are closed, even the
most imprecise external intervention can perfectly fulfill that request by doing nothing. We note,
as well, the interesting connection with the discussion raised at the end of Section 5.1. Recall
that in Section 5.1 we adopted a simpler formulation where the dispersion only depended on the
external entity wi , and we observed, however, that this simple model could potentially lead to
unrealistic solutions, due to the outcome uncertainty distribution f converging to a uniform distribution. Specifically, we observed that in some cases the best solution would be to request an
imprecise external intervention to keep the door shut, because there would be a high probability
it would end up opening it anyway. The formulation adopted for this experimental evaluation is
more realistic and will not have this problem.
The robot is penalized for requesting an external intervention for opening the doors of the
corridor. In particular, the higher the precision requested, the larger the penalty incurred. Specifically, we consider a cost function
C(θ, w) = Kθ c(θ) + Kw c(w),

(5.9)

where the costs associated with requesting a world configuration θ take the form of a smooth
(and differentiable) step size function:
c(θ) =

K 
X
k=1


2
−1 ,
1 + e−βθk

with β = 10. This makes the cost of requesting a door to be slightly open, approximately the
same as that of requesting it to be fully open. This cost is depicted in Figure 5.4(a). On the
other hand, we assume the costs associated with the outcome uncertainty grow exponentially
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with respect to the precision requested
c(w) =

K
X

exp(−βw wk ),

k=1

with βw = 5. In this scenario, this translates in the cost of bothering the most precise external
entities (for example humans) being exponentially larger than the cost of bothering less precise
external entities (for example robots).
Finally, for these experiments we will assume the following instance of the problem
I : Kθ = 2.0

Kw = 1.0,

(5.10)

where the agent incurs a cost both when requesting changes to the world, and when controlling
the outcome uncertainty.
All experiments assume a discount factor γ = 0.9, and use the Adam gradient algorithm as
described in [37], with a learning rate α = 0.01. We note that in the experiments with Stochastic
Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs, in general, we will use smaller learning rates. Since the gradient is approximated via sampling methods, larger learning rates may lead to some instability in
the optimization.
Execution Time
We consider instance I when analyzing the performance of our algorithm in terms of execution
time. We started by analyzing the impact of increasing the number of samples M in the performance of the algorithm. Figure 5.5 plots the impact of the number of samples M in terms
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Figure 5.5: Tradeoff between number of gradient iterations and execution time, for increasing
number of samples M . (a) and (b) The results assuming naive and importance sampling strategies, respectively. The results are averaged over 15 runs of the CORRIDOR scenario. The bars
correspond to the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 5.6: Execution time performance of STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION algorithm
in the CORRIDOR scenario. Results averaged over 7 runs. Bars represent the standard error of
the mean. The top row assumes the naive sampling strategy, whereas the bottom row assumes
importance sampling. (a), (b), (d) and (e) The execution time as a function of the number of
parameters, on corridors of different lengths L. (c) and (f) The execution time as a function of
the corridor length and a single parameter K = 1.

of number of gradient updates required for convergence and execution time, when using both
sampling methods. Specifically, we considered an instance of the corridor scenario with length
L = 10, K = 3 parameters, N = 15 random restarts. The termination condition was established as the l∞ norm between two consecutive configurations getting below a threshold 1e−5,
or reaching a maximum of 1000 iterations, whichever occurs first.
We observe that as the number of samples M increases, the number of gradient iterations
required to reach convergence decreases, and conversely, the execution time increases. This is
expected since, as predicted in (5.5) and (5.7), larger values of M allow for better approximations
of the true gradients, resulting on a more stable optimization. However, larger values of M
require more MDPs to be solved, thus increasing the execution time.
Interestingly, we observed that when using the naive sampling method, the algorithm returns
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roughly the same solution, regardless of the number of samples M used. This seems to suggest
that despite the instability in the gradient updates, it may be worth it to adopt a smaller M .
Based on this observation, for the remainder experiments on this scenario using naive sampling
we consider M = 100, as it seems to establish a good tradeoff between optimization stability and
execution time. In the importance sampling method, however, we observed that larger number
of samples M do tend to return better solutions. This difference between the naive sampling and
importance sampling methods is likely due to the samples used in the gradient estimates—recall
that in the former uses samples directly generated from f , whereas in the latter we use samples
previously generated from a uniform distribution. As such, for the remainder experiments on this
scenario using importance sampling we consider M = 1500.
Figure 5.6 summarizes the execution time performance of the algorithm in the CORRIDOR
scenario for increasing number of parameters K and corridor length L. Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b)
plot the execution time of the algorithm as the number of parameters K increases, and assuming
a naive sampling strategy. Figures 5.6(d) and 5.6(e) plot the same but assuming the importance
sampling strategy instead. These plots suggest that the execution time degrades gracefully with
increasing K. Figures 5.6(c) and 5.6(f) plot the execution time as a function of the problem size
(X × A × X × K), with fixed number of parameters K = 1, according to the two sampling
strategies. These plots depict a steeper growth of the execution time. However, this is expected
since increasing the corridor length also increases the state space of the MDPs to be solved in
order to compute the gradient in (5.4), and solving MDPs takes polynomial time [80].
In general, for the values of M selected, the importance sampling method was faster than
the naive sampling alternative. This is line with our expectation, given the gradient iterations
reported in Figure 5.5 and the fact that naive sampling method solves M MDPs per gradient
update—the total number of MDPs solved throughout the gradient search using naive sampling
surpasses that of the importance sampling counterpart. However, the better execution time performance provided by the importance sampling strategy may come at a cost with respect to the
quality of the solutions computed.
Solutions
We now assess the solutions computed by our approach on instance I introduced in (5.10), and, in
the process, we observe the potential benefits in considering the outcome uncertainty associated
with requesting changes to the world. We start by recalling that we consider an instance I where
there is a cost in requesting a door to be open and in controlling the outcome uncertainty.
Table 5.1 summarizes the solutions computed for corridors of increasing length L and number
of parameters K. Specifically, for each corridor of length L we considered K = L−1 parameters,
corresponding to all the doors of the corridor that can be opened.
Column J(θ0 ) denotes the performance of the agent in the original world θ0 , where all the
doors are closed. As expected, the performance of the agent deteriorates with the length of the
corridor, as more steps are needed to reach the goal. Columns F (θI∗ , wI∗ ) denote the performance
of the agent in instance I, under the solutions computed by Stochastic Outcomes P-Iteration with
two different sampling strategies.
In corridor L = 2, the best solution is to not request any change to the world. That is
because the cost of the external intervention necessary to open the door is more expensive than
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Table 5.1: The quality of the solutions computed by STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION
in the CORRIDOR scenario, adopting either naive or importance sampling. For a corridor with
length L, we assume K = L − 1 parameters. The results are rounded to 2 decimal places, and
averaged over 7 runs. The dispersion reported refers to the standard error of the mean.
CORRIDOR

F (θI∗ , wI∗ )
L

J(θ0 )

Naive Sampling

Importance Sampling

2
3
4
5
7
10

−2.71
−4.10
−5.22
−6.13
−7.46
−8.64

−2.71 ± 0.00
−3.55 ± 0.01
−3.57 ± 0.00
−3.57 ± 0.00
−3.60 ± 0.00
−3.71 ± 0.03

−2.71 ± 0.00
−3.68 ± 0.11
−4.06 ± 0.08
−4.03 ± 0.11
−4.28 ± 0.04
−5.46 ± 0.75

the potential benefit in performance. For all other corridors, in general, the best solution is to
request the world configuration with the first door fully open. However, perhaps surprising, the
best solution is not to ask the door to be opened by the most precise entity. In fact, due to
the exponential nature of the precision cost c(w) defined, we observe that the average precision
requested by the agent is roughly w = 0.22. We note this depicts an example where allowing
the agent to plan over the outcome uncertainty and associated costs allowed it to improve its
performance. A standard Counterfactual MDP would not be able to compute this solution.
Finally, we observe that for the values of M selected, in general, the naive sampling strategy
converged to better solutions. Moreover, the gap in the quality of the solutions returned between
the two sampling strategies increases with the size of the problem (size of MDP and number of
parameters). The first observation is likely due to the fact that the naive sampling method generates samples directly from the current distribution, whereas the importance sampling method
uses samples previously generated from a different distribution. The second observation can be
explained by the curse of dimensionality, since increasing the parameter space quickly renders
the original importance sampling samples sparser.
Even though these results fall in line with our expectation, it may be interesting to understand
in further detail how the performance of the two methods compares for different values of M ,
and when provided similar execution time budgets.
Further discussion on the results
We evaluated the performance of STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION in the CORRIDOR
scenario, under two sampling-based methods for estimating the gradient—naive sampling and
importance sampling. We recall both these methods include a hyperparameter M that specifies
the number of samples to be computed. This parameter can be tuned and, in theory, increasing M
should lead to a more stable optimization, and consequently the discovery of better solutions. In
the previous experimental evaluation, the choice of M was guided by the preliminary experiment
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Table 5.2: The impact of the number of samples M in the solutions computed by STOCHASTIC
OUTCOMES P - ITERATION . Assuming a CORRIDOR scenario with length L and K = L − 1 parameters. The results are rounded to 2 decimal places, and averaged over 5 runs. The dispersion
reported refers to the standard error of the mean.
Quality of solutions (F (θI∗ , wI∗ )) in the CORRIDOR scenario
Sampling
Method

Naive

Importance

M
1
5
10
25
50
100
500
1500
5000
10000
15000
20000

2
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00
−2.71 ± 0.00

3
−3.61 ± 0.01
−3.57 ± 0.01
−3.57 ± 0.02
−3.54 ± 0.02
−3.54 ± 0.00
−3.55 ± 0.01
−3.69 ± 0.05
−3.68 ± 0.11
−3.59 ± 0.08
−3.56 ± 0.05
−3.55 ± 0.06
−3.55 ± 0.07

L
4
−3.90 ± 0.04
−3.66 ± 0.02
−3.61 ± 0.02
−3.58 ± 0.01
−3.57 ± 0.00
−3.57 ± 0.00
−4.18 ± 0.15
−4.06 ± 0.08
−3.79 ± 0.08
−3.71 ± 0.05
−3.71 ± 0.06
−3.82 ± 0.07

5
−4.06 ± 0.06
−3.76 ± 0.05
−3.72 ± 0.03
−3.66 ± 0.03
−3.60 ± 0.01
−3.57 ± 0.01
−4.26 ± 0.01
−4.03 ± 0.11
−4.10 ± 0.13
−4.12 ± 0.11
−4.09 ± 0.11
−3.98 ± 0.10

7
−4.64 ± 0.11
−4.01 ± 0.09
−3.94 ± 0.02
−3.76 ± 0.04
−3.67 ± 0.03
−3.60 ± 0.03
−4.32 ± 0.05
−4.28 ± 0.04
−4.23 ± 0.02
−4.28 ± 0.02
−4.28 ± 0.02
−4.28 ± 0.02

depicted in Figure 5.5. In this preliminary experiment we analyzed the tradeoff between the
number of gradient iterations and execution time, for a particular instance of the CORRIDOR
scenario, with length L = 10 and K = 3 parameters. Based on this preliminary experiment, we
empirically selected the number of samples M that seems to better optimize the aforementioned
tradeoff, while still returning good solutions. This led us to select M = 100 and M = 1500 for
the naive and importance sampling methods, respectively.
Given this selection of M we then evaluated the performance of the algorithm under both
sampling methods. We observed that for these values of M , while the naive sampling method
required larger execution times, it typically led to better solutions. However, one may wonder
how the quality of the solutions computed by the two methods compare for larger/smaller values
of M , and when provided similar execution time budgets.
Our expectation is that as we increase the number of samples M , both methods will take
longer, but the average quality of the solutions should increase. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 confirm
our expectation. These tables describe the impact of parameter M in the value of the solutions
returned, and in the execution time performance of the algorithm.
As expected, the execution time deteriorates as we increase the problem size (length L and
parameters K) and as we increase the number of samples M . At the same time, we observe that
as we increase M , in general, the quality of the solutions returned improves. It is interesting
to note, however, that this improvement is more noticeable in the naive sampling method. We
observe that the solutions computed by the importance sampling method were only competitive
up to the instance with length L = 3 and K = 2 parameters. Furthermore, in the rightmost
corridor, with length L = 7 and K = 6 parameters, we stop observing a clear improvement in
the quality of the solutions for increasing values of M . Even assuming M = 20000 samples, the
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Table 5.3: The impact of the number of samples M in the execution time performance of
STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION . Assuming a CORRIDOR scenario with length L and
K = L − 1 parameters. The results are rounded to 1 decimal place, and averaged over 5 runs.
The dispersion reported refers to the standard error of the mean.
Execution time performance (seconds) in the CORRIDOR scenario
Sampling
Method

Naive

Importance

M
1
5
10
25
50
500
1500
5000
10000
15000
20000

2
2.6 ± 0.1
2.8 ± 0.1
2.9 ± 0.1
3.4 ± 0.1
4.0 ± 0.2
4.9 ± 0.1
9.0 ± 0.2
22.9 ± 0.7
44.4 ± 0.7
66.8 ± 1.3
85.3 ± 1.4

3
3.4 ± 0.1
5.4 ± 0.1
6.9 ± 0.5
10.7 ± 0.6
17.2 ± 1.7
7.2 ± 0.7
18.4 ± 3.8
53.0 ± 5.7
108.3 ± 9.9
151.0 ± 17.7
213.4 ± 34.2

L
4
4.2 ± 0.1
8.7 ± 0.4
13.9 ± 0.4
28.5 ± 0.8
45.5 ± 3.8
13.2 ± 2.1
29.9 ± 4.9
61.3 ± 6.0
133.7 ± 14.5
198.1 ± 27.5
406.2 ± 82.5

5
4.9 ± 0.2
11.4 ± 0.4
18.2 ± 0.7
41.1 ± 3.0
76.2 ± 4.1
18.3 ± 0.8
42.8 ± 3.2
116.9 ± 8.6
244.2 ± 16.6
301.9 ± 31.8
433.0 ± 47.5

7
6.3 ± 0.11
16.2 ± 0.09
29.1 ± 0.02
61.5 ± 0.04
122.7 ± 0.03
20.1 ± 0.6
53.9 ± 1.6
178.3 ± 5.7
336.0 ± 15.7
516.9 ± 27.4
714.6 ± 26.5

importance sampling method fails to compute a solution competitive with those returned by the
naive sampling method. It is plausible that by testing larger values of M we would eventually
converge to better solutions. In any case, it is clear that the importance sampling method is
suffering from the curse of dimensionality here.
Additionally, from the tables we observe that, under similar execution time budgets, the naive
sampling method seems to perform better overall, typically returning better solutions. The solutions returned by the importance sampling method only seem to be somewhat competitive for
restrictive execution time budgets (for example 7 seconds) and small problem sizes.

5.3.2

Frozen Lake

We consider the FROZEN LAKE scenario previously introduced in Section 4.4.2, and depicted in
Figure 4.6. In this scenario, a robot must traverse an icy grid from an initial state to a goal state,
while avoiding the holes where the ice has melted. The movement of the robot is uncertain due
to the frozen ice—when moving in a given direction, the wheels of the robot may slip, causing
the robot to move in a different way.
We assume the world can be configured in terms of the grip of the robot’s wheels. The grip
profile can range between NO - GRIP and FULL - GRIP. The former denotes the original configuration of the world, where the robot may slip and move in either the intended or perpendicular
directions. The latter denotes a world where the robot always moves deterministically in the intended direction. We denote the transition probabilities associated with these worlds as Png and
Pg , respectively. This leads to the following parameterization of the transition probabilities
Pθ = θPg + (1 − θ)Png ,
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Table 5.4: The quality of solutions computed by STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION in the
FROZEN LAKE scenario, adopting either naive or importance sampling. The results are rounded
to 2 decimal places, and averaged over 15 runs. The dispersion reported refers to the standard
error of the mean. The dispersion on the solutions is not shown, since it rounds to zero.
FROZEN LAKE

Naive Sampling
Size

J(θ0 )

F (θI∗ , wI∗ )

Importance Sampling

θI∗ , wI∗

F (θI∗ , wI∗ )

θI∗ , wI∗

4 × 4 −46.34

−19.91 ± 0.03

1.00, 0.10 −19.80 ± 0.03

1.00, 0.10

8 × 8 −58.95

−26.70 ± 0.03

1.00, 0.12 −26.64 ± 0.03

1.00, 0.11

where θ ∈ Θ = [0, 1] denotes the level of grip requested—θ = 1 corresponds to maximum grip,
whereas θ = 0 corresponds to no grip.
As before, we model the uncertainty in the outcome of an external intervention as a truncated
normal f (θ0 | θ, w), centered in the desired world configuration θ, with standard deviation controlled by parameter w, and truncated to the interval [0, 1]. Moreover, we let the set of possible
external interventions take the form W = [wmin , wmax ], with wmin = 0.05 and wmax = 0.25.
In this scenario, parameter w can be interpreted as the expertise of the engineering team that is
supposed to configure the grip levels of the robot. A highly qualified engineering team should be
able to better deliver the requested configuration, however, at the expense of a higher cost.
We assume a cost function similar to (5.9), where the costs associated with outcome uncertainty take the form
c(w) = exp(−βw),
(5.11)
with β = 20. This assumes that the engineering effort associated with greater levels of precision
grows exponentially. Moreover, we let the costs associated with requesting a grip level θ grow
linearly, c(θ) = θ.
We assume an instance parameterized by
I : Kθ = 5.00

Kw = 25.00,

where the agent incurs higher costs when requesting a precise engineering external intervention,
for increasing its original grip levels.
Solutions
Table 5.4 summarizes the solutions computed for the two versions of FROZEN - LAKE. All experiments assume discount factor γ = 0.99, N = 15 random restarts, and use the Adam gradient
with learning rate α = 0.01. Moreover, all results are averaged over 15 randomly seeded runs.
Column J(θ0 ) denotes the performance of the agent in the original world NO - GRIP. Column F (θI∗ , wI∗ ) denotes the performance of the agent on the solution computed by STOCHASTIC
OUTCOMES P - ITERATION on instance I. We report results assuming the two aforementioned
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sampling strategies. We used M = 30 when using the naive sampling strategy. For the importance sampling strategy we considered M = 1500.
We start by observing that the solutions computed establish a trade-off between the benefits
arising from requesting a full-grip configuration and the costs associated with a precise external intervention. The average best solution for the 4 × 4 scenario was (θI∗ , wI∗ ) = (1.00, 0.10),
whereas for the 8 × 8 was (θI∗ , wI∗ ) = (1.00, 0.11). Specifically, note how the best solution is not
necessarily to request the most precise external intervention possible. These solutions suggest
that additional cost involved in requesting the most precise engineering team is not worth it. This
depicts a clear example where planning over the outcome uncertainty and associated costs allows
the agent to improve its performance. Our previous approaches for solving standard Counterfactual Markov decision processes would not compute such solutions, since none explicitly plans
over the aforementioned uncertainty in the outcomes of requests for changes to the world, and
associated costs.
Finally, we observe both sampling strategies typically converged to solutions of similar quality. This is likely due to the smaller number of parameters that need to be optimized and to the
choice of parameters M used.

5.3.3

Water Pouring

We consider the WATER POURING scenario introduced previously in Section 4.4.2. In this scenario, a robot is trained how to pour water in cups located on a table in front (see Figure 4.7(b)).
1
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0

Figure 5.7: Setup of the stochastic outcomes WATER POURING scenario. The BAXTER robot has
to pour water in cups located on a table in front. The execution success probability is modeled
as a radial kernel, depicted by the shaded region. Darker corresponds to higher success probability in executing the pouring motion. The colorbar depicts the colors associated with different
probabilities of success. Repeats Figure 4.8 for convenience.
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Figure 5.8: Probability density function for the skew normal distribution centered at a request θ =
0 and with dispersion σ = 1, assuming different skew parameters α. Illustrates the probability
of outcomes θ0 under different skew parameters α.
Then, the robot is tasked with pouring water on new cup locations θ 0 . The robot is allowed to
reason over different configurations of the world, corresponding to different locations of the cup.
In Section 4.4.2 we modeled the problem as a Counterfactual MDP, and thus assumed deterministic outcomes on requests for changes to the world—i.e., it was assumed the cup would be
moved necessarily to the location solicited. We now tackle instead a more realistic case, where
the outcomes may actually be stochastic.
As before, the robot is taught by demonstration a collection of pouring trajectories, which it
is then supposed to generalize to the new cup locations (Figure 4.7(a)). The execution success
of a pouring motion is assumed to follow a radial kernel centered at a point θ̄—the center of
the trajectories learned by demonstration. As such, the closer the target position of the cup to
this center, the higher the execution success probability (Figure 5.7). We endow the agent with
the ability to reason over different locations of the cup—i.e., over the counterfactual “What if
the cup was in a different position?” In fact, we allow the agent to plan over the possibility
of actually operating in a world where the cup is indeed in a different location, likely closer to
locations with higher success execution probability. These changes to the world are assumed to
be achievable through some external intervention. However, this external intervention comes at
a cost. Specifically, a cost that is proportionally with the displacement of the cup required. For a
given cup position θ, this cost was defined in (4.19) as C(θ) = βkθ − θ 0 k1 .
We model the uncertainty in the outcome of an external intervention that moves the cup to a
different position θ as a multivariate independent skew normal distribution f centered at position
θ, with fixed dispersion σ and skewness parameter α [2]. Figure 5.8 depicts the behaviour of the
skew normal distribution for different skew parameters α. This distribution can be interpreted as
modeling the uncertainty associated with requesting the human user to move the cup. Using the
skew normal distribution in this scenario allows us to model different skews in the uncertainty
of moving a cup. In particular, we consider three cases. We start by consider a case where
f is not skewed (α = [0, 0]). Essentially, this translates in the uncertainty distribution taking
the form of a standard normal distribution centered around θ and standard deviation σ = 0.05
(see Figure 5.9(a)). Then, we consider two cases, where the movements of the cup are skewed
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(a) α = [0, 0]

(b) α = [3, 0]

(c) α = [0, −1]

Figure 5.9: The three skewness cases considered in the stochastic outcomes WATER POURING
scenario. (a) The case where the uncertainty is not skewed, thus consisting in a standard normal
distribution. (b) The case where the uncertainty is skewed on the horizontal axis, to the right. (c)
The case where the uncertainty is skewed on the vertical axis.
in the horizontal and vertical directions, taking α = [3, 0] and α = [0, −1] respectively. The
former represents a case where the human user typically replies to requests for a new position
of the cup, by overshooting the displacement to the right (Figure 5.9(b)). Similarly, the later
represents a case where the human user undershoots the displacement of the cup on the vertical
axis (Figure 5.9(c)).
Results
We ran experiments starting from 12 initial configurations θ 0 , depicted as crosses in Figure 5.10.
The average value in these 12 original world configurations, J(θ 0 ), is approximately −4.57. By
definition of the reward function used, this suggests that the agent typically executed the “quit”
action when faced with these initial locations of the cup (quitting led to a −5 reward).
We then assessed the solutions of the Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDP, assuming
different values of cost parameters β and skewness parameters α. Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b)
depict the results assuming an unskewed normal distribution, under two different costs β = 0
and β = 10.
Assuming β = 0, i.e., no cost in changing the cup position, we observe that, in general, the
solution returned is to have the cup located at the center of the radial kernel. Intuitively, these
results are expected, because if there is no cost in changing the world, we might as well make
it as easy as possible to perform the task. One interesting observation, however, is that there
was one starting position for which the algorithm opted to not move the cup—the initial position
closest to the center of the radial kernel. This occurs because by requesting the cup to be moved
to the center of the radial kernel, the agent risks facing the outcome uncertainty underlying each
request—while it is likely the cup will be placed at the center of the kernel, there is still a chance it
may not. By sticking with the original location, on the other hand, the agent faces no uncertainty,
and since the cup is already close to the center of the radial kernel, the value of this configuration
is already high.
Figure 5.10(b) depicts the solutions computed for β = 10. As expected, we now observe
that for initial configurations distant from the center of the radial kernel, the agent opts to not
move the cup. This is because it would be too expensive to move the cup to a location where it
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(a) Solutions assuming α = [0, 0] and β = 0

(b) Solutions assuming α = [0, 0] and β = 10

(c) Solutions assuming α = [3, 0] and β = 0

(d) Solutions assuming α = [3, 0] and β = 10

(e) Solutions assuming α = [0, −1] and β = 0

(f) Solutions assuming α = [0, −1] and β = 10

Figure 5.10: Performance in the stochastic outcomes water pouring scenario. (a) to (f) The
solutions computed for different skewness parameters α and cost parameters β.
is worth it to try to execute the pouring action. More interesting is the comparison between the
solutions computed with the Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDP, and those returned in the
deterministic setting, depicted in Figure 4.9(c). We observe that under stochastic outcomes there
were more initial configurations for which the robot deemed it not worth it to move the cup. This
is due to the additional uncertainty underlying each request.
The remaining figures depict the solutions assuming skewed outcome uncertainty distributions. It is interesting to observe how the skewness of the uncertainty distribution affects the
solutions returned. In Figures 5.10(c) and 5.10(d) we observe that the solutions returned seem
shifted to the left. This makes sense, because the uncertainty distribution is skewed to the right in
the horizontal direction. To compensate for this skewness, the agent poses the requests slightly
shifted to the left. Even more interesting, is to compare the solutions returned for the leftmost
initial location, under a cost β = 10, assuming skewness parameters α = [0, 0] and α = [3, 0].
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Table 5.5: The quality of solutions computed by STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION in the
WATER POURING scenario. The results are averaged over the 12 predefined targets, in 5 randomly
seeded runs, and rounded to 2 decimal places.
WATER POURING

J(θ0 )

F (θ)
α = [0, 0]

−4.57

α = [3, 0]

α = [0, −1]

β = 0 β = 10 β = 0 β = 10 β = 0 β = 10
−1.83 −4.22 −1.63 −4.13 −1.72 −4.14

We observe that for α = [0, 0], the agent opted to not request the movement of the cup, as it was
deemed too expensive to move it to a location where it was worth to try to execute the pouring
motion. Under α = [3, 0], on the other hand, the agent requested the cup to be moved. Because
of the skewness of the uncertainty distribution, the cost for moving the cup to an advantageous
location is now smaller. In this case, the smaller cost made it worth it to move the cup closer
to the center of the radial kernel. Finally, Figures 5.10(e) and 5.10(f) depict similar results, this
time however, the solutions returned seem to be shifted upwards. This is due to the skewness of
the distribution in the vertical direction.
Table 5.5 presents the values achieved under the different α and β values, averaged over the
12 targets. Column J(θ0 ) is the average value achieved in the 12 original world configurations.
We observe that, in general, the solutions returned by the Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual
MDP allow the agent to collect more reward, even assuming high costs for changing the world.

5.3.4

Robot Backpack Dressing Assistance

We consider a more complex version of the 1 STRAP BACKPACK ASSISTANCE scenario introduced in Chapter 3, where the robot now assists the human in putting both straps of the backpack.
Scenario (2 STRAPS BACKPACK ASSISTANCE) A 2-manipulator robot assists a human user to put a backpack. The robot performs the task in two steps, one strap at a
time, and is free to choose which strap to start with. The placement of the first strap
can be performed after the user raises his arm. The robot uses both its manipulators in
putting the first strap, moving the strap through the arm of the user, up to the shoulder,
and then dropping it there. The placement of the second strap can be performed after
the user gives back the second arm. The robot is then to use the other manipulator
to place the missing strap, following a similar procedure. The two steps are depicted
in Figure 5.11. The robot is taught by demonstration how to perform the movements
that place the first and second straps. The robot is provided with a total of 9 actions.
Four of those are control actions, corresponding
to the placement of first and second
n
o
right
right
left
straps on the right or left sides, i.e., EXECfirst , EXECleft
,
EXEC
,
EXEC
first
second .
second
These action trigger the execution of the corresponding movement primitive taught to
the robot by demonstration. The robot is also provided 4 communication actions for
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11: The robot assisting the user in dressing both straps. (a) The first step of the task.
The human has his right arm raised and the robot is assisting in putting the corresponding strap.
(b) The second step of the task. The human already has the first strap placed on his shoulder, and
is now giving back his left arm, so the robot can assist in putting the corresponding strap. Note
how the human was positioned slightly to the left of the robot.
requesting the user to raise or give each one of his arms. Finally, the robot is provided
a quit action to be used when the robot is unsure about its ability to perform the task.
The state space X consists of 18 states spanning all possible configurations of the human in terms of arms raised/given and straps placement (Figure 5.12). This includes
3 additional absorbing states that are reached when the robot quits, successfully puts
both straps, or when it fails to put a strap. All communication actions have reward −1.
Quitting after successfully placing one strap leads to a reward −3, whereas quitting at
the beginning leads to reward −6. An unsuccessful execution leads to a reward −10.
It is assumed that the user performs the request communicated by the robot 95% of the
time, and otherwise stays in the same configuration.

F

Q

Figure 5.12: The state space in the 2 STRAPS BACKPACK ASSISTANCE scenario. Consists on all
configurations of the human in terms of arms raised/given, and straps placement. Additionally,
includes a failure and quit states. When the arm of the user is in green, it corresponds to a state
where the corresponding strap was successfully placed.
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Figure 5.13: The setup of the 2 STRAPS BACKPACK ASSISTANCE scenario, with the two radial
kernels that model the execution success probability as the shaded region. Darker corresponds to
higher success probability. The kernel on the right models the execution success probability of
executing the movements primitives associated with first putting the left strap, and then putting
the right strap, as a function of the user’s position. This is contrast with the kernel on the left,
which regards the symmetric movements primitives pair where first the right strap is placed, and
then the left strap.
The aforementioned movement primitives were built by exploiting the symmetry of the task.
Specifically, the robot was only taught how to first place the right strap, and then the left strap.
This involved collecting 10 trajectories on a real BAXTER robot, alongside the corresponding
(x, y) position of the user with respect to the robot. Then, exploiting the symmetry of the task it
was possible to generalize these movements primitives for the symmetric case—first placing the
left strap and then the right strap [23].
We assume the execution success of these movement primitives depends on the (x, y) position
of the user. There is a larger probability of success when the user adopts a position similar to
those observed during training. In practice, we assume the execution success probability follows
a radial kernel centered at a position θ̄—the average position the user adopted on the trajectories
used to train the robot. Due to the symmetry of the task we actually have two radial kernels. One
radial kernel models the execution success probability associated with the movement primitives
that place the right strap first, and the left strap second. The second radial kernel models the
symmetric case, and is associated with the movement primitives that place the left strap first,
and the right strap second. Figure 5.13 depicts the space in front of the robot, with the two
aforementioned radial kernels.
In this task, we endow the agent with the ability to reason over the impact of the initial
location θ 0 of the user. The robot is then allowed to plan over the possibility of having the user
moving to a location where there is a higher execution success probability. However, requesting
the user to move can be cumbersome and as such, these requests are penalized proportionally
with the displacement requested, using a cost function C(θ) = βkθ − θ 0 k1 .
We assume that the uncertainty underlying the outcome of a request for the human user
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(a) Initial configurations

(b) Solutions assuming β = 0

(c) Solutions assuming β = 5

(d) Solutions assuming β = 10

Figure 5.14: Solutions computed on the stochastic outcomes 2 STRAPS BACKPACK ASSISTANCE
scenario. (a) The 8 initial positions of the user considered. Red markers correspond to positions
where the robot immediately quit, whereas orange markers correspond to positions where the
robot quit after placing one strap. (b) to (d) The solutions computed for increasing values of β.
to move follows a distribution f that takes the form of a multivariate independent Gaussian
distribution. Specifically, a Gaussian distribution centered at the requested position θ and with
fixed dispersion σ = 0.05.
Results
We ran experiments assuming 8 random initial positions of the user across the space in front of
the robot. These positions are depicted in Figure 5.14(a) as crosses. Red crosses correspond
to initial positions of the human where the optimal policy for the robot is to quit immediately,
whereas in orange crosses the robot quits after placing one strap. We observe that, in these initial
positions, the robot never tries to assist in the dressing of both straps. This is also supported by
Table 5.6, which shows that the average value of the agent when the user adopts these initial
positions is −5.59.
We then assessed the solutions of the Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDP assuming
different values of cost parameter β. Figure 5.14(b) depicts the solutions for β = 0, i.e., when
there is no cost for requesting the user to move. The results are as expected, with the solutions
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Table 5.6: The quality of solutions computed by STOCHASTIC OUTCOMES P - ITERATION in the
2 STRAPS BACKPACK DRESSING ASSISTANCE scenario. The results are averaged over the 8
predefined targets, in 5 randomly seeded runs, and rounded to 2 decimal places. The dispersion
reported refers to the standard error of the mean.
2 STRAPS BACKPACK ASSISTANCE
J(θ0 )

F (θ)

−5.59

β=0
β=5
β = 10
−3.00 ± 0.00 −4.16 ± 0.16 −5.06 ± 0.26

returned suggesting the robot should request the user to move to the optimal location for executing the movement primitives—the average location of the trajectories. Additionally, we observe
that since there is no cost in bothering the user, the solutions returned disregard the displacement
requested—that is why the agent does not necessarily request the user to move to the closest
optimal position. Figures 5.14(c) and 5.14(d) depict the solutions returned assuming β = 5 and
β = 10, respectively. We observe that as β increases, the displacements requested to the user become smaller. Assuming β = 10 we also observe two initial configurations where the robot opts
to not request the user to move. This occurs since it too expensive to request the user to move to
a position where it was worth it to try to execute the task. From Table 5.6 we observe that even
under high cost parameters β the solutions computed are still, on average, more valuable than
the 8 initial configurations. For instance, all the solutions returned under β = 5 lead to optimal
policies where the robot tries to place both straps.

5.4

Summary of the Chapter

This chapter tackled the problem of reasoning over the uncertainty underlying possible changes
to the world, in the context of Counterfactual MDPs. This problem was motivated by the observation that, in real-life scenarios, even though the agent may be able to imagine a better alternative
world configuration, it is possible that the resulting configuration may not necessarily yield the
expected one. This is particularly common in human-robot interaction scenarios, where the external intervention for changing the world can be interpreted as assistance requests posed to a
human—the result of this assistance will, in general, be stochastic. The resulting model was thus
dubbed Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs.
This model assumes that the uncertainty in the outcome of an external intervention follows
some distribution f , with parameters that the agent can reason over/control. For example, these
parameters may include the mean or the dispersion of the distribution. The formulation of
Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs follows that of the standard model, and takes the
form of an optimization problem (5.1). The key difference lies in the objective function, as it
now takes the form of an expectation over the value of possible world configurations sampled
according to the uncertainty distribution f .
In formulating the new model, we concluded that standard Counterfactual MDPs can be
reduced to Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. Specifically, by adopting an uncertainty
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distribution that, in the limit, takes the form of a Dirac function. This allows us to conclude
that, in its general form, Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs are also hard to solve. As
before, this conclusion provided an important insight that motivated the choice of adopting a
gradient-based approach for solving the underlying optimization problem.
The choice of adopting a gradient method unveiled an interesting insight, in that in this new
model the exact solution of the gradient can be computed by solving another expected value (5.4)
over world configurations sampled according to f . A second interesting insight is that this takes
the form of an expected value of the product between the value of a world configuration and the
log gradient of the uncertainty distribution f . That is, the gradient computation in Stochastic
Outcomes does not require computing the gradient of the optimization problem with respect to
the transition probabilities. From a practical perspective, this is interesting as those computations
can be expensive in some parameterizations.
We proceeded by proposing two approaches for approximating the gradient via sampling
methods. This allowed us to extend the P - ITERATION algorithm to the new class of problems
described by Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. We observe a tradeoff regarding the
performance of the gradient computations. On one hand, these computations become simpler
as the derivatives of the optimization problem with respect to the transition probabilities are no
longer necessary to be computed. On the other hand, the estimation of the gradient via sampling
methods now requires solving multiple MDPs.
The chapter concluded with an evaluation of the applicability of Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs in multiple planning problems, and of the performance of the algorithms proposed. These results showed the significant improvements that can be achieved on the performance of the agent by reasoning over the uncertainty underlying the outcomes of requests for
changes to the world. We showed, in particular, examples where the best solution found does not
regard the most precise external intervention possible. The standard Counterfactual MDP model
would not be able to compute these solutions, as it does not reason over the uncertainty in the
changes to the world.
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Chapter 6
Related Work
The work in this thesis builds upon two key ideas. The first idea is that, by analyzing how
different transition probabilities impact the optimal policy in an MDP, an agent may be able to
identify those associated with more rewarding optimal policies. A second idea is that, through
some external intervention, the agent may be able to actually operate in a modified version of the
world, governed by different transition probabilities.
As such, we now provide an overview of relevant literature structured around these two lines
of work. On one hand, we review work that considers the impact of different transition dynamics
in the optimal policies in the context of MDPs. On the other hand, we review work that contemplates the situation in which an agent/robot reaches out to external entities (namely humans),
enlisting their assistance at different stages of the agent loop: perception, decision, execution,
learning.

6.1

Reasoning Over Transition Dynamics in MDPs

We now consider classes of MDPs that reason over the impact of transition dynamics on the
optimal policies for different purposes. We consider three major classes of problems: Markov
decision processes with imprecise probabilities, linearly solvable MDPs, and configurable environments.

6.1.1

Markov Decision Processes with Imprecise Probabilities

Markov decision processes with imprecise probabilities (MDPIPs) are a subclass of MDPs,
which allow the representation of uncertainty in the transition probabilities of MDPs. When
solving MDPIPs, this uncertainty allows for different objective criteria. For example, it allows
the computation of optimal policies under either optimistic or pessimistic assumptions over the
true distribution of the transition probabilities. Typical approaches model this uncertainty by
constraining the transition probabilities to lie on a prespecified polytope described by a finite
number of linear inequalities [60, 78, 79]. Bounded Markov Decision Processes (BMDPs), on
the other hand, are a specialization of MDPIPs where the representation of uncertainty is limited
to uncertainty intervals, specified independently at different entries of the probability transition
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function [17]. This particular uncertainty representation allows for optimal methods that solve
BMDPs efficiently under both optimistic and pessimistic assumptions of the transition probabilities.
The optimal policy under pessimistic assumptions is typically called a robust policy. The
class of MDPs that concerns the computation of robust policies is known as robust Markov
decision processes (RMDPs). RMDPs allow the computation of optimal worst-case policies
in scenarios where the model of the world is not fully known, but we may have an idea on the
magnitude and structure of the underlying uncertainty—this uncertainty is common, for example,
in scenarios where the model of the world is learned from data. In their general form RMDPs
are NP-Hard, as they can be reduced to the 3- SAT- CNF problem [3]. However, RMDPs can be
solved efficiently when the uncertainty set is s,a-rectangular [24, 50] or s-rectangular [21]. That
is, the uncertainty sets are constrained by l1 norms, and defined independently for each state s
and action a, or for each state s, respectively.
The line of work in this thesis, however, is closer to the computation of optimal policies under optimistic assumptions of the transition probabilities. Assuming there is no cost involved
in modifying the original world, one could potentially model the set of possible world configurations as uncertainty and, in practice, the best realization of the transition probabilities could
be seen as the most rewarding world configuration. Moreover, if the possible changes to the
world could be modeled as independent uncertainty intervals, BMDPs could then be used for
efficiently computing the optimal policy. Our problem formulation, however, assumes general
specifications of possible changes to the world, and a cost associated with such changes.

6.1.2

Linearly Solvable Markov Decision Processes

Another line of related work are linearly solvable MDPs (LMDPs) [74]. LMDPs are a class
of MDPs with no explicit actions, and where the solver works by modifying some predefined
transition probabilities P̄ of an uncontrolled Markov chain, at a cost measured by the KLdivergence function. Typically, the predefined transition probabilities P̄ are defined such that,
for each state, the transitions follow a uniform distribution over possible next states—for example, if the agent can move from state x to either state y or z, the default transitions follow
P̄ (y | x) = P̄ (z | x) = 0.5. When solving an LMDP, the solver can modify all default transitions with positive probability, returning a solution P —the transition probabilities that maximize
the expected reward of the associated Markov Chain. However, this comes at a cost proportional
to the KL-divergence between the default transitions P̄ and the new transitions P . As such,
the LMDP solver seeks to optimize the tradeoff between the expected rewards in P , with the
aforementioned KL-divergence cost.
The formulation of LMDPs leads to a linear Bellman equation and, as a result, LMDPs can
be solved in linear time. In a sense, LMDPs transform a discrete optimization over actions (a
regular MDP) to a continuous optimization problem over transition probabilities. Besides being
fast to solve, LMDPs are also composable in the sense that, under some assumptions, the solution
to an LMDP can be computed as a linear combination of known solutions to other LMDPs [75].
Hierarchical extensions for LMDPs have also been considered [27].
Despite similarities with some of the methods proposed in this thesis, the problem addressed
by LMDPs is fundamentally different. In LMDPs, the agent is not actively planning over dif90

ferent world configurations and reasoning over the benefit/cost tradeoff associated with them.
The optimization over the transition dynamics is the end result of a problem formulation that
emerged from the goal of deriving efficient methods for solving MDPs. Moreover, in LMDPs
the controller is free to modify the transition dynamics without any constraints. There are, however, extensions of the LMDP model that allow the specification of some limited constraints, at
the expense of less efficient solution methods [9].

6.1.3

Configurable Environments

In recent years, the idea of planning over changes to the environment where an agent operates
has received some attention from the planning community. Early examples explored the idea of
finding changes to the environment, which encourage a certain behavior by the agent, without
directly mandating it [82]. More recent research explored the concept of goal recognition design,
which aims at computing modifications to the environment that allow for a faster recognition of
acting agents’ goals [31]. Extensive work has been proposed to consider different instances of the
problem, considering non-optimal agents [32], partial observability [33], stochastic actions [76],
or different types of modifications to the environment [35].
Other research follows more closely the work developed in this thesis, focusing on the problem of actively planning over the changes to the world with the goal of maximizing the agent’s
performance, namely, in problems modeled as MDPs. While developed independently from our
work, these other approaches bear some similarities with ours. One such approach resembles
the alternative formulation we discussed in Section 3.4, and models the requests for changes to
the world as a planning problem [34]. Similar to our alternative formulation, this other approach
incorporates the different possible transition probabilities as part of the planning state space, and
then adds actions that allow the selection of these transition probabilities. The main difference is
that our alternative approach models the problem as an (extended) MDP, whereas theirs follows
a more classical planning flavour, modeling the problem with a general planning language—
PDDL [16]. Modeling the problem as PDDL effectively allows the resulting planning problem
to be solved with a generic, off-the-shelf, planner, taking advantage of general heuristics and
optimization techniques, such as pruning [36]. One disadvantage of this approach is that it can
only consider modifications over a finite set of world configurations. This is in contrast with
our formulation of Counterfactual MDPs, which can account for continuous space of possible
changes to the world.
A second line work proposed recently that resembles our approach is that of Configurable
Markov decision processes [45, 46]. Configurable MDPs, while developed independently from
our work, bear some similarities in formulating the problem as a joint optimization of the model
of the world and optimal policy. Their approach, however, assumes necessarily a global parameterization, with possible world configurations being limited to the convex combination of a finite
set of possible worlds given a priori. Then, it optimizes over the convex hull of that set of world
configurations, looking for the configuration that maximizes the expected rewards. Our formulation of the problem is more general, in that it allows the specification of a cost function that
penalizes changes to the original world configuration, and models the space of possible worlds
through a generic parameterization of the transition probabilities. As a result, we have that Configurable MDPs are a particular instance of Counterfactual MDPs. Even if we disregard the cost
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component, Counterfactual MDPs do not reduce in polynomial time to Configurable MDPs. As
previously discussed in Section 3.3, the transformation of a local parameterization to a global
parameterization is exponential in the number of parameters. We conclude the complexity analysis performed for Counterfactual MDPs does not directly apply to Configurable MDPs, as our
reduction from 3 SAT CNF makes use of a local parameterization built in polynomial time. This
seems to suggest that Configurable MDPs may be an easier problem to solve.

6.2

Agents that request assistance

There are several works, particularly in the robotics community, that have contemplated the situation in which the agent/robot reaches out to human users, enlisting their assistance. This assistance has been considered at different stages of the agent loop: perception, decision, execution.
Additionally, it has also been explored in the context of learning.

6.2.1

Perception

Agents rely on sensors in order to perceive the world and its state. In many problems, however,
the perception of the world is limited. This can be the case, for example due to noisy sensors, or
more generally, to the agent being provided with a limited set of sensors.
A common approach for tackling these problems is to model them as Partially Observable
MDPs (POMDPs), which plan considering a space of beliefs over the true state of the world [69],
and have been successfully applied to multiple different problems [66, 68]. Oracular POMDPs
(OPOMDPs) extend the POMDP formalism, allowing the agent to query an always-available
oracle for full-state knowledge [1]. In OPOMDPs the agent can make these observation requests
from any state at a fixed cost. Recent work pointed that these assumptions become unrealistic
in scenarios where the help is provided by humans, since there are states where it is unlikely
for a human to be available, and there may be different costs associated to asking different humans [54]. Human Observation Provider POMDPs (HOP-POMDPs) take this into account, and
extend OPOMDPs to plan according to the availability and costs of asking different humans for
help [54].
The idea of providing agents the ability of requesting additional perception information has
also been considered in multiagent scenarios, for example, in multiagent scenarios that do not
assume joint-observability. Decentralized Sparse Interaction MDPs (Dec-SIMDPs) augment the
action space of each agent with a coordination pseudo-action which, when executed, provides
access to the state/action information of the other agent [44]. The execution of this coordination
action, however, comes at a cost. As a result, the agents learn a trade-off between the benefits
arising from the coordination at the expense of executing the coordination action [43].

6.2.2

Planning

A relevant line of work concerns the case when planners are not able to find solutions. In the
symbolic planning setting, excuse-making approaches have been proposed for explaining why a
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solution for a planning problem could not be found, while at the same time, proposing different initial state conditions so that it becomes possible to generate one [18]. Similar ideas have
been explored in the context of temporal problems with the goal of solving over-constrained
problems—temporal problems for which no execution strategy can be found that meets all constraints [13]. Solving over-constrained problems requires identifying and weakening some constraints, and a typical approach is to resort to partial constraint satisfaction [5, 47]. However,
more recent approaches focus on proposing semantically similar alternatives [81]. Similarly, in
motion planning, there are approaches that concern the problem of removing [20] or displacing [19] physical constraints such that there exists a feasible path from start to goal position. In
logic specification problems there is also work that looks into revising inconsistent specifications,
while minimizing a cost associated with such revisions [29].

6.2.3

Execution

The robotics community has considered the situation in which the robot reaches out to human
users, during execution time, enlisting their assistance. A common reason for requesting such
assistance is for fault recovery purposes, for example, when the expected state of the world after
the execution of an action is different than the state actually perceived. Some works consider
these failures, and propose an approach for detecting them, and to generate natural language
requests for help, to be posed to human users [39, 72].
The idea of requesting assistance during execution has also been considered in scenarios
where multiple robots are deployed in a complex environment, and may request the assistance
of remote human operators to deal with unexpected real-world irregularities. In Human Help
Provider MDPs (HHP-MDPs) [12], a human operator receives an assistance request when an
agent ends up in an absorbing state (a state that, once visited, cannot be left) other than the
goal, or when the agent fails to make progress for a predefined amount of time. The agents
execute in decentralized fashion, and their decision process is modeled with an MDP. However,
the system relies on a centralized controller for assigning assistance requests to human operators,
considering the assistance type and expected resolution time.
Another line of work explores the idea of using human assistance as a way of augmenting the
abilities of the robot. The concept of symbiotic autonomy provides robots the ability of explicitly
considering their own limitations and the existence of humans in the environment, and to create
plans that enroll human assistance in the execution of the task [57]. These ideas have been
successfully applied to the scenario of a mobile service robot that navigates on a building, and
voices human assistance requests in order to use the elevator [55, 57]. More recently, the same
concept has been applied to a dressing task, where the robot is provided the ability of requesting
the human to adopt more convenient poses [38, 62].
The approaches discussed so far focused on the questions of which assistance to request, and
when to request it. However, there is also work that focuses on how to request human assistance.
This problem has been considered in the context of mobile service robots that operate on an office
setting [56, 58], or a shopping mall [59], or that need directions from passers-by [77]. There is
also research on how the human users react to robots that request assistance, for example, in the
context of care robots [40], or in collaborative game scenarios [11].
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6.2.4

Learning

The idea of agents that make requests has also been explored in the context of learning. For
example, active learning is a technique where the learning system (an agent) interactively queries
a user for labels, while considering some form of expected information gain [10, 61]. Among
others, this idea of active learning has been considered in POMDPs. The MEDUSA algorithm,
in particular, considers a class of POMDPs with model uncertainty represented as a Dirichlet
distribution [25]. In MEDUSA, the agent keeps a number of models sampled from the Dirichlet
distribution, along with the optimal policies for those models. At each timestep the agent selects
one of the models and acts according to the corresponding policy. After executing the action, the
agent may query an oracle for the true identity of the current state, and this information is then
used for updating the parameters of the Dirichlet distribution. Extensions have been considered
for non-stationary POMDPs [26].
Similar ideas have been explored in the context of imitation learning. In inverse reinforcement learning (IRL)—the problem of recovering the reward function describing a task, given
demonstrations of how to perform such task [49]—there are approaches that allow the agent to
query an expert for the best action to take at a particular state, thus reducing the amount of policy samples required from the expert [41]. Other approaches adopted similar principles while
focusing on directly learning the policy instead [28].
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter we summarize the contributions of this thesis and discuss possible directions for
future work.

7.1

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are the following.

7.1.1

Counterfactual MDPs

The first contribution of this thesis is the formulation of Counterfactual MDPs—a novel class of
MDPs that allows the agent to reason over alternative versions of the world, and to plan over the
possibility of actually operating in such worlds when beneficial. In other words, Counterfactual
MDPs allow the agent to reason, plan, and act, over the counterfactual “What if the world were
different?” Our formulation of the model supports the specification of constraints that allow the
agent to only reason over possible (or realistic) configurations of the world. In fact, we show
that allowing the agent to freely reason over the aforementioned counterfactual may result in
the agent expecting unfeasible, yet creative, changes to the world—we saw an example where
the agent wishes the laws of physics to be broken, and to be granted the power of “teleporting”.
Additionally, our formulation of the problem considers that changes to the world may come at a
cost. As such, solving a Counterfactual MDP corresponds to maximizing a benefit/cost trade-off
over possible changes to the environment.
In this thesis, we focused on planning problems modeled as Markov decision processes,
where the dynamics of the world are described in terms of transition probabilities. In this setting,
Counterfactual MDPs extend the original MDP model in two ways. First, by allowing the agent to
reason over a (constrained) set of possible transition probabilities, and the corresponding impact
on the rewards collected by following the associated optimal policy. Secondly, by allowing the
agent to plan over the possibility of actually operating in a world configuration governed by
such transition probabilities. We formulate the resulting problem as a joint optimization over the
transition probabilities and optimal policy of the MDP.
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Our second contribution is a complexity analysis of the model proposed. We show that, in
general, solving Counterfactual MDPs is hard both in practice and in theory. In fact, from a
computational perspective, we formally prove that the problem is NP-Hard, which suggests we
should not expect an efficient algorithm for computing the exact solution of a Counterfactual
MDP in its general form. This observation motivated the development of the gradient-based
approaches proposed in Chapter 4.
We also make contributions on a more practical level, setting the foundation for a wider applicability of Counterfactual MDPs to different planning problems. We propose different methods
for specifying the set of possible world configurations through a parameterization of the transition probabilities. In this setting, we introduce two alternative parameterizations, and discuss in
detail their advantages and disadvantages from modeling and algorithmic perspectives. These
parameterizations are showed in practice in Section 4.4 on multiple planning scenarios. In the
process, this section also shows the clear benefits that arise from letting the agent reason over additional possible world configurations. Specifically, we demonstrate how Counterfactual MDPs
allow the agent to find more valuable world configurations and optimal policies, on multiple
different planning scenarios.
The aforementioned contributions resulted in multiple peer-reviewed scientific publications.
Our preliminary approaches to what ultimately resulted in Counterfactual MDPs started with a
one-shot decision-theoretic approach [62], and with the action-based alternative formulation discussed in Section 3.4 [63]. We then improved on these approaches introducing the Counterfactual
MDPs model [64], and later contributed its complexity analysis, and the detailed discussion on
parameterizations [65].

7.1.2

Algorithmic Approaches for Solving Counterfactual MDPs

Counterfactual MDPs are formulated as an optimization problem over the transition probabilities and optimal policy of an MDP. This thesis contributes a gradient-based approach for solving
this optimization problem. A key step of this approach regards the computation of the gradient of the joint optimization with respect to the transition probabilities. We derive and propose two methods for computing these gradients. The first method derives directly from the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions of the joint optimization problem. The second method exploits
the linear programming structure of MDPs, leading to a more efficient approach. Additionally,
we show that the parameterization of the transition probabilities used also impacts the gradient computation—following the chain rule we derive the gradient of the transition probabilities
with respect to the local and global parameterizations proposed. The approaches proposed for
computing the gradient culminate in the P - ITERATION algorithm—an iterative gradient ascent
algorithm that iteratively builds a sequence of world configurations that converge to a local maximum of the optimization problem. In order to tackle the non-convexity, the algorithm performs
random restarts starting from different possible initial world configurations.
As a second contribution, we discuss mechanisms for speeding up the methods proposed,
so they can be applied in larger problems. We started by observing that one of the main bottlenecks of our approach is that it requires solving an MDP at every gradient step. As such,
we explored mechanisms for alleviating the computational effort in solving these MDPs. We
started by exploring a factored representation of MDPs typically used for solving large state and
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action spaces scenarios. Specifically, we adopted a representation based on Algebraic Decision
Diagrams, which allows the compression of the transition dynamics and reward model of the
MDP, by factoring similar states. Extending our methods to accommodate this representation
required redesigning some steps of the gradient computation that involve matrix inverses and
other operations that cannot be efficiently implemented with ADDs. The final approach ends up
establishing a trade-off between the improvements in performance when solving the MDPs, and
a decrease in performance when computing the gradients. We also discuss a second mechanism
that seeds the MDP solving process by reusing information computed in the previous iteration.
Our experimental evaluation shows that these techniques improve the overall performance of the
algorithm.
The aforementioned contributions also span different publications. The P - ITERATION algorithm was originally introduced with an informal derivation of the fixed policy differentiation
method for computing the gradients [64]. Additionally, this publication also included most of
the experimental evaluation in Section 4.4. The formal derivation of the gradient methods was
introduced in later work [65].

7.1.3

Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs

Counterfactual MDPs implicitly assume that the world configuration envisioned by the agent
is necessarily materialized. In many real-world scenarios, however, this is not the case. The
outcome for a change in the world may not always yield the expected configuration—there exists
an underlying uncertainty in the process of modifying the world that depends on the external
intervention required. This external intervention may be more/less precise, at the expense of
different costs.
We extend the Counterfactual MDPs model to account for these underlying costs and uncertainty, resulting in a model that we dubbed Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs. The
uncertainty in the outcome of an external intervention to change the world is assumed to follow
a distribution. This distribution is parameterized by the desired world configuration, and (possibly) by some additional parameters the agent can tune to control the dispersion. These additional
dispersion-controlling parameters can be interpreted as the type of external intervention required.
The cost function is also extended to account for these additional parameters. Our formulation
of Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs follows that from standard Counterfactual MDPs,
and takes the form of an optimization problem. The main difference lies in the objective function,
where it now takes the form of an expectation over the values of the possible world configurations
that may result from a given request.
We show that Counterfactual MDPs can be reduced to Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual
MDP, by adopting an uncertainty distribution that, in the limit, approaches a Dirac. As such,
the complexity analysis performed for Counterfactual MDPs extends to the stochastic outcomes
variant, allowing us to conclude that, in general, Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs
are also hard to solve. Again, this motivated the choice of adopting a gradient-based method.
We show that in this new model the exact solution of the gradient can be computed by solving
an expected value. As such, we propose an approach that approximates this gradient through
sampling mechanisms, which allowed us to extend the P - ITERATION algorithm to this new class
of problems with stochastic outcomes. An interesting insight was that in our new approach the
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computation of the gradient no longer required the derivatives of the MDP optimization problem
with respect to the transition probabilities. The disadvantage, however, is that estimating the
gradient via sampling requires the solution of multiple MDPs.
Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs in
different scenarios. We show the significant improvements that can be achieved on the performance of the agent by accounting for the uncertainty underlying the outcomes of requests for
changes to the world. Specifically, we show examples where the best solution is not to request
changes to the world to the most precise external entity. The standard Counterfactual MDP model
would be able to compute these solutions.

7.2

Future Work

This thesis contributed Counterfactual MDPs—a novel planning approach that endows the agent
with the ability to reason over alternative configurations of the world, and to plan over the possibility of operating in such worlds when beneficial, thanks to some form of external intervention.
We focused in planning problems modeled as MDPs where the dynamics of the world are described in terms of the transition probabilities. In this setting, our model extends MDPs to allow
the agent to plan over possible transition probabilities, and we formulate this problem as a joint
optimization of the transition probabilities and optimal policy. We constrain this optimization to
a set of possible worlds through a parameterization of the transition probabilities. We propose algorithms for solving this optimization and show, in the experimental evaluation, the applicability
of the models and performance of the algorithms proposed.
While we envision multiple possible directions for future work, we discuss three of them
in more detail. The first direction of future work regards an automatic generation of the set
of possible world configurations used in constraining the optimization problem. The second,
consists in exploring links between Counterfactual MDPs and linearly solvable MDPs, in order
to develop more efficient (approximate) algorithms. Finally, the third direction of future work
consists in the implementation of some of our models on real robots.

7.2.1

Generation of Space of Possible World Configurations

Our formulation of Counterfactual MDPs constrains the optimization over a space of possible
configurations of the world, in order to prevent unfeasible solutions from being considered. In
practice, this space is defined in terms of a parameterization of the transition probabilities of
the underlying MDP. In this thesis we discuss different classes of parameterizations, and show
the applicability of those parameterizations across multiple planning scenarios. It would be interesting, however, to explore automatic mechanisms for determining possible changes to the
world.
We envision a possible method that somewhat “reverses” the approach followed in this thesis.
Instead of defining a parameterization that spans the set of possible/feasible worlds, one could
specify a base set of rules describing the state transitions the agent should be able to do, in an
ideal world with no obstacles or restrictions—i.e., the base dynamics that govern the presence of
the agent in the world. Then, by letting the agent explore the environment, it may be possible
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to reason over/infer existing obstacles or restrictions, as these essentially block or hinder the
expected base dynamics of the world.
Let us consider, one last time, the CORRIDOR scenario. In this case, the base dynamics could
be set to only allow deterministic movements to adjacent cells, and no “teleporting”. Then,
having the agent exploring the world would allow it to realize that some transitions between the
upper and bottom rows are not as expected, and thus an obstacle may be present. While these
ideas come intuitively within the context of the CORRIDOR scenario, there exist challenges in
extending them to more complex problems.
One such challenge regards handling non-deterministic blocks of the base dynamics. This
would occur, for example, in the FROZEN LAKE scenario. Similarly to the CORRIDOR scenario,
we could specify a set of base rules that only allow deterministic movements to adjacent cells.
The ice on the floor, however, would prevent the expected transitions in stochastic fashion—
sometimes the agent would move in the expected direction, other times the tires of the agent may
lose grip, with the agent slipping and moving in a different direction. Detecting the “slipperiness”
of the icy world is challenging as it requires significant exploration by the agent—it would be
necessary to test multiple times the different actions at the different states. Additionally, it does
not seem trivial how to infer that the “slipperiness” that is common to all states can be controlled
by a single variable—the grip level of the tires of the agent.
We envision other challenges, for example, when it comes to the definition of the costs associated to different changes to the world. It may be complex to imprint human intuition to what
each of request would cost. Finally, we note that the exploration method proposed seems to bear
some similarities with DOORMAX, an algorithm proposed for learning and solving deterministic
Object Oriented MDPs (OO-MDPs) [15].

7.2.2

Explore Connections with Linearly Solvable MDPs

In Section 6.1.2 we discussed how linearly solvable MDPs relate to the models proposed in
this thesis. We concluded that the problems are different, since in LMDPs the agent does not
actively plan over world configurations, nor reasons over the benefits/tradeoffs associated with
the changes to the world. Instead, the LMDP solver performs an optimization over the transition
probabilities of a Markov Chain, as a mechanism for (approximately) solving standard MDPs in
an efficient way.
Despite these differences, there seems to exist interesting links between Counterfactual and
linearly solvable MDPs, which could potentially allow for an efficient approximated method for
solving our models. Allowing the LMDP solver to (freely) reason over additional transitions
seems straightforward. Following the discussion in Section 6.1.2, we only need to modify the
predefined transition probabilities P̄ to include some probability for the new transitions. It is then
up to the LMDP solver to figure out whether that probability should be increased or decreased in
the final solution. We envision, however, two challenges.
The first challenge lies on how to imprint a specific cost to the changes to the world requested.
The general LMDP model assumes a cost measured in terms of a KL-divergence. As a result,
all changes to the predefined transition probabilities cost the same—those related with the new
changes to the world to be proposed, and those related with the optimal policy of the underlying
MDP. Possible workarounds may exist by exploiting the compositional properties of LMDPs,
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and through a clever introduction of extra intermediate states, transitions to/from those states,
and costs associated with reaching those states. However, our preliminary experiments seem to
suggest that we will need a mechanism for constraining transition probabilities. While there is
work on extending the LMDP model to allow the specification of constrained transitions, this
usually comes at the expense of less efficient methods [9].
The second challenge we foresee regards the modeling of more complex changes to the world
that affect multiple transition probabilities at once—for example, in the FROZEN LAKE scenario
the grip of the robot’s tires affects all transitions jointly. Since the LMDP solver can freely
modify the default transitions probabilities, it is not clear how to constrain some of the resulting
transitions to take the exact same value. Again, it may be possible to devise a workaround by
introducing extra states and joint transitions. However, it seems that line of solutions would end
up being very task-specific and hard to generalize as an approach applicable to multiple different
scenarios.

7.2.3

Experiments with Real Robots

In Chapter 3 we showed a concrete application to robotics of an alternative formulation of Counterfactual MDPs. In particular, we addressed a robotic assisted backpack dressing task. We look
forward to testing our main formulation of Counterfactual MDPs in real-robots, ranging from
service robots operating in office settings, to manipulators interacting in close proximity with
humans. We believe the Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs formulation, in particular,
can be useful in modeling real-world scenarios where the outcomes of a request for a change
in the world are not necessarily deterministic. This observation is supported by the interesting
results we introduced in Chapter 5 in different simulated HRI scenarios.



This thesis focuses on endowing agents with the ability to reason, plan, and act, over the
counterfactual “What if the world were different?” We propose a planning paradigm that allows
the agent to reason over alternative configurations of the world where more rewarding optimal
policies may be possible, and to plan over the possibility of actually operating in such configurations. We envision this planning paradigm can ultimately empower agents through the discovery
of configurations of the world where the agents’ limitations are mitigated, and their overall performance is improved.
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Appendix A
Scenarios
We list here for convenience all the scenarios considered throughout the thesis. We started with
three navigation scenarios of practical interest. In particular, the CORRIDOR scenario is inspired
by research regarding the deployment of real service robots in an office setting, where the robots
are allowed to reach out to nearby humans in order to extend their own abilities—for example,
the robot may request the assistance of a nearby user for calling the elevator.
Scenario (CORRIDOR) Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 3.1(a). A mobile
service robot docked at its charging station (located in the top left state) receives a
request from a user to pick up a package from the user’s office (located in the bottom
left state). The robot operates in a corridor located in an office setting, and is able
to move in four directions (UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT) or stay in place (STAY). The
robot is rewarded for traversing the corridor—navigating from the top left to the bottom left—in the most efficient way. The obstacles between the top and bottom rows
of the corridor actually correspond to doors, which are usually to remain shut. The
problem is described as an MDP (X , A, P0 , r, γ), where X = {A, B, C, D, E, F } and
A = {UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, STAY}. Each moving action moves the agent deterministically to the adjacent cell in the corresponding direction, except if an obstacle is
found. Action STAY makes the agent stay in the same cell, and not move. The reward
is −1 for all state-action pairs except (G, STAY), where it is 0.
Scenario (MAZE) Consider the environment depicted in Figures 4.3(a) to 4.3(c). The
MAZE scenario extends the CORRIDOR to L × L grids in which every pair of adjacent rows is separated by obstacles except in one of the ends (see Figure 4.3(c) for
L = 4). The goal of the agent is to reach the goal position G. The state space
X includes all the locations on the grid, and the action space includes the actions
UP , DOWN , LEFT, RIGHT , STAY . Each moving action moves the agent deterministically
to the adjacent cell in the corresponding direction, except if an obstacle is found. The
reward is −1 for all state-action pairs except (G, STAY), where it is 0.
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Scenario (TAXI) Consider the environment depicted in Figure 4.3(d). An agent must
navigate a 5 × 5 maze-like environment, picking up and dropping off a passenger
from/to a set of pre-designated locations (marked as R, G, Y and B in the figure).
The state space X includes the possible positions of the agent, the location of the
passenger (in one of the marked sites or inside the taxi) and its destination (one of
the marked sites), yielding up to 500 states. The action space A includes four moving
actions (UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT), as well as actions for picking up and dropping off
the passenger—PICK UP and DROP OFF, respectively. The navigation actions move
the agent deterministically in the corresponding direction, except if in the presence
of the boundaries of the grid, or one of the five gates—Figure 4.3(d) depicts the five
gates with thicker lines. The reward function penalizes the agent with −1 for every
navigation action. Additionally, the reward for a successful drop-off is 20, while an
unsuccessful drop-off (in the wrong location) penalizes the agent with −10.


We also considered the FROZEN - LAKE scenario, a popular benchmark problem from the reinforcement learning literature. This scenario is particularly interesting in depicting the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs to engineering related problems, where it may be possible to
estimate/model the value, and engineering costs, of changes to the configuration of the world.
Scenario (FROZEN LAKE) Consider the scenarios depicted in Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b).
A robot must traverse an icy grid, from an initial state S to a goal state G, while avoiding the holes H where the ice has melted. The movement of the robot is uncertain due
to the frozen ice—when moving in a given direction, the wheels of the robot may slip,
causing the robot to move in a different way. The state space X includes all the cells
of the grid, and the action space is A = {UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, STAY}. All moving
actions are uncertain. For example, when moving left or right, there is a probability
the robot moves up or down instead. Similarly, when moving up or down, the robot
may end up actually moving left or right. As a result, the transition probabilities associated with a given moving action are sampled uniformly between the three possible
directions (barring obstacles). Upon falling on a hole, the robot will stay in that state
forever. Action STAY is deterministic and keeps the robot in the same state. The reward
function takes value −1 in all state-action pairs, except (G, STAY) where it is 0.


Finally, we considered three domains that show the applicability of Counterfactual MDPs to
human-robot interaction scenarios. In these scenarios the agent reasons over possible changes to
the world, where the external intervention required for achieving such changes can be interpreted
as taking the form of assistance requests to be posed to a human user.
Scenario (WATER POURING) A robot is trained to pour water in cups located on top
of a table, as depicted in Figure 4.7(a). Specifically, the robot is trained by demonstration how to pour water around a specific position θ̄. After training, the robot is
then tasked with pouring water in (possibly) different cup locations θ 0 , as depicted in
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Figure 4.7(b). The robot is provided two actions A = {x, q}, including the execution of the trained pouring motion, or “quit”, signaling that the robot is not confident
in executing the task for the current configuration of the world θ 0 . The state space
X = {I, S, F, A} includes initial, success, failure and absorbing states. The reward
function penalizes the agent with −5 for executing q in state I. In that case, the agent
also transitions immediately to state A. An execution x is penalized with reward −1
and has two possible outcomes. The agent transitions to S if it succeeds the task, and
to F otherwise. In both outcomes, the agent ultimately transitions to state A, but when
transitioning from F receives a penalty of −9.
Scenario (1 STRAP BACKPACK ASSISTANCE) A 2-arm manipulator assists a human
to put a backpack, as depicted in Figure 3.10. The robot is trained to move a strap of
the backpack through the arm of the human user up to the shoulder, and drop it there.
The robot is provided with a unique control action A = {EXECUTE}, which triggers
the execution of a movement primitive previously taught to the robot by demonstration.
The state space X = {I, S, F } includes initial, success and failure states. An execution
has two possible outcomes. The agent transitions to S if it succeeds in the task, and to
F otherwise. The agent receives a reward 1 when transitioning to state S, or a reward
−5 when transitioning to state F .
Scenario (2 STRAPS BACKPACK ASSISTANCE) A 2-manipulator robot assists a human user to put a backpack. The robot performs the task in two steps, one strap at a
time, and is free to choose which strap to start with. The placement of the first strap
can be performed after the user raises his arm. The robot uses both its manipulators in
putting the first strap, moving the strap through the arm of the user, up to the shoulder,
and then dropping it there. The placement of the second strap can be performed after
the user gives back the second arm. The robot is then to use the other manipulator
to place the missing strap, following a similar procedure. The two steps are depicted
in Figure 5.11. The robot is taught by demonstration how to perform the movements
that place the first and second straps. The robot is provided with a total of 9 actions.
Four of those are control actions, corresponding
to the placement of first and second
o
n
right
right
left
left
straps on the right or left sides, i.e., EXECfirst , EXECfirst , EXECsecond , EXECsecond .
These action trigger the execution of the corresponding movement primitive taught to
the robot by demonstration. The robot is also provided 4 communication actions for
requesting the user to raise or give each one of his arms. Finally, the robot is provided
a quit action to be used when the robot is unsure about its ability to perform the task.
The state space X consists of 18 states spanning all possible configurations of the human in terms of arms raised/given and straps placement (Figure 5.12). This includes
3 additional absorbing states that are reached when the robot quits, successfully puts
both straps, or when it fails to put a strap. All communication actions have reward −1.
Quitting after successfully placing one strap leads to a reward −3, whereas quitting at
the beginning leads to reward −6. An unsuccessful execution leads to a reward −10.
It is assumed that the user performs the request communicated by the robot 95% of the
time, and otherwise stays in the same configuration.
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We conclude with some final remarks and observations on the scenarios considered. First,
we recall that our problem formulation is suited for scenarios characterized by continuous sets
of possible configurations of the world. All domains considered in this thesis fit into this class of
scenarios: in the WATER POURING scenario, the different configurations of the world correspond
to the different positions of the cup on top of the table in front of the robot; in the BACKPACK
ASSISTANCE scenarios, correspond to the different positions of the human; in FROZEN LAKE ,
correspond to the different grip profile configurations of the robot; in the navigation scenarios
correspond to the openness of the doors through which the robot can move.
One may argue that this last scenario has an artificial flavour, specially when instantiated to
the case where the door is assumed to be open by a nearby human user—it may be hard for the
human user to carry out a request for opening the door by some percentage value. A possibly
more intuitive version of this scenario would only entail two configurations of the world, where
the door is either fully open or fully closed. While our formulation of Counterfactual MDPs is
not suited to such scenarios with discrete sets of possible worlds, it can still solve approximated
versions. Specifically, we can approximate such scenarios through the specification of a cost
function that “guides” the optimization to a discrete set of possible solutions. We showed an
example of this in practice, in the experimental evaluation of the CORRIDOR scenario, where
we introduced the smooth step function in (4.17) as the cost function. This effectively allows
Counterfactual MDPs to model a broad class of domains.
On that note, it is worth highlighting that Counterfactual MDPs can even model human-robot
interaction scenarios, as suggested by our experimental evaluation in the WATER POURING and
BACKPACK ASSISTANCE domains. However, we note that in our models the agent reasons over
different configurations of the world at planning time, and these worlds are then assumed to be
available at execution time. Even though Stochastic Outcomes Counterfactual MDPs extend the
original model to account for the uncertainty underlying the possible changes to the world, it still
assumes that the reasoning over different worlds is performed at planning time.
In some interaction scenarios, however, it may be interesting to provide the agent with the
ability to reason over the different configurations of the world at execution time. Our models
could potentially be used in such domains through some form of replanning, where at execution time the agent would solve new Counterfactual MDPs as needed. However, this replanning
approach is computationally expensive. As such, for the class of scenarios where the agent requests changes to the world at execution time, the alternative action-based formulation discussed
in Section 3.4 is more suitable.
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